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JEWELLERY
pendants, necklaces, bracelets, bangles, earrings, timepieces

An exquisite collection of ﬁnely tailored jewellery pieces in rose and yellow gold and
silver plating encrusted with sparkling crystals. Fresh, simple and wearable, the essence
of Refined Style. Exceptionally designed by our in-house team of jewellery designers to
appeal to all tastes.

Jewellery 2

Drawing inspiration from an urban garden, the Tipperary Crystal Butterfly collection
transforms an icon into something modern and unexpected. Playful and elegant, this
collection draws from the inherent beauty of the butterfly. The butterfly appealed as a
Jewellery theme to our designers who have dedicated a full jewellery collection to
these delicate creatures.
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Butterfly
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. 1. Butterfly pink yellow purple CZ bangle
150201 €40
. 2. Butterfly stud earrings pink
150195 €20
. 3. Butterfly stud earrings blue
150171 €20

. 6. Butterfly clear CZ pendant
150386 €30

. 4. Butterfly stud earrings yellow
150188 €20

.7. Butterfly ring
150409 Size 6 €25
150416 Size 7 €25
150423 Size 8 €25

. 5. Butterfly rose gold bracelet
150119 €35
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. 8. Butterfly rose gold open pendant
150324 €30
. 9. Butterfly rose gold charm bracelet
150249 €30
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Butterfly
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“ loved
I always
butterflies,
because
they remind us
that it’s never
too late
to transform
ourselves.
”

Drew Barrymore
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Butterfly

. 10. Butterfly rose gold long/short disc pendant
150294 €35
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Butterfly
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. 11. Butterfly rose gold drop earrings
150140 €30
. 12. Butterfly rose gold half clear CZ stud earrings
150157 €20
. 13. Butterfly rose gold full clear CZ stud earrings
150133 €20

. 14. Butterfly rose gold pave stud earrings
150218 €20
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Butterfly
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. 15. Butterfly rose gold long/short half pave pendant
150300 €35
. 16. Butterfly rose gold pave pendant
150362 €35

. 17. Butterfly rose gold half pave bracelet
150256 €30
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Butterfly
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. 18. Butterfly rose gold purple pendant
150102 €25

19

This exquisite piece consists of a polished rose gold
butterfly filled with dark purple and lilac pearlescent
enamel, it suspends from a shimmering rose gold 45 cm
cable chain with adjustable slider to get the perfect fit.

. 19. Butterfly rose gold loop bar earrings
150348 €20

Crafted in sleek polished rose gold with pearlescent dark
purple & lilac enamel infill. These earrings secure
comfortably with push backs.
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Butterfly

. 20. Butterfly rose gold chain drop earrings
150379 €30
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Butterfly

. 23. Butterfly rose gold circle drop earrings
150232 €20

. 24. Butterfly rose gold beady drop earrings
150263 €20
. 25. Butterfly rose gold infinity pendant
150317 €30

Four butterflies hanging on the cable chain. Crafted in
sleek polished rose gold with pearlescent pink enamel
infill and light pink sparkly CZs. They hang comfortably
on a french hook. Length of the earring 6.5 cm.

. 21. Butterfly rose gold circle pendant
150270 €25

Fashioned in rose gold this beady circular pendant with
bale. In the middle sits butterfly with pink pearlescent
enamel infill. It suspends from a cable chain with
adjustable slider and lobster claw clasp.

. 22. Butterfly rose gold turquoise bangle
150164 €35

Simple beady bangle in rose gold finish. One of the
three dangly charms is filled with pearlescent turquoise
infill enamel.
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Butterfly
. 26. Butterfly rose gold clear CZ pendant
150355 €35

This rose gold open butterfly pendant is completely lined
with a single row of clear cut crystal stones, all of the same
size. This pendant suspends along a gleamingly polished
rose gold cable chain which has a 2” extention and TC
branded fob.
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Butterfly
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. 27. Butterfly rose gold circle chain earrings
150393 €30
30

. 28. Butterfly rose gold bar earrings
150126 €30
. 29. Butterfly silver bracelet
150331 €35

Butterfly

31

.30. Butterfly rose gold stud purple CZ stud
earrings
150225 €20

29

These pretty butterfly stud earrings can be worn alone or
with matching necklace. Sparkling amethyst czs are set
delicately on the wings. They secure comfortably with push
backs.

. 31. Butterfly rose gold necklace with purple CZ
150287 €30
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Tell your own style story with our beautiful collection of personalised Letter pendants
suspending from on-trend delicate rose gold Singapore chain. Delicate enough to
showcase our sleek rose gold letters yet encompassing delicate eye-catching detail.
Each letter is adorned with a sparkling clear Cubic Zirconia Crystal. Each chain is
secured with a lobster claw clasp.
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Initials
1

.
1. Tipperary Crystal Letter “A” pendant
141629 €25
.
2. Tipperary Crystal Letter “B” pendant
141636 €25

. 3. Tipperary Crystal Letter “C” pendant
141643 €25
Crafted in sleek polished rose gold, each unique

Initials
.
4. Tipperary Crystal Letter “D” pendant
141650 €25
.
5. Tipperary Crystal Letter “E” pendant
141667 €25

. 6. Tipperary Crystal Letter “F” pendant
141674 €25
.
7. Tipperary Crystal Letter “G” pendant
141681 €25
.
8. Tipperary Crystal Letter “H” pendant
141698 €25
.
9. Tipperary Crystal Letter “I” pendant
141704 €25
. 10. Tipperary Crystal Letter “J” pendant
141711 €25
Crafted in sleek polished rose gold, each unique

letter is adorned with a sparkling bezel set clear

letter is adorned with a sparkling bezel set clear

CZ adding a touch of glamour to these eye-

catching pendants. Each letter is positioned at an

angle creating a contemporary look. They are

CZ adding a touch of glamour to these eye-

catching pendants. Each letter is positioned at an

angle creating a contemporary look. They are

suspended from a beautiful shimmering

Singapore chain and secure safely with a lobster

claw clasp.

suspended from a beautiful shimmering

Singapore chain and secure safely with a lobster

claw clasp.
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“

Some of the
best gifts come
in small
packages

Initials

12

. 11. Tipperary Crystal Letter “K” pendant
141728 €25
. 12. Tipperary Crystal Letter “L” pendant
141735 €25

13--313. Tipperary Crystal Letter “M” pendant
141742 €25

13

14. Tipperary Crystal Letter “N” pendant
141759 €25
15. Tipperary Crystal Letter “O” pendant
141766 €25
Crafted in sleek polished rose gold, each unique

letter is adorned with a sparkling bezel set clear
CZ adding a touch of glamour to these eye-

14

catching pendants. Each letter is positioned at an
angle creating a contemporary look. They are

suspended from a beautiful shimmering

Singapore chain and secure safely with a lobster

claw clasp.

”

15
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Initials
. 16. Tipperary Crystal Letter “P” pendant
141773 €25

. 17. Tipperary Crystal Letter “R” pendant
141780 €25
. 18. Tipperary Crystal Letter “S” pendant
141797 €25
. 19. Tipperary Crystal Letter “T” pendant
141803 €25
. 20. Tipperary Crystal Letter “V” pendant
141810 €25
Crafted in sleek polished rose gold, each unique

letter is adorned with a sparkling bezel set clear

CZ adding a touch of glamour to these eye-

catching pendants. Each letter is positioned at an
angle creating a contemporary look. They are

suspended from a beautiful shimmering

Singapore chain and secure safely with a lobster

claw clasp.
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Initials
. 21. Tipperary Crystal Letter “W” pendant
141827 €25

. 22. Tipperary Crystal Letter “Z” pendant
141834 €25
Crafted in sleek polished rose gold, each unique

21

letter is adorned with a sparkling bezel set clear

CZ adding a touch of glamour to these eye-

catching pendants. Each letter is positioned at an
angle creating a contemporary look. They are

suspended from a beautiful shimmering
Singapore chain and secure safely with a lobster
claw clasp.

. 23. Tipperary Crystal INITIALS display
stand
142749

Will fit the full collection of 22 alphabet pendants.

22
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Dark, sultry and mesmerizingly seductive, this range
will attract attention from the most discerning of eyes.
The warmth of rose gold combined with the depth of
black crystals combines to create possibly our most
beautiful range yet. We drew inspiration from all
around the world but in particular the middle east
where these darker tones are very popular.

“

I love black
because it
afﬁrms,
designs and
styles.

”

1

Noir

2

.1. Noir rose gold hoop and stem necklace
135017 €45
Dazzlingly beautiful, this Y-shaped necklace will

enhance any outfit but would be particularly nice

worn on a special occasion. Fashioned in warm
rose gold, this necklace has an almost Parisian feel

to it. Immaculate, smouldering black crystals are

arranged ornately to create a really eye-catching
neckpiece. It secures safely with a lobster claw
clasp.

. 2. Noir rose gold hoop & stem drop
earrings
135024 €30
These exquisite drop earrings can be worn on a

night out or to dress up casual wear. Fashioned in
rose gold these art deco drop earnings are

adorned with smouldering back crystals and
secure comfortably with push backs.

Yves Saint Laurent
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Noir

. 3. Noir rose gold interlocking circles pendant
134904 €30

Delightfully designed and guaranteed to be adored, this charming pendant is forever

joined, eternally linked. An organic circle of shimmering black czs linked with a lustrous
rose gold circle combine to create this magnificent pendant. Radiant crystals are cut to

enhance shine and brilliance and add that extra sparkle to this gorgeously chic,
contemporary style. This pendant suspends along lengths of polished rose gold chain

and secures with a lobster claw clasp. A 2” extension chain and TC branded fob add
the finishing touch.
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Noir

.
4. Noir long rose gold disc necklace
135116 €70

A really versatile piece, this long station necklace
is crafted in on-trend rose gold. It consists of

a box chain along which eye-catching polished

Tipperary Crystal branded discs are arranged

with stunning black crystals located in the centre

of the discs. This piece is guaranteed to be your

go-to for day to night wear.

4

.5. Noir bezel-cut black stone bracelet
135062 €35

5

Perfectly matched this rose gold bracelet will
complement

the

other

pieces

from

this collection beautifully. Crafted in rose gold

seven bezel-set black cz crystals are connected via

rose gold cable chain to create this stunning piece.

6

It has four length options so will fit most wrists. It
secures safely with a lobster claw clasp and TC fob.

6. Noir bezel cut stone stud earrings
142077 €20
Sleek and stylish, these 8mm chic stud earrings
are fashioned in Rose gold and consist of a glossy

black stone bezel set within glowing Rose gold.
These beautiful earrings secure safely with push

backs.
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Noir

. 7. Noir rose gold black drop earrings
134898 €35

Truly dazzling and effortlessly chic these stunning

earrings will enhance any outfit. Fashioned in rose

gold these beautiful drop earrings consist of black

7

8

czs clustered like grapes along a rose gold drop

earring to create a quite dramatic look. These eye-

catching earrings secure comfortably with push
backs.

8. Noir rose gold drop earrings with
leaves
134881 €45
Ornate and beautiful, these impressive drop
earrings simply captivate. Featuring an intricate

combination of polished rose gold leaves with

9

sultry black czs. A delicate filigree vine leaf design

catches and reflects light. These beautiful earrings
secure comfortably with push-backs.

. 9. Noir rose gold black bracelet
134874 €50
This bracelet epitomises chicness, crafted in

polished rose gold, numerous black cubic zirconi

crystals are arranged in a branch-like configuration
creating a really beautiful bracelet. This bracelet
secures safely with a lobster claw clasp and TC

branded fob.

10. Noir rose gold bracelet with leaves
134867 €50
This dazzling bracelet is crafted in polished rose
gold and consists of a combination of polished
rose gold leaves and black leaf shaped cubic

10

zirconis arranged in a branch-likeconfiguration,

it is a truly beautiful piece. This magnificent

bracelet secures safely with a lobster claw clasp

and TC branded fob.
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11. Noir rose gold tennis bracelet
134850 €60
Sleek and stylish, this tennis bracelet will take your

look from day to night and will enhance any
outfit. Fashioned in on-trend rose gold, this

beautiful

streamlined

design

features

mesmerising princess-cut black cubic zirconi

Noir

crystals. A captivating combination of sleek,

glamorous and smouldering stones.

12. Noir rose gold black páve bangle
135055 €40
Elegantly simple this beautiful open bangle can
be worn on its own or layered to create a more

14

eye-catching look. Crafted in rose gold this open
bangle is adorned with black páve crystals to

create a smouldering chic bangle.

. 13. Noir rose gold curved drop earrings
. 134911 €35

These exquisite earrings will enhance any outfit.

12

Fashioned in rose gold consisting of immaculately

13

cut black czs arranged along curved rose gold

bars. The sleekness of the design enables them

to be worn during the day or night. They secure
comfortably with push backs

15

.14. Noir rose gold drop chain eye earrings
134928 €35
The epitome of elegance and sophistication

these earrings are truly stunning. Crafted in rose
gold, a chic eye-shaped piece with black czs

suspends gracefully from a shimmering cable

chain which is attached to black cz encrusted bar.
Truly magnificent. They secure comfortably with
pushbacks.

. 15. Noir rose gold black cz eye bracelet
134935 €30
This bracelet oozes chicness and sophistication.

Noir

Crafted in rose gold it features an elongated

eyeshape encrusted with dazzling black cubic
zirconis set along a shimmering cable chain. This

magnificent bracelet secures safely with a lobster
claw clasp and TC branded fob.
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16. Noir ‘O’ rose gold bracelet
134973 €60
This exquisite bracelet epitomises chicness.

Crafted in warm rose gold, black crystal

17

encrusted “o” shapes are linked to create this

stunningly elegant bracelet that will enhance

any outfit. This truly magnificent bracelet
features four length options and secures safely

with lobster claw clasp and TC fob.

17. Noir rose gold ‘O’ earrings
134966 €30
These exceptional drop earrings have an almost

art deco feel to them. Fashioned in rose gold they

consist of a black cz encrusted elongated rectangle

shape suspending from a black cz encrusted bar,
truly magnificent. They secure comfortably with
push backs.

19

Noir

18

.18. Noir rose gold drop mix ball earrings . 19. Noir rose gold mix ball bracelet
134980 €35
134997 €60
Ornate and beautiful, these stunning earrings

This really is a special piece, crafted in on-trend

magnificent earrings feature scintillating black

with sultry black crystal balls set along a

between two round bezel-cut black crystals. These

piece will take you from day to night with ease.

simply captivate. Crafted in warm rose gold these

pave balls set along a shimmering cable chain in

amazing earrings are completed either end with

rose gold bars set with smouldering black crystals.
These stunning earring secure comfortably with
push backs
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rose gold stunning black páve balls combined

shimmering rose gold cable chain. This stunning

This beautiful bracelet secures safely with lobster

claw clasp and TC fob

21

20

Noir

. 20. Noir rose gold snake chain drop páve
ball earrings
135093 €35

Contemporary and eye-catching, these sleek drop

earrings are a versatile addition to any jewellery

collection. Crafted in rose gold each earring

features a pretty black pave ball suspending from
a sleek snake chain. They secure comfortably with

22

push backs.

.21. Noir rose gold páve ball earrings
134942 €60
Possibly one of the finest pieces in the collection

these earrings are truly stunning. Consisting

of on-trend rose gold bars that feed through
the ear from which a black cz encrusted ball

suspends, exquisitely chic and eye-catching these

magnificent earrings are guaranteed to attract
attention.

. 22. Noir drop solid bar páve ball earrings
135048 €50
Elegant and organic these exquisite drop earrings
are guaranteed to attract attention. Crafted in a

rose gold a polished bar is completed by stunning

drop shaped black pave tear drops. They secure
comfortably with push backs.
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Noir
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23. Noir diamond stud earrings
142084 €20

Simple yet eye-catching these elegant 9mm
earrings are crafted in warm Rose gold and consist

of four black cubic zirconia crystals arranged in a

cross like manner. They secure safely with push
backs.

24

24. Noir reversible páve ball earrings
135000 €25
These versatile earrings are guaranteed to be a

staple in your jewellery collection to be worn again
and again. These are reversible, so can be worn

with either the larger glossy black 8mm ball or the

smaller 5mm black pave ball to the front.

25

25. Noir big páve ball stud earrings
142060 €25

26

26. Noir TC disc & black ball earrings
142107 €20

A slightly larger version of our very popular Noir

These elegant stud earrings are guaranteed to be

so can be worn with either the larger glossy black

reversible and consist of chic glossy 8mm black

Reversible pave ball earrings. These are reversible,

10mm ball or the smaller 8mm black pave ball to
the front. These versatile earrings are guaranteed
to be worn again and again.

a staple in your jewellery collection. They are

ball on one side with an 8mm Rose gold disc with

TC branding on the other side, equally gorgeous
whichever way you choose to wear them.

27. Noir X-cross stud earrings
142091 €20
27

Dainty and dazzling, a polished Rose gold 7.5mm

cross encrusted with sultry black crystals arranged
into an X and securing safely with push backs.

“
Women

who wear
black lead
colourful
lives.

”

Neiman Marcus
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Noir
.28. Noir lace páve gunmetal earrings
135109 €35
These exquisite art deco styled chandelier earrings

are perhaps one of our most stunning pieces.
Perfect for a big occasion or simply to dress up an
outfit. They secure comfortably with push backs.

28
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Sparkle like a star in our dazzling new Star Collection.
The symbol of a star has always been steeped with awe
and wonder. Stars are majestic and untouchable which
is embraced in this beautiful collection.

1

Star

. 1. Star clear cz stud earrings-rose gold
135215 €20
Crafted in rose gold these earrings can be

worn everyday to add a touch of sparkle to any
outfit. They secure comfortably with pushbacks.

.2. Star interlocking pendant-rose gold
135277 €30

3

Guaranteed to be a staple piece for years these
on-trend interlocking stars comes in rose gold

2

A larger crystal encrusted star is interlocke

with a lustrous polished gold star. This

pendant suspends from a cable chain which
secures safely with a lobster claw clasp.

. 3. Star interlocking pendant-silver
135284 €30
These on-trend interlocking stars come in silver
A larger crystal encrusted star is interlocked
with a lustrous polished gold star. This pendant

suspends from a cable chain which secures

4

safely with a lobster claw clasp.

. 4. Star mini stud earrings-silver
135253 €20
. 5. Star mini stud earrings-rose gold
135246 €20
These dainty stud earrings are sweet and simple.

5

Crafted in polished metal they are available in
rose gold, champagne gold and silver and secure

safely with pushbacks.
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Star

. 8. Stars falling rose gold hoop earrings
135222 €30

Star

6

.6. Star bright rose gold pendant
135178 €30

A sparkling polished full circle with three
elegant four-point stars. These magnificent
earrings secure safely with pushbacks.

9. Star rose gold charm bracelet
135239 €35
Crafted in polished rose gold this sweet design

features dazzling polished four-point stars set at

This attractive piece can be worn with its

regular intervals along a cable chain. Buffed to a

rose gold this sophisticated crystal encrusted

claw clasp with TC branded fob.

matching earrings or on its own. Crafted in

8

sparkling dainty cable chains suspending with

brilliant lustre, this bracelet secures with a lobster

pendant is guaranteed to add a touch of

class to any outfit.

7. Star bright rose gold earrings
135161 €30
Sleek, sophisticated and eternally elegant, these
on-trend rose gold earrings wrap around the

ear creating an eye-catching look. They secure

comfortably with push backs.

7
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“
Moonlight

drowns out
all but the
brightest
stars.

”

12

10
11

13
10. Star floating black páve disc pendantrose gold
135185 €35
A sleek rose gold open star charm complements

this rich, dark black páve crystal encrusted disc

pendant. They suspend from a polished rose

gold cable chain and fasten securely with a

obster claw clasp.

11. Star pendant-open-rose gold
135321 €30
Fashioned in rose gold this elegant open star

pendant captivates with one row of scintillating
clear crystals cut to enhance their brilliance and

shine. Simple yet sophisticated, this pendant is

buffed to a brilliant lustre and is suspended

centred from a cable chain which secures safely

with a lobster claw clasp.

12. Star cut-out rose gold páve pendant
135338 €30
Reminiscent of looking up to a star-studded

sky, this páve disc with star cut out is sure
to attract attention. Suspended from an elegant

cable chain, this necklace secures safely with

J.R.R. Tolkien

lobster claw clasp.

Star

13. Star rose gold páve concave pendant
135369 €30
This versatile polished rose gold pendant will

compliment any outfit. This concave disc pendant
is polished to a dazzling shine with an ornate

crystal encrusted star centred within the pendant.
This exquisite piece suspends centred along a

sleek box chain and secures safely with a lobster
claw clasp and extension chain
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Star

. 14. Double floating páve star necklace
Silver
130029 €25
This fashion statement has a double star effect that

carefully mixes rose gold and silver elements. The

inside section holds a rose gold four pointed star

inset with cz’s, this inside star is reflected on the
outside silver star. The overall effect is to create a

17

stunning statement piece.

18

. 15. Star páve silver & blue cz earrings
135390 €40
Chic and elegant these sparkling crystal drop

earrings complete any feminine look. Crafted

14

in silver each earring features a dazzling páve-set

Star

crystal star suspended from a length of cable

chain which hangs from a blue circle bezel-cut
crystal. These earrings secure comfortably with
push backs

17. Stars silver bangle with triple stars
135154 €35
Casually sophisticated this organic, sleek

bangle will suit any wrist. Crafted in sleek

polished silver, three stars dangle elegantly

from this bangle crafted in rose gold,
champagne gold and silver. This piece will
enhance any ensemble.

15

. 16. Stars silver bolo chain bracelet
135376 €35

. 18. Double floating páve star necklace
Rose gold
130036 €25
19. Stars rose gold bolo chain bracelet
135345 €35

Crafted in silver this pretty design features

seven polished silver stars with clear czs placed

Crafted in rose gold, this sweet design features a

elegantly along a cable chain. This contemporary

dainty cable chain with three-star crystals

bracelet secures with an eye-catching star shaped

placed perfectly along it. This bracelet secures

toggle clasp.

This time round the double floating necklace has

a rose gold chain and effectively mixes with a

silver inner star pendant. Both stars are inset with
cz’s in a páve style. This is truly a stunning piece
that will compliment any outfit.

safely with a TC branded fob.

16
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Spoil someone special with a piece from our exquisite
new Birthstone Collection. The design is simple so that
each piece can be worn everyday on its own or indeed
layered with other pieces of jewellery. Contemporary,
fresh and organic it will impress the most discerning of
jewellery lovers. It can be bought to signify the month
the wearer was born or indeed just because they love that
particular gemstone, whatever the reason they will love it!

Garnet is thought to keep the wearer safe during
travel. This birthstone is a symbol of deep and
everlasting friendship making it an ideal gift for
someone you value and cherish.

This birthstone symbolises protection. The Amethyst
is prized for the associated qualities of peace,
stability, courage and strength it is supposed to
bestow on the wearer.

1

4

january
garnet
. 1. Garnet
January birthstone pendant-rose gold
126145 €30

february
amethyst

2. Garnet
January birthstone bracelet-rose gold
126381 €40

. 4. Amethyst
February birthstone pendant-silver
126152 €30

3. Garnet
January birthstone earrings-rose gold
126268 €25

2

.6. Amethyst
February birthstone earrings-silver
126275 €25

5

3
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. 5. Amethyst
February birthstone bracelet-silver
126398 €40

6
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A symbol of creativity hope and courage. Increase
love, youth and overall happiness by wearing this
gemstone.

This is a classic stone connected with eternal love. It
is a symbol of romance and courage and is known to
ward off insanity.

7

10

march
aquamarine
. 7. Aquamarine
March birthstone pendant-silver
126169 €30

april
clear crystal

. 8. Aquamarine
March birthstone bracelet-silver
126404 €40

. 10. Clear Crystal
April birthstone pendant-rose gold
126176 €30

. 9. Aquamarine
March birthstone earrings-silver
126282 €25

8

12. Clear Crystal
April birthstone earrings-rose gold
126299 €25

11

9
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. 11. Clear Crystal
April birthstone bracelet-rose gold
126411 €40

12
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A symbol of health, faithfulness, fertility and wealth.
This stone is believed to have magical properties that
can keep illness at bay.

Pearls are believed to have a calming
ability and help diminish nervous and anxious
thoughts.
Pearls are also a symbol of modesty
and chastity.

13

16

mayemerald
. 13. Emerald
May birthstone pendant-silver
126183 €30

june
shell pearl

. 14. Emerald
May birthstone bracelet-silver
126428 €40

. 16. Shell Pearl
June birthstone pendant-rose gold
126190 €30

.15. Emerald
May birthstone earrings-silver
126305 €25

14

. 18. Shell Pearl
June birthstone earrings-rose gold
126312 €25

17

15
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. 17. Shell Pearl
June birthstone bracelet-rose gold
126435 €40

18
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Like the Garnet the Ruby is a symbol of courage and
strength. This birthstone can also bring about good
luck and good friends. This birthstone supports the
emotional state of the wearer.

This birthstone helps to heal stress and reduce anger.
In times past people wore this stone to ward off evil,
negativity and black magic.

19

22

julyruby
. 19. Ruby
July birthstone pendant-silver
126206 €30

august
peridot

. 20. Ruby
July birthstone bracelet-silver
126442 €40

. 22. Peridot
August birthstone pendant-silver
126213 €30

. 21. Ruby
July birthstone earrings-silver
126329 €25

20

. 24. Peridot
August birthstone earrings-silver
126336 €25

23

21
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. 23. Peridot
August birthstone bracelet-silver
126459 €40

24
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This birthstone is a symbol of purity, wisdom, faith
and serenity. This birthstone is also thought to reduce
pain.

It is believed that this birthstone has healing and
restoring properties. Opal is a symbol of hope,
innocence and creativity.

25

28

september
sapphire
. 25. Sapphire
September birthstone pendant-silver
126220 €30

. 26. Sapphire
September birthstone bracelet-silver
126466 €40

october
opal
.28. Opal
October birthstone pendant-rose gold
126237 €30

. 27. Sapphire
September birthstone earrings-silver
126343 €25

26

. 30. Opal
October birthstone earrings-rose gold
126350 €25

29

27
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. 29. Opal
October birthstone bracelet-rose gold
126473 €40

30
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Carrying the power of the sun, Citrine is warm and
comforting, energizing and life giving. It stimulates
the chakras like the sunlight of spring, clearing the
mind and stirring the soul to action.

Bringing together all aspects of communication and
psychic power. Tanzanite is said to strengthen the
immune system, detoxify the blood and improve
vitality. It promotes the regeneration of cells, skin
and hair,

31

34

november
. 31. Citrine
November birthstone pendant-silver
126244 €30

december
tanzanite

. 32. Citrine
November birthstone bracelet-silver
126480 €40

. 34. Tanzanite
December birthstone pendant-silver
126251 €30

. 33. Citrine
November birthstone earrings-silver
126367 €25

32

. 36. Tanzanite
December birthstone earrings-silver
126374 €25

35

33
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. 35. Tanzanite
December birthstone bracelet-silver
126497 €40

36
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The Tipperary Crystal Skandi jewelry collection is inspired by our
love for the simple, clean lines of Scandinavian design. This is reflected
in the culture and design throughout this part of the world with
structured shapes and simple lines. The Scandinavian concept of ‘hygge’
loosely translates as coziness, but it means more than that. It’s about a
feeling of wellbeing, about enjoying life, we hope you enjoy the
wellbeing that this collection brings to you.

1

Skandi

5
. 4. Stem & bead earrings
Rose gold 142299 €20
Fashioned in Rose gold these sleek earrings

. 1. Triple bead long necklace
Rose gold 142275 €40

represent the fresh organic relaxed feel to

Scandinavian design. Consisting of two bars

Crafted in on-trend Rose gold this stunning

necklace is beautiful worn alone or indeed worn

attached by a ball functioning as a hinge to create

look. Its also stunning worn with its matching

with push backs.

beautiful movement. They secure comfortably

with other necklaces to create a more dramatic

earrings and bracelet.

. 2. Triple gradient bead earrings
Rose gold 142282 €20

2

. 5. Triple bead choker necklace
Rose gold 142268 €25

4

Crafted in rose gold, this sweet design features a

repeating pattern of glossy three beads on a fine

Perfect for day or evening wear, these elegant drop

cable chain, this necklace is 35 cm in length and

earrings are an alternative to the stud earrings
from the same collection. Crafted in glowing Rose
gold, they come with french hook.

is designed to be worn tightly around the neck, it

has an 8 cm extension chain so will suit most neck

6

sizes. This choker secures safely with a lobster claw
clasp and TC fob.

Skandi
.6. Triple bead stud earrings
Rose gold 142244 €25
These versatile earrings are guaranteed to be a

staple in your jewellery collection to be worn again
and again. Crafted in Rose gold three glossy balls

are arranged together, simple yet chic. These
earrings secure comfortably with push backs.

. 3. Five pins earrings
Rose gold 142305 €25
3

. 7. Triple bead bracelet
Rose gold 142251 €25
Understated enough to be worn throughout the

Ornate and beautiful these simple drop earrings

day, this bracelet has a sculptural quality that

of different lengths completed by glossy balls fall

mixed with other much loved bracelets. Crafted in

simply captivate. Fashioned in Rose gold five bars
with beautiful movement to create these eye-

catching drop earrings. They hang comfortably
with french hook.

works beautifully as a single statement piece or

glowing Rose Gold this bracelet is the perfect

accompaniment to its matching earrings, choker
necklace & long necklace. Secures safely with
lobster claw clasp.
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“
I thought

I could organise
freedom
how
Scandinavian
of me

”

9

8

.8. Half circle pendant
Rose gold 142336 €25

Skandi

The perfect accompaniment to its matching

earrings or indeed stunning worn on its own, this

organic Rose gold half disc shaped pendant is

remininscent of a half moon. Minimal and

sensuous this sleek pendant will be a staple in

your jewellery collection. It secures safely with
lobster claw clasp.

. 9. Small hoop earrings
Rose gold 142312 €25
Combining both organic natural forms and

minimalism, these stunning Rose gold hoop
earrings are a masterclass in contemporary

Scandinavian jewellery design. Deceptively

simple, the sensuous curve of these earrings

10

captures a natural fluidity which enhances a

woman’s beauty rather than overwhelms it. The

perfect gift for a woman who truly understands her
own style. These earrings secure comfortably with
push backs.

. 10. Large hoop earrings
Rose gold 142329 €25
These stunning earrings fall from the ear with

smooth elegance. The fluid shape symbolises the

transformation of life and the soft curves represent

the passage of time. Crafted in Rose gold these

Bjork

earrings would make the perfect gift.
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Skandi
12

11

. 12. Oval hoop & chain earrings
Rose gold 142350 €25
The refined elegance of nature’s organic forms
and the cutting edge of contemporary design are

combined to create these stunning cascading

chain earrings. These stunning earrings exude the

.11. Square & chain earrings
Rose gold 142343 €20
Feminine yet striking, these drop earrings are the

Fashioned in alluring Rose gold, these sensuous

earrings consist of a ball stud from which a single

very essence of understated elegance. These

chain descends, an open oval shape drops in turn

Crafted in Rose gold these, these stunning

shimmering chains cascading below. They secure

architectural earrings will enhance any outfit.
earrings secure comfortably with push backs.
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relaxed elegance of the modern woman.

from this, the earrings are completed by six
comfortably with push backs.

Skandi

13

16

. 15. Jelly fish earrings
Silver 142398 €25
Truly dazzling and effortlessly chic these

shimmering drop earrings will enhance any outfit.
Fashioned in silver finish they consist of three

chains of varying lengths finished with organically

14

shaped drop bars. The chains suspend from a

pebble stone shape. These beautiful earrings
secure comfortably with push backs.

. 16. Noodle stud earrings
Silver 142381 €20
These beautiful earrings truly reflect the

Scandinavian minimalistic aesthetic. Crafted in
sillver, the organic arrangement of four strips of

metal create an eye-catching pair of stud earrings.

Skandi

They secure comfortably with push backs.

17

. 17. Noodle chain earrings
Silver 142411 €25
These simple drop earrings are the perfect

example of Scandinavian understated chic.
Crafted in a silver finish, they consist of four

. 13. Frosty mint chain earrings
Silver 142367 €25

organic oblong shapes to create a beautiful drop
and movement. These elegant earrings secure

Inspired by raindrops the contemporary, abstract

comfortably with push backs.

appearance of these Silver finish earrings add a
cool attitude suitable for day or evening wear. The

4mm round bezel set mint crystal holds the

unusual arrangement of the cascading chains

15

which add a final touch of sophisticated chic to

these stunning earrings. They secure comfortably
with push backs.

.18. Triple noodle chain bracelet
Silver 142404 €45

. 14. Asymetrical chain earrings
Silver 142374 €20

This beautiful bracelet in silver finish is designed

Like drops of water captured in silver, these

with three chains of organic shapes. It can be

elegant earrings combine the best of

worn alone or with matching earrings. This

Scandinavian design with an expressive

femininity. Featuring a half hoop stud and twin
earring consist of two chains cascading alongside

stunning bracelet has secure lobster claw clasp

18

and branded extention chain.

each other and completed by a glossy silver bar.

This asymmetrical design is right on trend. They

secure comfortably with push backs.
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21

Skandi
. 19. Long chain link necklace
Rose gold
138803 €65

Skandi

This stunning extra-long, rose gold necklace is

54cm in length. It consists of polished rose gold
long oval shapes interlinked to create a
shimmering eye-catching chain link necklace

that will enhance any outfit.

19

22

. 21. Honeycomb chain bracelet
Rose gold
138636 €35
Crafted in rose gold this contemporary piece

. 20. Chain link bracelet
Rose gold
138797 €40

can be worn alone or with other honeycomb
pieces from the Skandi collection. This bracelet

Crafted in polished rose gold this bracelet consists

secures safely with a lobster claw clasp and TC

of long oval shapes interlinked to create a

branded fob with extension chain.

shimmering, eye-catching chain link bracelet that

will enhance any outfit. It can be worn alone or

22. Honeycombe drop earrings
Silver
138773 €25

with matching long necklace. This stunning

bracelet secures safely with an attractive toggle

Crafted in buffed silver to create these edgy

clasp.

contemporary drop earrings, three dainty

hexagonal shapes suspend to create these

20

attractive earrings. They secure safely with

pushbacks.
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25

Skandi
. 23. Pebble pendant with cz stones
Silver
138605 €25

23

This dainty pendant is crafted in brushed silver and

26

consists of an organic pebble shape with three

shimmering czs positioned organically along the

perimeter. It suspends from a cable chain and

secures safely with a lobster claw clasp.

24. Pebble stud earrings with cz stones
Silver
138599 €25
These dainty stud earrings are crafted in brushed

silver and consist of an organic pebble shape with

three shimmering czs positioned organically along

the perimeter. They secure comfortably with push
backs.

24

Skandi
.25. Pebble hoop stud earrings
Gunmetal
138582 €12.50
Crafted in gunmetal these unusual earrings are

Elegantly simple this open bangle is crafted in

black circles they can be worn alone or with

contemporary piece. Open pebble shapes are

sure to attract attention. Consisting of open

matching pieces from this collection. They secure
comfortably with push backs.
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26. Pebble hoop bangle
Gunmetal
138698 €20
eye-catching gunmetal to create a really stylish,
aligned beside each other creating an organic feel
to this beautiful bangle.
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Skandi

29

. 29. Pebble drop earrings
Silver
138650 €25

27

Crafted in silver, delicate open pebble shapes
suspend underneath each other creating these
beautiful drop earrings.

30. Pebble bracelet
Silver
138742 €35
Fashioned in silver this delicate arm piece is

guaranteed to attract attention. Fine open pebble

shapes are aligned beside each other to create this

spectacular bracelet. It secures safely with a
lobster claw clasp and extension chain.

30

28

Skandi

. 27. Pebble bracelet
Gunmetal
138735 €17.50

. 28. Long pebble necklace
Gunmetal
138759 €25

Fashioned in gunmetal this delicate arm piece is

guaranteed to attract attention. Fine open pebble
shapes are aligned beside each other to create this

spectacular bracelet. It secures safely with a lobster

claw clasp and extension chain.
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This versatile long necklace is crafted in

contemporary and easy-to-wear gunmetal and

consists of fine open pebble shapes positioned

along a fine cable chain creating a fashion forward

piece designed to be worn again and again.

31

31. Pebble stone shaped bangle
Gunmetal
138681 €35
Casually sophisticated this organic, sleek bangle

will suit any wrist. Crafted in polished gun metal
this unusually shaped bangle consists of a slim

and sleek side which graduates into a chunkier

side creating a truly magnificent piece which can
be worn alone or stacked with other matching

colour versions of this piece.
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“
Life is

too short
to wear
boring
jewellery

”

32

Skandi

33

. 32. Honeycomb bracelet with cz stones
Rose gold
138643 €30
Fashioned in rose gold this dainty bracelet

consists of open hexagonal shapes with one pavé

hexagon located at the end of the bracelet.
This piece secures safely with a lobster claw clasp

and TC fob and has a 3 size extension chain.

. 33. Rose gold cable chain necklace with
bar & single charcoal cz
128965 €30
This is a timeless piece that embraces unique and

discrete characteristics with the simple Charcoal

Cubic Zirconia on the chain that flows down to the

minimalistic bar. Classic, Simple and timeless.

34. Honeycomb bangle
Rose gold
138704 €35
Fashioned in rose gold this eye-catching

34

hexagonal shaped bangle is adorned with

shimmering cable chains at each point creating a

really beautiful piece. This bangle can be worn

alone or stacked with other arm pieces from this
collection.
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Skandi

Skandi

. 38. Earrings with open hoop with clear cz
& closed hoop with amber cz
Rose gold
129009 €30

These beautiful earrings truly reflect the

Scandinavian minimalistic aesthetic. Embezzled

with a clear Cubic Zirconia crystal in the open hoop

and an Amber Cubic Zirconia crystal within the

35

closed hoop.

38

. 39. Open hoop bracelet with opal stones
Rose gold
129047 €40
A light and elegant bracelet that has four bezel cut
opal stones mixed with two cubic zirconia stones.

36

The clasp is a lobster clip clasp and this elegant
bracelet is finished off with a TC Fob.

. 35. Hanging hoop earrings with turquoise
cz & curved bar - Rose gold
129054 €20
These hanging earrings have two simple

geometric shapes combined to create a

39

contemporary Scandinavian classic. The Hoop

holds a stunning Turquoise crystal and the earrings
are secured with push backs.

37

. 36. Rose gold bar with silver hoop
earrings
129016 €30
These simple drop earrings reflect the minimalistic

Scandinavian trend. Mixing rose gold and silver

plate with the simple geometric shapes these

earrings are a Scandinavian Classic.

.37. Rose gold & silver double linked
bangle with jade & clear czs
128989 €40
Mix it up with this Rose Gold and Silver bangle,
sleek and clean lines and embezzled with a Jade
and a Clear Cubic Zirconia. This contemporary
piece is finished off with a TC Fob.
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Rings
Stunning simplicity, quality craftmanship and timeless
designs make up Tipperary Crystal’s versatile range of rings.
All rings come in sizes 6, 7 & 8 with the exception of our cage
rings which are one size to fit all.

Rings
. 1. Halo ring
Rose gold
The passion for Rose gold joined together with our

Oval Pave ring, creates an eye-catching ring.

The large oval motif that is covered with a narrow
row of small crystal-clear Cubic zirconia is attached

to a glossy rose gold band to create this trendy
design.

1

The glow of rose gold is complimented with the

high sparkle of the white stones creating this

special ring..

141841 Size 6 €20
141858 Size 7 €20
141865 Size 8 €20

2

.2. Interlinked ring
Rose gold
A beautiful silver ring buffed to a shiny lustre is

intertwined with on-trend Rose gold symbolising

everlasting love, locked together forever. This

Russian ring, with a mixed metal finish will
decorate any jewellery look.

141988 Size 6 €25
141995 Size 7 €25
142008 Size 8 €25
. 3. Orbit ring
Rose gold
Our Orbit Ring is fashioned in warm Rose gold and

features a bezel set Cubic zirconia inside of an

open circular form. These simple elements evoke

the celestial motions of planets around the sun.

3

141872 Size 6 €20
141889 Size 7 €20
141896 Size 8 €20

“
The ring always
believes
that the finger
lives for it

”
Malcom de Chazal
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.4. Open cage ring
Rose gold
141902 €25

4

If geometric design is your style then the Pave
Cubic zirconia Open ring is for you. A clean-cut
approach to fashion styling, this angular design

with its sharp, straight lines showcases the Geo

trend which has flooded the fashion scene over the

last few seasons. New easy chic appearance makes

this design the perfect addition to your daytime

attire but also caters for the ultimate day to

5

evening apparel.

.5. Baguette cz cage ring
Rose gold
142022 €20
Fashioned in glowing Rose gold this double
baguette cage ring consists of two baguette CZs

one in a pretty petal pink and the other in a clear
sparkling CZ set within a double rose gold cage

ring. This ring is guaranteed to be worn again and

again to create eye-catching hand glamour.

.6. V stacking ring
Rose gold
Simple, stunning and timeless, this magnificent

6

combination of two v-shaped rings interlocked to
create a really stunning look. Consisting of one

glossy Rose gold V-shaped ring which fits perfectly

into its twin v-shaped ring which is lined with
pretty pink CZs. This ring is the perfect accessory.

142039 Size 6 €25
142046 Size 7 €25
142053 Size 8 €25
. 7. Open baguette ring
Rose gold
142015 €20
An open mind leads to new possibilities, another

7

one of our ‘Open Ring’ designs that defies
traditional convention and intentionally leaves

space on the finger. Space to frame a beloved

solitaire ring, space to interlock with another ring

and create your own unique look or space just to

breath. This magnificent ring is crafted in glossy

Rose gold and completed with 2 baguette cut CZ’s.

. 8. Pink cage ring
Rose gold
141919 €25

8

A reverse of our attractive open cage ring, this

stylish eye-catching pink CZ’s encrusted cage ring

follows the angular Geo trend that dominates the

fashion scene. Crafted in on-trend Rose gold, this
ring is sure to attract attention.
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Rings

Eternal knot ring
Blending a timeless look with a touch of subtle

shimmer with this elegant ring, designed to

enhance a look not overpower it. This ring is

available in ever-popular polished silver and warm

rose gold. Shimmering clear cz crystals are

embedded elegantly on one arm of the ring

intertwining with the smooth metal via a dainty
single knot. This beautiful ring comes in 3 sizes.

10

9

Stacking Rings

. 9. Silver
139169 Size 6 €20
139176 Size 7 €20
139183 Size 8 €20
. 10. Rose gold
139190 Size 6 €20
139206 Size 7 €20
139213 Size 8 €20
. 11. Triple cz cage ring
Rose gold
139220 €28
This magnificent ring is crafted in elegant polished

rose gold and consists of three rings, two polished

rose gold rings with one clear cz encrusted ring in

11

the centre. This ring is arranged in a cage

configuration and wraps around the finger

14

creating a dazzlingly beautiful ring.

15

. 12. Web ring
Rose gold
Criss Cross X Ring in rose gold set with sultry on

trend charcoal CZs. Two intertwining, orbital rings,

create this elegant and modern design.

12

141957 Size 6 €25
141964 Size 7 €25
141971 Size 8 €25
. 13. Double band cz crown ring
Rose gold
Complex circular designs are a rhapsody of

architectural patterning in this hypnotic Rose gold
ring consisting of two sultry charcoal CZ lined rings
encasing three elegant clear bezel set CZs. This

ring is truly magnificent..

13
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141926 Size 6 €25
141933 Size 7 €25
141940 Size 8 €25

. 14. Daisy chain stacking rings
Rose gold

. 15. Circle dot stacking rings
Rose gold

The first ring in this pairing is a magnificent rose

This delicate rose gold eternity ring is set with

crystals set within a beautiful ornate rose gold

glittering fire, the ring is set with crystals the

gold eternity ring consisting of sparkling clear cz

setting. The crystals have no beginning and no end

tiny sparkling clear cz crystals sparkling with
whole way around the band, the perfect symbol

making this ring the perfect symbol of love and

of never-ending love and friendship. We have

the ever-popular polished rose gold dots ring

gold dots ring creating a mesmerising look.

friendship. We have paired this dazzling ring with

creating a truly magnificent look. These rings are
available in three sizes.

139251 Size 6 €28
139268 Size 7 €28
139275 Size 8 €28

paired this beautiful ring with our delicate rose
These rings are available in three sizes.

139312 Size 6 €28
139329 Size 7 €28
139336 Size 8 €28
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The tree of life is a symbol of a fresh start on life, positive energy, good health
and a bright future. The symbolism of the Tree of Life is ultimately about the
forces of nature combining to create balance and harmony. The branches reach
for the sky, the roots reach down into the ground. A representation of the link
between heaven and earth, mind and body and the never ending cycle of life.
Our Tree of Life Jewellery collection reﬂects these positive and rejuvenating
forces in a fresh and unique way.

1

2

3

Tree of Life
. 1. Tree of Life stud earrings with cz
Rose gold
136250 €25

Tree of Life
.3. Pavé disc pendant with Tree of Life centre
Silver
136281 €30

These pretty Tree of life earrings can be worn alone or

Fashioned in rose gold this elegant open circle pendant with tree of life

push backs.

crystals cut to enhance their brilliance and shine. This beautiful pendant

with matching bracelet. They secure comfortably with

2. Tree of Life pendant with clear cz
136359 €25
Fashioned in rose gold, this intricate piece consists of

polished rose tree of life suspending elegantly from a
shimmering cable chain, sparkling czs are scattered

delicately amongst the leaves. This pendant can be

worn alone or with matching earrings. It secures safely
with a lobster claw clasp.

4

positioned in the centre captivates with four rows of scintillating clear

suspends elegantly centred from a cable chain. This piece secures safely
with a lobster claw clasp.

4. Silver circle pendant with cz crystal Tree of Life
Two tone
136366 €30

5

This contemporary tree of life pendant is crafted in rose gold and silver

and has nineteen leaves and each leaf is an inset crystal. This pendant
secures safely with lobster claw clasp.

5. Polished circle engraved Tree of Life pendant
Rose gold
136298 €25
This exquisite piece consists of a polished rose gold circle surrounding
an ornate polished rose gold tree of life, it suspends centred from a
shimmering rose gold cable chain and secures safely with a lobster claw

clasp.
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6

Tree of Life
. 6. Tree of Life cz circle stud earrings
Rose gold
136434 €25
Crafted in rose gold, each eye catching rose gold
stud is a full sparkling circle of clear cz crystals

surrounding a delicate polished rose gold tree.

7

They secure comfortably with push backs.

. 7. Tree of Life in cz circle pendant
Rose gold
136427 €30
This attractive tree of Life pendant will complete

any outfit, it suspends elegantly from a cable chain

which secures safely with a lobster claw clasp.
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“
The tree of life

is growing where
the spirit
never dies,
and the bright
light of salvation
shines in dark
and empty skies.

”

Bob Dylan

8

9

.8. Pavé Tree of Life heart pendant
Rose gold
136342 €25
Crafted in rose gold, a tree of life sits within a crystal encrusted heart

shape, this pretty pendant suspends from a cable chain which features
a beautiful rose gold heart positioned just above the suspending
pendant. This piece secures safely with a lobster claw clasp.

.
9. Open bangle with pavé Tree of Life
Rose gold
136335 €35
Beautifully simple yet elegantly chic this slim polished rose

gold bangle will compliment any outfit. A tree of life is set

within a heart shape and is centred along the bangle perfectly.
This bangle can be worn alone or layered with other arm pieces
for a more dramatic look.

Tree of Life
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. 10. Three Trees drop pendant
Three tone
136274 €25
This attractive tree of Life pendant will complete

any outfit, it suspends elegantly from a cable chain

10

which secures safely with a lobster claw clasp.

11. Open branch bangle with cz crystals
Silver
136304 €45
Casually sophisticated this organic, ornate bangle

.12. Silver pavé heart pendant with
floating rose gold Tree of Life
136328 €25
This pretty design is crafted in rose gold and

consists of a crystal encrusted heart from which a

rose gold tree of life suspends within. This piece
secures safely with a lobster claw clasp.

13. Tree of life necklace cz circumference
Rose gold
129986 €25
Crafted in Rose Gold this piece is inset with

will suit any wrist. This rhodium plated bangle

thirty-seven stunning cubic zirconia crystals

ornate crystal encrusted tree of life designs.

from the chain, this piece is finished off with a

wraps around the wrist and is completed with two

along the circumference. A single Crystal hangs
lobster claw clasp and a 4cm extension chain
with TC branded fob.

14. Floating tree of life cz circle
Two tone
130012 €25
This unique pendant mixes Rose Gold and Silver

12

plating to create a stylish piece. The outer ring is
inset with cubic zirconia crystals along the

circumference and the separate centerpiece is

silver plated highlighting the Tree of Life. This

piece is finished off with a lobster claw clasp and
a 4cm extension chain with TC branded fob.OB.

13

15. Oval tree of life pendant
Two tone
130104 €25
This Tree of Life pendant has nineteen leaves and
each leaf is an inset crystal, with a rose gold &

11

silver oval surround this piece is a timeless classic.

This pendant is finished off with a lobster claw

clasp and a 4cm extension chain with TC branded

14

fob.

Tree of Life
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Communion
Tipperary Crystal have lovingly crafted a unique and very
special collection of Jewellery to celebrate First Holy
Communion. With a contemporary twist on traditional
jewellery pieces we have created a collection that is sure
to endure over time.

Communion
.1

.2

. 1. Cross lapel pin
122079 €15

.3

Crafted in brushed silver, this is a really charming

piece, measuring 1.8cm in height. A

contemporary box cross will compliment any
lapel whether smart or casual. It secures safely

with a butterfly clutch.

. 2. Dove lapel pin
122086 €15
Fashioned in polished silver this dove lapel

would look smart on any lapel, smart or casual.
This Lapel pin secures safely with a butterfly

clutch.

.4

. 3. Heart in pink CZ halo necklace
122055 €30
This beautiful little piece is crafted in polished

silver and suspends from a dainty cable chain.

Consisting of a dazzling open circle measuring
2cm in diameter, encrusted with pretty pink

crystals, suspending within this is a polished

silver heart with cross cut-out. The chain

measures 33cm and secures safely with a lobster
claw clasp and polished silver TC branded fob.

.4. Interlocking heart & cross bracelet
122048 €30
Contemporary and eye-catching, this unusual

piece will compliment any Communion dress.
Fashioned in polished silver, a 1.5cm open cross

is linked to a beautiful open heart encrusted in

pretty pink cut crystals arranged along a cable

chain. This bracelet is 15cm in length with a 5cm

extension chain. It secures safely with a lobster
claw clasp and TC branded polished fob.
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. 5. CZ Chalice pendant
122031 €30
Crafted in polished silver this dainty little piece

is elegantly simple yet strikingly eye-catching. It

is 34cm in length and consists of a cable chain

with sixteen 2mm bezel-set white sparkling
crystals set 2cm apart along the chain. A polished

silver chalice with beautiful pave set communion

“
Prayer does not

change God, but
it changes him
who prays.

”

bread placed on top of the chalice pendant is
attached centred along the chain. It has a 4cm

5

extension chain and secures safely with a lobster

claw clasp and TC branded fob.

. 6. Chalice in pink CZ halo necklace
122062 €30
Crafted in silver this sweet piece consists of a
snake chain and from this a 2cm open circle

.6

measuring 2cm in diameter encrusted with pink
crystals suspends via a clear crystal encrusted
bale. A polished silver chalice suspends from the

bale to hang within the circle. The necklace is

33cm and secures safely with a lobster claw clasp

and polished silver TC fob.

67

. 7. Pink bead charm bracelet
122024 €30
This pretty contemporary beaded bracelet would

finish any little girls Communion outfit perfectly.
The bracelet comprises of beautifully cut pale

pink beads with a polished silver disc which sits

neatly on the wrist. The disc has the inscription

‘First Holy Communion’ engraved on it around
an engraved rose gold cross. It secures safely with

a lobster claw clasp TC branded fob and a chalice
charm.

Soren Kierkegaard
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. 8. Pearl/Cross/Ribbon necklace
122185 €30
Delightfully designed and guaranteed to be adored,
this charming necklace is crafted in polished rose

gold, a beautiful bow encrusted with clear crystals is

centred along a cable chain. A polished cross

measuring 7mm in height, along with a white shell

pearl is positioned further up the chain. This beautiful

piece secures safely with a lobster claw clasp and TC

10

fob.

. 9. 3 Charms ball chain bracelet
122147 €25
This sweet piece is crafted in polished rose gold and
consists of a ball chain bracelet with three pretty

charms suspending from it. The charms consist of a

5mm white shell pearl, a polished rose gold heart

with cross engraved onto it and a 1.3cm polished rose
gold disc with a pink cut crystal embedded in the

centre. This pretty piece secures safely with a lobster

8

claw clasp and TC branded fob.

. 10. Pink CZ cross stud earrings rose gold
122260 €20

11

Crafted in rose gold these pretty earrings consist of a

cross measuring 7mm in height, they are encrusted

with dainty little pink crystals and secure comfortably
with push backs.

.11. Floral rose gold cross necklace
122208 €30
9

Beautifully simple yet stylishly pretty, this sweet piece

consists of a rounded polished rose gold cross with a
beautiful pink crystal centred on the cross, this cross is

centred along a cable chain with polished 2mm rose
gold balls scattered along. This gorgeous piece secures
safely with a lobster claw clasp and TC branded fob.

Communion

. 12. Pearl/Cross/Ribbon bracelet
122192 €25
This bracelet is the perfect accompaniment to its

matching necklace. Crafted in on-trend rose gold a

polished rose gold cross with pink crystal is centred

along the cable chain, a 5mm white shell pearl is

positioned further along the chain and a beautiful rose

12

gold bow encrusted with clear crystals is positioned on

the other side of the cross. This piece secures safely

with a lobster claw clasp and TC branded fob.
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. 13. CZ Rose gold cross necklace
122161 €25
Fashioned in on-trend rose gold this is a

contemporary take on the more traditional cross

necklace. A polished rose gold cross encrusted

with

clear

dazzling

crystals

suspends

unconventionally on its side centred along a

34cm cable chain. It secures safely with a lobster
claw clasp and TC fob and has a 5cm extension

chain.

. 14. CZ Rose gold cross bracelet
122154 €25
Expertly crafted in precious rose gold this is a

really magnificent piece. A polished rose gold
cross completely lined with a single row of

glittering clear crystals sits centred on a cable

13

chain, and along the chain six square 2mm czs

mounted in a rose gold setting sit 1.5cm apart

creating a dazzling effect. This beautiful bracelet
secures safely with a polished rose gold toggle

clasp.

Communion
14
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16

17

. 15. White ribbon choker with CZ cross
pendant
122130 €25
A really unusual piece for someone looking for
that something a bit different. A clear crystal

encrusted cross measuring 1.6cm in height

suspends centred from a white grosgrain ribbon

. 16. Pearl bracelet with gold charms
122222 €30
The perfect accompaniment to our pearl

necklace, a beautiful string of pearls is completed

measuring 31cm in length, it has a 5cm

with a polished yellow gold box chain and

This is designed to be worn tightly around the

clasp, a 5mm white shell pearl finishes off each

extension chain attached with two length options.

neck. This choker secures safely with a lobster claw

clasp and TC branded fob.

secures with a chic polished yellow gold box bolo

box chain perfectly, a really classy piece.

. 17. Pearl necklace with gold cross
122239 €40
The classic string of pearls, a staple in every

woman’s wardrobe and now a version for the

15

little lady in your life! Each white shell pearl is
5mm in diameter, the chain and lobster claw

clasp are crafted in polished yellow gold. A
polished yellow gold open cross suspends
centred from the string of pearls

. 18. Open gold bangle with 2 crosses
122116 €20

18

This exquisite piece is fashioned in classic yellow

Communion
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gold and has an area on the face to engrave a

name or date etc. This bangle is completed by

two clear crystal encrusted crosses at either end
of the polished bars. This bangle is 5cm in

diameter making it the ideal size for a child’s
wrist.
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Leaf
From the gentle wave of the verdant leaves in Spring and
Summer to the vibrant rustle of the mantle in
Autumn, the Leaf Collection pays homage to our wonderful
and spectacular foliage which caress
our countryside.

Leaf

.1. Champagne gold boho leaf necklace
113930 €32.50

A delicately beautiful statement piece crafted in romantic champagne gold. This feminine design features a

trio of graduating chain strands decorated at each side with a clear crystal encrusted circle detail from which three

dainty vine leaves are suspended and catch and reflect light at every turn. Polished to a bright shine, this necklace
secures with a durable lobster claw clasp, has a 2” extension chain and a TC drop fob.
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“
Every leaf

speaks bliss
to me,
ﬂuttering
from the
autumn tree

”

Leaf
. 2. Silver boho leaf necklace
113947 €32.50

A delicately beautiful statement piece crafted in silver. This feminine design features a trio of graduating chain strands

decorated at each side with a clear crystal encrusted circle detail from which three dainty vine leaves are suspended and
catch and reflect light at every turn. Polished to a bright shine, this necklace secures with a durable lobster claw clasp,
has a 2” extension chain and a TC drop fob.

Emily Bronte
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Leaf

3

.3. Silver leaf drop earrings
114074 €35

7cm long drop earrings each with 11 marquise

cut dolphin grey stones surrounded by
sparkling clear crystals.

. 4. Rose Gold leaf drop earrings
114067 €35
7cm long drop earrings each with 11 marquise cut

dolphin grey stones surrounded by sparkling clear

crystals.

4
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Leaf
5. Silver vine leaf bib necklace
113985 €45
.

Beautifully detailed, this dramatic silver necklace
is certain to catch the eye. Featuring an intricate

design of interwoven vine leaves and nine

shimmering clear crystal encrusted open circle

details. The leaf bib design features a sleek snake

chain and secures with a lobster claw clasp and
TC branded fob.
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The beauty of luxurious pearls will last for generations.
They are traditionally a symbol of elegance and beauty.
Tipperary Crystal’s Pearl collection is simply luminous.
From magniﬁcent pendants to classic earrings and
bracelets, our stunning designs are guaranteed to delight.

1

Pearl

4

. 1. Rose gold pavé circle with pearl drop
earrings
118041 €30
2

.4. Rose gold crystal circle pearl feeder necklace
118003 €30

Simple yet elegantly dazzling these rose gold,

This versatile rose gold feeder drip necklace is a contem-

clear crystal, circular stud earrings with white

porary chic addition to any jewellery collection. Designed

pearl centres are 9mm in width. A white pearl

to be worn as a choker or a longer mid-length neck-piece.

suspends from each stud creating a simple yet

Fashioned using a sleek cable chain with an eight mm

sophisticated style. They can be worn with our

white pearl suspending from the chain fed through a ten

circular crystal pendant with suspended pearl.

mm round diamanté circle. The versatility of this piece
makes it a very popular piece.

. 2. Rose gold pavé circle with pearl drop
pendant
118058 €30

5. Rose gold crystal circle pearl drop necklace
117983 €35
This stylish rose gold necklace will compliment any

This chic pendant is a simple yet classic design.
It can be worn on its own or layered with other

5

complimenting pieces. A delicate white pearl is

simple circle pendant which is completely lined in

lined with 2 rows of sparkling, clear, round

suspends with a single white 10mm pearl set in the

creating a simple yet sophisticated style. The

secures with a lobster claw clasp and TC fob.

mounted in the centre of a crystal encrusted disc

glistening clear crystals. From this a rose gold cable chain

crystals. An 8mm white pearl suspends from this

centre of a crystal lined in circle. This simply chic necklace

pendant glides freely along a cable chain which

3

ensemble. Its crafted in rose gold cable chain with a

6. Rose gold crystal circle with pearl centre
earrings
118096 €30

secures safely with a lobster claw clasp, a 2”

extension chain and a TC branded fob.

. 3. Rose gold pavé circle with pearl
centre earrings
118034 €30
Simple yet elegantly dazzling these rose gold,

clear crystal, circular stud earrings with white
pearl centres are 9mm in width. They can be worn

6

These beautiful earrings are crafted in rose gold, each dazzling circle is 10mm in diameter with a luminous pearl

nestled in it’s centre. They will compliment any ensemble

and can be worn day or night depending what you pair

with them. A stunning look with their matching bracelet.

They secure comfortably with push backs.

with our circular crystal pendant with suspended

pearl.
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. 7. Rose gold pink crystal flame, pearl
drop earrings
118317 €30
These exceptional drop earrings have an almost
art deco feel to them. Fashioned in rose gold they

consist of a crystal lined linear bale, a flame

shaped polished rose gold piece suspends from

this with another flame shape lined in pink

crystals, suspending from this unusual piece is
an 8mm white shell pearl. They secure safely and

comfortably with push backs.

. 8. Rose gold pink crystal flame, pearl
drop pendant
118324 €30

7

8

This eye-catching pendant is an exquisite piece.
Fashioned in rose gold it consists of a crystal

lined 10mm bale, a flame shaped polished rose

gold piece suspends from this with another

9

flame shape lined in pink crystals. Suspending

from this unusual piece is an 8mm white shell

pearl. The pendant glides freely along a rose gold

cable chain which secures safely with a lobster

claw clasp and has a 2” extension chain. A petite
teardrop shaped TC branded fob completes the

look.

. 9. Rose gold ornate swirl pearl pendant
with pink crystals
118256 €30
The most stunning pendant in our collection yet.

Suspending from a crystal lined bale a stunning

tear-drop shaped frame encapsulates a beautiful

swirl design of pink crystals. Suspending from

Pearl

this is an 8mm light pink shell pearl, this

suspends from a rose gold cable chain that

secures safely with a lobster claw clasp and a TC

branded fob.

. 10. Rose gold pink crystal flame, pearl
bracelet
118331 €40

10

Crafted in rose gold this spectacular bracelet
looks beautiful on its own or teamed with its

matching earrings and pendant. Identical to the

flame shape used in both the earrings and

pendant an 8mm pearl sits centred between two

flame shapes encasing dazzling pink crystals, this

feature piece is then attached to a rose gold box

chain which secures with an adjustable sliding,

bolo clasp allowing it to fit any wrist size. A really
unusual bracelet perfect for any occasion.
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12

11

13

14

Pearl

. 11. Silver small 6mm pearl stud earrings
117785 €25

12. Silver medium 8mm pearl stud earrings
117792 €25
13. Silver large 10mm pearl stud earrings
117808 €25
These classic pearl stud earrings are a staple piece
of jewellery in anyone’s jewellery box. Each shell

pearl is cushioned in shape to give a more chic

understated appearance, they can be worn casually

or indeed worn with one of our more dramatic

neckpieces to create an even more dramatic look.
Conveniently they come in three different sizes.

14. Silver string pearl necklace
117778 €40

The classic string of pearls, a staple piece in every
woman’s jewellery box. This piece epitomises chicness. Each white shell pearl is eight mm in diameter, the chain and lobster claw clasp are crafted in
silver. The chain has four length options to suit
most neck widths. This neckpiece is
designed to be worn tightly around the neck.
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15
. 15. Silver pearl earrings with crystal set cushion drop
117716 €30

17

These earrings add an element of glamour to any outfit. Fashioned in silver, a beautiful white pearl suspends

from a sparkling crystal lined linear bale stud. From

this, a dazzling clear, round crystal in a four prong

mount is set in a cushionshaped drop which has been

encrusted with micro crystals. These drop earrings are

25mm in length. Full of sparkle and enchantment,

these earrings are secured with push back closures.

.16. Silver string pearl bolo bracelet with crystal set cushion
117723 €50
This most dazzling bracelet encapsulates glamour and
sophistication. Crafted in silver, it consists of a string of

pearls with four crystal adorned cushions placed deli-

cately between every three pearls. This bracelet secures

with a sliding, bolo clasp suitable for different wrist sizes

and has two dainty TC branded fobs at the end of each

Pearl

18

chain.

Pearl

. 17. Silver antique daisy pearl bracelet
117822 €60

Beautifully classic, this stunning silver station bracelet will complement any attire. Nine luminous, white pearls
sit centred in the flower inspired sunbursts, surrounded by a halo of shimmering clear, round crystals. Stationed

between each of the pearls are eight dazzling bezel set stones to add even more sparkle to the wrist. Polished

to a bright shine, this bracelet secures with a lobster claw clasp and has a 2” cable chain extension with four

16

length options. A petite, tear-drop shaped TC branded fob adds the finishing touch to this elegant bracelet.

18. Silver antique daisy pearl earrings
117815 €30
Endlessly elegant , these silver stud earrings are a stylish look anytime. Created in polished silver each white
pearl is surrounded by twelve round, clear crystals in a flower inspired starburst setting. They secure comfortably

with push backs.
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Inspired by the hypnotic energy of the glowing moon, this collection
is contemporary and minimalist yet luxuriously adorned with the
clearest sparkling stones.

Moon
.1. Rose gold full moon mother of pearl
pendant with CZ ring
145986 €40
.2. Rose gold full moon mother of pearl
bracelet
145993 €50

4

2

3

5
6

1

Moon

.3. Rose gold full moon mother of pearl
pendant
146006 €25
.4. Silver full moon mother of pearl
pendant
146013 €25
.5. Rose gold reversible pearl moon
earrings
146020 €20
.6. Silver reversible pearl moon earrings
146037 €20
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“
I’ve never seen

a moon
in the sky that,
if it didn’t take
my breath away,
at least
misplaced it for
a moment

”

7

Moon

.7. Rose gold half moon sapphire pendant
145051 €25
.8. Rose gold half moon pendant
146044 €25
This adorable pendant is full of sparkle. Crafted

in rose gold. Radiant with its blend of glistening

crystals and brilliant buffed lustre, this moon

8

pendant hangs from a cable chain that secures

with adjustable lobster claw clasp and with a TC

branded fob.

Colin Farrel
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Moon

.9. Rose gold moon bangle black bead
145955 €30

.10. Rose gold moon black stud earrings
145979 €20
.11. Rose gold black beads moon bolo
slider bracelet
145962 €30

9

10

11
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.12. Silver half moon pendant
146105 €25
.13. Rose gold half moon pendant
146099 €25
.14. Silver half moon stud earrings
146082 €20
.15. Rose gold half moon stud earrings
146075 €20
.16. Rose gold half moon bracelet
146068 €35

12

17

18

13

14

17. White floating moon earrings
110076 €25
These exquisite drop earrings are the perfect

accompaniment to our floating moon pendant.

15

A scintillating marriage of polished silver and

micro-set pavé crystals, these earrings suspend

from a clear crystal lined linear bale and secure
comfortably with push backs.

.18. White floating moon pendant
110069 €30
This adorable doorknocker pendant is full of

sparkle. Crafted in silver, the highly polished
border circle contains four graduating rows of

Moon

beautifully cut round crystals - all suspending

from a free gliding crystal lined bail. Radiant with

Moon

it’s blend of glistening crystals and brilliant

buffed lustre, this moon pendant hangs from a

19

cable chain that secures with a lobster claw clasp
and 2” extension with a TC branded fob.

19. Concave pavé moon earrings
110120 €25
Dainty and dazzling, these earrings are a mini
version of our pavé moon pendant. Full of

16

sparkle, these adorable silver earrings are

covered in round micro-set clear crystals. They
secure with push back closures.
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Moon

. 20. Lavender double moon drop pendant
110007 €30
.

A sparklingly chic design, this crystal double

strand necklace takes any look to a new level.

Crafted in silver it features two full circles of rich

lavender crystals with a highly polished border.

A radiant combination of round set crystals and

a brilliant buffed lustre, the two cable chains
merge with a clear round bevel set crystal on

each side - the pendant then secures with a
single cable chain and lobster claw clasp, a 2”

extension chain and a TC branded fob.
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20

22

21
23

. 21. Rose gold pavé triple band moon
pendant
. 110229 €30

Moon

Fashioned in rose gold this elegant open circle

pendant captivates with three rows of scintillating
clear crystals cut to enhance their brilliance and

shine. Simple yet sophisticated, this pendant is

buffed to a brilliant lustre and is suspended centred
from a cable chain which secures safely with a lobster

claw clasp, a 2” extension chain and a TC branded

22. Rose gold forever moon pendant
110175 €30

. 23. Rose gold pavé full moon pendant
109988 €30

A romantic symbol of unending love, this simple

diamond rose gold pendant is an unending circle

of elegance. The dainty open circle design is

.

This elegant pavé pendant is a stylish look in

warm rose gold. The full circle design is

completely filled with shimmering clear crystals

completely lined in shimmering clear crystals

and polished to a bright shine. The pendant

secures with a lobster claw clasp, a chain

securing with a lobster claw clasp, a 2” extension

and suspends centred along a cable chain that

suspends centred along a rose gold cable chain,

extension and a TC branded fob.

chain and a TC branded fob.

fob.
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24

25

Moon
24. Rose gold pavé double band moon
earrings
110236 €25

Simple yet elegantly dazzling these clear stone

circular stud earrings are the perfect partner to our
triple band moon pendant.

26

25. Rose gold forever moon earrings
110182 €25
These sophisticated clear crystal stud earrings are
the perfect accompaniement to the Forever

moon pendant. Each rose gold post earring

features an open circle fully lined with 24

dazzling clear cut crystals and comfortably

secured with push backs.

26. Rose gold pavé full moon earrings
109995 €20
Dainty and dazzling, these earrings are a mini
version of our pavé moon pendant. Full of

sparkle, these adorable rose gold earrings are

covered in round micro-set clear crystals. They
secure comfortably with push back closures.
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A collection that is truely the
ultimate expression of love, a
wearable statement of the strength
and fragility of the heart, a small
shimmering reminder of love to
cherish... forever!

4

1

3

Heart

2

Heart
.1. Silver heart pave coin pendant
145849 €25

.2. Silver heart outline coin pendant
145863 €25
.3. Silver heart icon bracelet
145825 €35
.4. Silver heart 8mm stud earrings
145801 €20
.5. Silver open hearts bracelet
145870 €40
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5
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6

8

Heart

7

.6. Rose gold heart 8mm stud earrings
145818 €20

.7. Rose gold heart outline coin pendant
145856 €25
.8. Rose gold heart pave coin pendant
145832 €25
.9. Rose gold heart ring
Size 6 145917 €20
Size 7 145924 €20
Size 8 145931 €20
.10. Rose gold heart icon bracelet
145948 €40

10

“

Every heart
sings a song
incomplete
until another
heart whispers
back

9

”
Plato
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11

Heart
.11. Rose gold heart pink CZ pendant
145894 €25
.12. Rose gold heart script pendant
145900 €25
.13. Rose gold heart pink beads bracelet
145887 €45

12

13
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14

Heart
16

. 14. Interlinked two tone heart pendant
109711 €25
.

A thoughtful symbol of the love you share, this

simple pendant is fashioned in sleek silver and

romantic rose gold. It features two iconic

gleaming interlinked open hearts. This cute

pendant is finished with a bright polished shine
and suspends along a cable chain that has a

15

2” extension and secures with a lobster claw clasp
and a TC branded fob.

15. Sparkling interlinked hearts pendant
109933 €30
For the one you love, this elegant pendant sets a

stylish tone. Crafted in sleek silver and rose gold,
this romantic look features a small sparkling clear

crystal lined rose gold open heart interlinked

with a larger polished silver open heart. The

hearts suspend slightly tilted from a rose gold

cable chain with rose gold beads at regular

stations. It secures safely with a lobster claw clasp
and has a 2” extension and a TC branded fob.

Heart
16. Floating heart pendant
Rose gold 109773 €25
.17. Floating heart pendant
Silver 109766 €25

17

Especially for the one you love this meaningful

design is styled in sleek silver and warm rose

gold. It features two open hearts - one smaller
polished heart set inside the larger outline heart

with a glittering border of clear crystal accents.

This captivating pendant is finished with a

brightly polished bale and suspends freely at a
tilt along a cable chain which secures with a lobster claw clasp with 2” extension and a TC
branded fob.
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“

The heart
was made
to be
broken

”

Heart
18. Diamanté heart drop pendant
Silver 109896 €25
The crisp silver finish is enhanced with pure clear

crystals. The central heart shaped crystal is beau-

tifully cut to enhance its clarity and shine, and it
is bordered by a glittering frame of crystal accents. An elegant bale buffed to a brilliant lustre

tops the style from which a cable chain suspends

and securely closes with a lobster claw clasp. A

2” extension chain and a TC branded fob com-

pletes the look.

. 19. Diamanté heart stud earrings
Rose gold 109926 €25
20. Diamanté heart drop earrings
Silver 109902 €25

18

Crafted in rose gold or silver, each eye-catching
stud earring features an enchanting heart-

shaped crystal center stone framed with a border

of shimmering crystal accents. Buffed to a bright
lustre, these earrings secure comfortably with
push backs.

19

20

Oscar Wilde
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Heart
.21. Rose gold heart earrings
. 109971 €20

Charming and simple, these heart frame stud

earrings are perfect to wear anytime. Crafted in

21

rose gold, the dainty open heart design is a

bright reflection of your love. Polished to a

brilliant shine these post earrings secure
comfortably with push backs.

. 22. Rose gold triple heart drop pendant
. 109964 €25

In soft, romantic rose gold this dainty heart

pendant is the perfect way to say “I love you”.
Three graduating open hearts are interlinked in

a clever linear drop which suspends from a sleek

bale which runs freely along a cable chain. A
useful 2” extension chain and TC branded fob
completes the elegant look.

23

22

. 23. Rose gold double pavé stud earrings
109797 €25
Simple yet elegantly dazzling these clear stone

open heart shaped stud earrings are the perfect

partner to our double pavé pendant.
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Symbolising eternity, purity of form and everlasting
love the Inﬁnity collection’s sleek lines are modern
yet graceful, giving an uncomplicated sparkling
ﬂuidity to each piece.

. 1. Rose gold infinity coin pendant
146112 €25
. 2. Silver infinity coin pendant
146129 €25
. 3. Rose gold infinity bangle with charms
146242 €45

2

. 4. Rose gold infinity ring with clear CZs
Size 6 146204 €20
Size 7 146211 €20
Size 8 146228 €20

1

. 5. Rose gold infinity ring with 2 clear CZs
Size 6 146174 €20
Size 7 146181 €20
Size 8 146198 €20

Inﬁnity
3

4

5

Oscar Wilde
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6
8

Inﬁnity
7

9

.6. Silver infinity pendant with inside pavé
146143 €25
. 7. Rose gold infinity pendant with inside
pavé
146136 €25

Inﬁnity
177
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. 8. Rose gold infinity grey topaz feeder pendant
146167 €30
. 9. Rose gold infinity grey topaz rings pendant
146235 €35
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. 10. Rose gold infinity bangle with pink CZs
146259 €45
. 11. Rose gold infinity pink CZ rings pendant
146150 €30

11
10

Inﬁnity
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12

15

Inﬁnity

13
16

.12. Simple infinity rose gold earrings
109193 €20
Fashioned in rose gold, these charming stud
earrings are a thoughtful gift of love. The sleek

Inﬁnity

and simple infinity design is finished with a

highly polished shine and secure comfortably
with push backs.

13. Infinity rose gold earrings
109353 €20
Co-ordinating crystal-lined earrings are the

17

perfect match to complement an enchanting look

when worn with the Infinity pendant. Sparkling

and romantic in warm rose gold this earring

design features an infinity symbol partially lined

with a row of dazzling clear round crystals.

.15. Part stone set infinity pendant
Rose gold 109308 €25

Finished with a bright polished shine, these
earrings secure with push backs.

14. Part stone set infinity earrings
Rose gold 109315 €20

14

. 16. Part stone set infinity pendant
Silver 109285 €25
.

Sleek, sophisticated and eternally elegant, gift

that special someone with this shimmering . 17. Part stone set infinity earrings
Silver 109292 €20
necklace and celebrate your eternal love. This
design is on trend in cool silver or warm rose gold

and features a flowing infinity symbol adorned

with a glittering splash of bright clear crystals.

each earring features an infinity symbol-shaped

pends centered along a cable chain and securely

round clear crystals. Radiantly finished with a

chain and a TC branded fob completes the look.

with push backs.

Polished to a lustrous shine, this lovely look sus-

closes with a lobster claw clasp. A 2” extension
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Always elegant, these stud earrings showcase

. “refined style”. Fashioned in silver & rose gold

design partially lined with a row of dazzling

bright polished shine, they secure comfortably
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20

18

Inﬁnity
.18. Infinity silver pendant
109322 €25
Sparkling and romantic, this sleek pendant will

. 19. Simple infinity rose gold pendant
109186 €25
Elegantly simple, this meaningful modern style

. 20. Infinity rose gold pendant
109346 €25
Express your never-ending love with this dazzling

add that touch of class to any attire. Crafted in

pendant symbolises eternal love. The design,

crystal adorned infinity pendant. The warm rose

asymetrical infinity symbol-shaped design

infinity symbol shape aligned sideways in a

of eight with two rows of shimmering round clear

crystal accents. Polished to a bright shine, this

sleek pendant suspends centered along a sturdy

its combination of smooth polished rose gold

claw clasp. A 2” extension chain and a TC

suspends along a cable chain which securely

silver, this dramatic style features a flowing

partially lined with two rows of dazzling clear

pendant suspends along a cable chain which

securely closes with a lobster claw clasp. The look

is completed with a 2” extension chain and a TC
branded silver fob.

crafted in warm rose gold features a flowing

graceful swoosh. Polished to a brilliant shine, this
cable chain and closes securely with a lobster
branded fob completes the look.

gold asymetrical infinity symbol is a sleek figure
crystal accents. This darling look captivates with
and scintillating cut crystals. The pendant
closes with a lobster claw clasp. A 2” extension

chain and a TC branded fob completes the
elegant look.
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22

Inﬁnity
21. Interlocking circles pendant
109384 €25

. 22. Matt and pavé circles pendant
109377 €25
.

Delightfully designed and guaranteed to be

adored, this charming two tone pendant is

forever joined, eternally linked in your love.
Fashioned in silver and rose gold, this piece

features two open circles - one larger brushed

rose gold circle and a smaller silver one fully

Joined forever, this charming, stylish two tone

lined with shimmering clear crystals, joined

silver and romantic rose gold, this design

crystals are cut to enhance shine and brilliance

everlasting embrace and centered along lengths

chic, contemporary style. The pendant suspends

time, this chic pendant secures with a lobster

secures with a lobster claw clasp. A 2” extension

branded fob.

touch.

pendant is symbolic of your love. Created in sleek
combines two open circles linked together in an
of highly polished cable chain. A great look any

claw and has a 2” extension chain and TC

together in a glistening eternal embrace.Radiant

and add that extra sparkle to this gorgeously
along lengths ofpolished rose gold chain and

chain and a TC branded fob adds the finishing
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Maureen O’Hara, legendary actress, beauty of the golden
screen, is the inspiration for this magnificent collection of
jewellery. The designs are classically elegant in romantic
rose gold and vintage silver and have been designed in
collaboration with Maureen herself. Each sparkling stone,
faceted to shine brightly and catch the light beautifully,
represents the personality and glamour of Maureen
O’Hara and that undeniably glamourous golden age of
Hollywood.

“

Every
piece of
jewellery tells
a story

”

1

Maureen
. 1. Raspberry cushion stone earrings
. Rose gold 142459 €25

Add a touch of glamour to your day to night out-

fits with this stunning pair of Rose gold rose pink

bezel cut drop earrings, they shine on any occasion. They hang comfortably with french hook.

. 2. Blue cushion stone earrings
. Rose gold 142473 €25
Add a touch of glamour to your day to night out-

fits with this stunning pair of Rose gold blue

topaz look bezel cut drop earrings, they shine on

any occasion. They hang comfortably with french

hook.

. 3. Raspberry cushion stone bracelet
. Rose gold 142466 €40

. 4. Blue cushion stone bracelet
. Rose gold 142480 €40

This stunning bracelet is a really versatile piece.
Crafted in rose gold, seven cushion shaped bezel-

This stunning bracelet is a really versatile piece.

set rose pink stones are placed along a delicate

Crafted in rose gold, seven cushion shaped bezel

cable chain. This beautiful bracelet secures safely

set blue topaz stones are placed along a delicate

with a lobster claw clasp and TC fob.

cable chain. This beautiful bracelet secures safely
with a lobster claw clasp and TC fob.

2
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. 5. Fan pendant
. Rose gold 142572 €20
This magnificent pendant is the perfect accom-

5

paniment to its matching earrings. It suspends

from a delicate cable chain which secures safely
with an adjustable lobster claw clasp.

. 6. Fan earrings
. Rose gold 142565 €20
These exquisite earrings will enhance any outfit.
Crafted in glowing Rose gold these magnificent

stud earrings consist of delicate peach marquise
cut CZ arranged around a dark sultry pave

arrangement. They secure comfortably with push

backs.

Maureen
6
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Maureen

. 10. Drop marquise blue earrings
. 142541 €30

Crafted in warm Rose gold these stunning ear-

rings will add glamour to any outfit. Beautiful al-

luring sparkling blue stones are arranged in an

organic way along the slim length of these ele-

gant drop earrings. They secure comfortably with
push backs.

. 11. Marquise blue bracelet
. Rose gold 142558 €40
7

10

This versatile bracelet can be worn casually or

8

with additional pieces from this collection to cre-

ate a more dramatic look. Fashioned in Rose gold
this bracelet is beautiful paired with its matching

earrings. It secures safely with a lobster claw clasp

and has the convenience of an extension chain.

Maureen
.7. Vintage rose emerald stone pendant
. Rose gold 142503 €20
An elegant eye-catching glamourous pendant.
Fashioned in a beautiful soft peach colour, the
classic contemporary rectangular stone is set

within a beautiful CZ mounting. Can be worn day

9

11

or night to dress up any outfit.

. 8. Vintage leaf earrings
. Rose gold 142510 €30
Dazzling and organic, these stunning earrings

are the perfect ear glamour. Crafted in warm Rose
gold, with textured crystal marquise cut peach

cubic zirconia set in a truly magnificent arrangement. They secure comfortably with push backs

. 9. Maureen earrings
. Rose gold 142527 €30
These captivating earrings are crafted in alluring
Rose gold and consist of magnificent marquise

cut peach CZ arranged in a beautiful artistic

arrangement. These magnificent earrings will

definitely add a touch of glamour to any outfit.
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12

. 12. Vintage wreath pendant
. Rose gold 142596 €25
This beautiful pendant can be worn on its own to

dress up any day time outfit or paired with its

matching earrings to create a truly magnificent

ensemble. It secures safely with an adjustable
lobster claw clasp.

Maureen

. 13. Vintage wreath earrings
. Rose gold 142589 €25
These fabulous earrings are the perfect example

of classic contemporary fashion. An organic circle

of shimmering vintage multi-coloured CZs create

these magnificent earrings. They sit beautifully

on the ear and secure comfortably with push
backs.

13
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Maureen
. 14. Drop pearl earrings
. Rose gold 142534 €20

These elegant pearl and crystal post earrings are

a captivating look. Fashioned in elegant Rose

gold each shimmering earring highlights a lumi-

nous pearl topped by an art deco inspired

arrangement of 4 dolphin grey marquise shape

and round clear CZs. These demure earrings secure comfortably with push backs.
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“

Deep in
my soul
I’m a
tough Irish
woman

”

Maureen
. 15. Rose gold Shamrock pendant
. Shamrock Collection
110427 €30

This captivating drop pendant is a statement look

15

in warm rose gold. At its center, a rich emerald
green pear shaped stone glistens in a unique
setting which is bordered by a row of scintillating

clear crystals. Poised above this is a charming

shamrock adorned with a trinity of clear crystals

at its centre. Buffed to a brilliant luster, this

pendant secures safely with a lobster claw clasp
and suspends from a polished rose gold cable

16

chain with a 2” extension chain.

.16. Rose gold Shamrock earrings
. Shamrock Collection
110434 €20
Charming and iconic, these shamrock earrings
feature three looping open shamrock leaves

lined with sparkling clear crystals. Each leaf is set

with an emerald green pear shaped stone cut to
enhance its colour and shine. Polished to a bright

shine, these post earrings secure comfortably
with push backs.

.17. Silver Claddagh pendant
Claddagh Collection
110489 €30
18. Rose gold Claddagh pendant
. Claddagh Collection
110502 €30

17

Celebrating love, loyalty and friendship, this

heart-shaped Claddagh pendant shimmers. An

emerald green heart-shaped stone is set at the

center and adorned with a shimmering crown

with three green crystal stone accents. This

meaningful pendant will be cherished forever.
Glistening with a bright polished finish, it
suspends from a sleek linear bale and a cable

18

chain with a 2” extension. It closes securely with
a lobster claw clasp.

Maureen O’Hara
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19

20

22

21

Maureen

.19. Silver Trinity knot pendant
Trinity Collection
110441 €30

.21. Silver Trinity knot earrings
. Trinity Collection
110458 €20

. 20. Rose gold Trinity knot pendant
. Trinity Collection
110465 €30

. 22. Rose gold Trinity knot earrings
Trinity Collection
110472 €20

This feminine trinity knot pendant in rose gold or

These sophisticated drop earrings are a smaller

a trinity knot symbol with sparkling clear crystal

detailed and featuring two elements, the trinity

silver will add dazzle to any occasion. It features

version of the Trinity drop pendant. Just as

accents. A rich emerald green pear-shaped drop

knot and emerald green centre stone are

cut to enhance its colour and brilliance and is

in silver or rose gold these post earrings secure

suspends from this. The centre stone has been

completely surrounded by a full border of

shimmering clear crystals. It suspends freely from
a polished cable chain thread through the the

trinity knot element. Fastening with a lobster

claw clasp it has a 2” extension chain and a TC
branded fob completes the chic look.
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eternally linked in a unique celtic style. Crafted
comfortably with push back.

TIPPERARY CRYSTAL

BANGLES&BRACELETS

tipperarycrystal.ie

“

Leave
a little
sparkle
wherever
you go

”

Bangles
1. Cz encrusted bangle - rose gold
129917 €50
This classic piece comes in Silver finish or Rose
Gold finish. There are thirty crystal inset into

the bangle with a band of Cubic Zirconia crystals
lining the sides. A real classic in every sense of

the word this piece would suit any style. The clasp
is hinged and allows for a seamless look.

.1

2. Pavé wave bangle-silver
129924 €50
3. Pavé wave bangle-rose gold
129931 €50
Adorn your wrist with this beautiful bangle that

comes in Silver or Rose Gold. This piece has in-

terlinking waves of crystal flowing through the
design. This bangles can be worn as a single

piece or stacked. The clasp is on a hinge and gives

a clean seamless look to the bangle.

.2

.3
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4. Square tennis bolo bracelet
Silver 129962 €45
Square tennis bolo bracelet
5. Rose gold 129979 €45
Twenty-two square claw set Crystals adorn this

stunning bracelet. This bracelet comes in Silver

and Rose Gold. It secures with a bolo clasp

which slides up and down the box chain and
features two TC fobs to finish.

.7
6. Round tennis bolo bracelet
Silver 129948 €45
Round tennis bolo bracelet
7. Rose gold 129955 €45

.4

Seventeen circular claw set Crystals adorn this

stunning bracelet. This bracelet comes in Silver

and Rose Gold. It secures with a bolo clasp

which slides up and down the box chain and

features two TC Fobs to finish.

8. Pavé pebble bracelet-rose gold
109544 €50

Bracelets

A glittering addition to any collection this bolo

bracelet is a “one size fits all” solution to gift
buying. This beautiful design consists of a total of

nine pebble inspired links. The links alternate be-

tween smooth, sleek polished finished pebbles and
clear crystal pavé set pebbles. The contrasing effect

8

adds a uniquely dazzling and sophisticated feature
to this bracelet. It secures with a polished ball bolo
clasp which slides up and down the box chain and-

features two cute ball fob ends.

.5

9. Chainmail square bracelet-silver
109643 €40
This mesh design bracelet has a fantastic metallic

look that just adds a cool, modern vibe to any look.
This detailed woven design features a clear crystal
pavé set square centre piece with a sleek metal

9

bead feature on either side. Polished to a bright

shine, this fantastic piece fastens securely with a

sleek foldover box clasp.

.6
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10

11

Bracelets

12

10. Chain bracelet
Rose gold 107533 €35

This multi-strand bracelet with sleek round rose

gold beads are set at regular intervals along the

13

lengths of sinuous chains. The bracelet closes se-

curely with a lobster claw clasp and has a practical
extension chain with a TC branded fob.

11. X and O bracelet
Silver 107502 €40
A perfect accompaniment to the X and O necklace

12. Tennis bracelet
Silver 107519 €45

this exquisite bracelet will wrap the wrist in an

embrace of sparkling hugs and polished kisses.

Sleek and sinuous, this sparkling princess-cut

Expertly crafted in silver, this bracelet features

tennis bracelet is wearable luxury. Fashioned in

crystal accent and milgrain "X" shaped links

cool silver, this beautiful streamlined design

alternating with oval crystal stone "O" shaped

features dazzling square, clear crystals. A

links. A meaningful look of true love, this bracelet

captivating combination of sleek, cool silver and

captivates with its marriage of luminous clear
crystal accents and a brightly polished shine. It

secures safely with a lobster claw clasp and

features a dainty TC branded teardrop shaped
silver fob.

14

scintillating stones. Buffed to a bright polished

shine, this stylish tennis bracelet closes securely
with a durable lobster claw clasp.

13. Round pillar tennis bracelet
Rose gold 109421 €45
14. Round pillar tennis bracelet
Silver 109414 €45
A stylish yet modern take on the traditional

tennis bracelet. This simply chic style will add

glamour to any look. Fashioned in sleek silver or

warm rose gold, alternating two prong set

crystals and smooth square links create an eye

catching and unusual look perfect for any time

wear. This sinuous bracelet gleams with 41clear

round crystals cut to enhance their brilliance and

is finished with a highly polished lustre. It fastens
securely with a safety box clasp.
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15. Daisy diamanté bracelet-rose gold
109513 €50

15

These beautiful twinkling blossoms create a

uniquely feminine style. This glistening garland

features 21 shimmering flowers. Each flower is

adorned with clear crystals, petals set around the
centre stone. The bracelet is buffed to a polished
lustre and secures with a lobster claw clasp. More
sparkle, more crystals, endless brilliance!

Bracelets
16

16. Round Tennis bracelet-silver
109551 €40
Create a statement look with this dramatic tennis
bracelet. Beautifully crafted in sleek silver, this

fluid design features 27 clear round halo set

crystals. Intricate milgrain detailing to the

settings adds depth and dimension to the

bracelet. An exceptional design which is finished

with a brilliant lustre and secures safely with a
foldover box clasp.
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TIPPERARY CRYSTAL

CLASSIC COLLECTION

tipperarycrystal.ie

Rosegold
1. Fine cross pendant-rose gold
107267 €25

4

Expertly crafted in precious rose gold, this

traditional cross is an elegantly subtle expression

of faith. It is completely lined with a single row

1

of glittering clear crystal accents. Each small

crystal has been cut to add sparkle and brilliance

5

to this simple yet symbolic pendant. The cross is

finished with a polished shine and suspends

freely along a rose gold cable chain which
secures with a durable lobster claw clasp.

6

2. Pavé tear drop pendant-rose gold
107373 €25
Complement any look with this elegant sparkling

crystal pendant. Crafted in fashionable rose gold,

the pear shaped drop features a rose gold

beaded border completely filled with an inner

2

teardrop of shimmering clear crystals. Buffed to

a brilliant lustre, the pendant suspends centred

along lengths of cable chain and closes securely
with a durable lobster claw clasp.

3. Marquise cut pendant-rose gold
107380 €25

Rosegold

This beautiful vintage-style design is an elegant
look with any attire. It features an exquisite
marquise cut clear crystal centre stone cut to

enhance its shine and brilliance. Surrounded by

3

a halo frame set with smaller round accent

6. Double heart pendant-rose gold
4. Polished & crystal circle pendant-rose 5. Freehand heart pendant-rose gold
123991 €25
gold
107342 €25
123618 €25
A sweet and beautiful pendant, this duo of
This rose gold open heart pendant has an interestForever sparkling, this symbolic necklace is a glis-

crystals this pendant captivates with its sparkle.

tening symbol of forever love. Fashioned in ro-

and closes securely with a loster claw clasp. The

open circle with a larger open circle lined with

branded fob.

for the one you love, this dazzling duo is buffed

It suspends centred from a beautiful cable chain

finishing touch is the 2” extension chain and TC
Matching earrings available.

mantic rose gold the design joins one polished
brilliantly cut round clear crystals. A thoughtful gift

to a brilliant lustre and suspends along a cable

chain that secures with a lobster claw clasp. A 2”
extenson chain and small rose gold fob completes
this simple but sophisticated look.
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ing cross over design at the top and bottom, with

sparkling hearts is a delightful symbol of love.

the curvatures of each side of the heart crossing

Fashioned in precious rose gold, this design

with a single row of clear cut crystal stones, all of

shimmering round clear crystals embracing a

over as they meet. The heart is completely lined

features a large open heart fully lined with

the same size. This pendant suspends freely along

smaller brightly polished open heart. Turned on

has a 2” extension chain and a TC branded fob.

bright lustre and suspend centered along a cable

a gleamingly polished rose gold cable chain which

their sides, these twinkling hearts are buffed to a

chain with a 2” extension chain. It closes securely

with a lobster claw clasp and a small rose gold fob
completes the look.
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Rosegold
7. Circle pendant with pavé bale-rose gold
107366 €25

7

Classic yet contemporary, this on trend fashion

pendant brings a little sophistication to any look.
Crafted in warm rose gold, the design features a

sleek open circle that suspends centered from a pear

shaped bale. This bale is adorned with clear crystal

set pavé. It hangs freely from a brightly polished rose
gold cable chain and closes securely with a lobster

claw clasp.

8. O pendant-rose gold
107298 €25

8

Symbolising your unending love, this simple rose

gold pendant is an unending circle of elegance. The

dainty open circle design is completely lined in

shimmering clear crystals and suspends along a

cable chain that secures with a lobster claw clasp, a
2” chain extension and a TC branded fob.

9. Infinity pendant-rose gold
107274 €25
Sparkling and romantic, this sleek pendant will add

that touch of class to any look. Crafted in rose gold,

this dramatic style features a flowing asymmetrical

9

infinity symbol-shaped design partially lined with
two rows of dazzling clear crystal accents. Polished

to a bright shine, the pendant suspends along a

cable chain which securely closes with a lobster claw

clasp. The look is completed with a 2” extension
chain and a TC branded silver fob.

10

10. Bar pendant-rose gold
107335 €25
Simple yet chic, this glistening pendant is an a

tractive addition to any jewellery collection.

Fashioned in on-trend rose gold, the cylindrical drop

is daintilly suspended from its cable chain. The

uniquely styled pendant is completely covered in
pavé set clear crystals which dazzle with every

movement. Buffed to a brilliant lustre it fastens
securely with a durable lobster claw clasp.
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Rosegold

Rosegold
11. Double heart pendant-rose gold
107359 €25
This charming double heart necklace is crafted in

14. Pavé pendant-rose gold
123960 €25

11

Dainty and dazzling, this crystal drop pendant

romantic rose gold. The double stranded design

features an open heart completely outlined in

focuses on the sparkle. Crafted in warm rose gold,

14

dazzling clear crystal accents. A slightly smaller, solid

this petite round disc of shimmering clear crystal

crystal stone set into it. The hearts suspend jauntily

luminous combination of scintillating crystals

The pendant closes securely with a lobster claw clasp.

suspends along a cable chain that closes securely

rose gold heart hangs above it with a single clear

stones shimmer under a graceful bale. A

on their sides from a brightly polished cable chain.

and a bright polished shine, this pendant

with a lobster claw clasp and a 2” extension

chain. A petite tear-drop shaped fob completes

12 Marquise cut heart pendant-rose gold
107434 €25

this elegant look.

This unusual sparkling heart pendant is certain to
catch the eye. Fashioned in warm rose gold, the

open heart design is half-lined with shimmering

15. Drop cz earrings-rose gold
124011 €25

12

clear crystal accents that gleam at every angle. A

A shimmering choice, these cute pavé crystal set

single marquise cut crystal is the centrepiece of this

front and back earrings are sure to be a favourite

elegant pendant which suspends from a uniquely

worn again and again. Fashioned in on-trend

from a classic cable chain which secures with a

mesmerising round clear crystall composites. The

styled bale. It is polished to a bright lustre and hangs

rose gold, each post earring showcases

durable lobster claw clasp.

discs suspend from a linear drop lined with a trio

of beautiful round crystals, cut to enhance their

13. Heart pendant-rose gold
107328 €25

brilliance and shine. A radiant combination of

glittering crystals and a brilliant buffed lustre.

This charming pendant is a beautiful expression of

These earrings secure comfortably with push

love. Fashioned in romantic rose gold, the open
heart design is adorned with a double row of

sparkling clear crystal accents that shimmer and

catch the eye at every angle. This meaningful

backs.

13
15

pendant will be treasured forever. The heart is

finished with a brightly polished shine, and

suspends centred along a cable chain which closes

securely with a lobster claw clasp.
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“
Jewellery

has the power
to be the one
little thing that
makes you feel

unique

”

16
17

Rosegold
16. Double swirl hammock pendant-rose gold 17. Double swirl earrings-rose gold
123625 €25
123601 €25
Expertly crafted in rose gold, this dimensional look

Expertly crafted in rose gold, these infinity inspired

resulting in a stylish hammock shaped design. The

sleek linking tear-drop shaped elements. Two

features two interlocking loops joined harmoniously

necklace features one sleek polished loop entwined

with a second one completely lined with clear crystal

accents. This unique eye-catching look captivates with

it’s sparkle and brightly polished shine. The pendant

suspends centred from lengths of cable chain which

secure with a lobster clasp. A 2“ extension chain with
a petite silver fob completes this stunning style.

earrings are a very dimensional look featuring two

interlocking loops, one sleekly polished, and the other

completely lined with clear crystal accents are joined

harmoniously in an everlasting embrace. These unique

eye catching post earrings captivate with their sparkle

and brightly polished shine. They secure comfortably
with push backs.

Elizabeth Taylor
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18. Simple cz pendant-rose gold
123595 €25
A timeless statement of elegance this pendant is

fashioned in on-trend rose gold. Sparkling and

eye-catching it features a large round clear crystal

22

23

24

center stone. A halo of glittering clear crystal
accents form a circular frame adding just the right

amount of sparkle. The pendant hangs centred

22. Polished circle earrings-rose gold
123649 €25

from lengths of brightly polished cable chain that

18

secure with a lobster claw clasp and a 2” exterder

chain. A petite fob completes the look.

19

Rosegold

wear. Fashioned in precious rose gold, the dainty

turn of the head. Fashioned in romantic rose

secure safely and comfortably with push backs.

to sparkle and shimmer, wrapped in an embrace

An elegant addition to any jewellery collection,

this dazzling drop pendant makes every

Matching pendant available.

clear crystals surround this centre stone in a

20. Large cz tear-drop pendant-rose gold
123830 €30
Fashioned in precious rose gold, this elegant

pendant features an elongated open tear drop

shaped frame lined with exquisite shimmering
round clear crystals. Anchoring the design is a

large round cut crystal. A simply radiant piece it

glides freeling along a cable chain which closes
securely with a lobster claw clasp and a 2”

extension chain. A dainty teardrop shaped fob
completes the look.

21. Double horseshoe pendant-rose gold
124028 €25
This fun duo of horseshoes is a quirky style which

has been crafted in rose gold. Featuring two

interlinked horseshoes, one lined with

of tiny clear crystal accents. A radiant marriage of

backs.

centerpiece. A halo border of exquisite round

extender chain and fob.

gold, each earring features a round cz stone, cut

post earrings secure comfortably with push

it features a large round cut crystal as it’s

warm embrace. It suspends from a crystal-lined

crystal post earrings will add sparkle with every

crystals and rose gold, brilliantly buffed these

occassion special. Crafted in precious rose gold,

securing with a lobster claw clasp and has a 2”

20

Perfect for day or evening wear, these elegant

polished circles are buffed to a brilliant lustre and

19. Large cz and pavé pendant-rose gold
123731 €25

linear bale that glides along a cable chain,

21

These contemporary open circle stud earrings are

so simple but ever so chic. Ideal for everyday

Matching earrings available.

23. Simple cz earrings-rose gold
123571 €25

Rosegold
25

24. Flower earrings-rose gold
107427 €25
Inspired by nature, these sweet crystal flower
stud earrings are certain to be a favourite. Crafted

in fashionable rose gold, each earring dazzles
with a beautiful round clear stone surrounded by

a smooth frame. Eight dainty petals, each

adorned with two round crystals add sparkle this

charming look. Buffed to a brilliant lustre, these
post earrings secure comfortably with push
backs.

25. Marquise cut earrings-rose gold
107397 €25
The sweet, shimmering style of these vintage

inspired stud earrings will add elegance to any

look . Crafted in romantic rose gold, each dainty

stud features a beautiful marquise cut clear

crystal centre stone framed by petite round

crystals. Polished to a bright shine and sure to be

adored, these elegant post earrings secure
comfortably with push backs.

shimmering round clear crystals and the other

polished to a bright shine.It suspends along a

cable chain that secures with a lobster claw clasp

and a 2” extender chain. A tear drop shaped fob

completes the look.

Matching earrings available.
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Silver

Silver

4. Round pavé pendant-silver
106994 €25

1. Heart shape pendant-silver
107113 €25

Dainty and dazzling, this luminous pendant

Dainty and darling, this crystal necklace is a

focuses on the sparkle! Fashioned in elegant

silver, this design features a bright heart shaped

shimmers with every movement. A radiant look

thoughtful symbol of love. Fashioned in classic

silver, the petite round crystal pavé set disc

clear crystal centre stone, artfully set to enhance

anytime with its brightly polished shine, this

accent crystals beautifully set with a starburst

cable chain that secure with a lobster claw clasp.

pendant suspends centred from lengths of silver

size and sparkle. A halo frame of smaller round
edge, frames the center heart in a sparkling

2

this romantic pendant suspends centered along

completes the look.

2. Heart earrings-silver
107120 €25

A romantic choice that will be cherished forever,
this vintage-inspired pendant is certain to

A shimmering style, these darling heart studs are

become a favourite. Crafted in timeless silver, the

silver, each earring features a bright heart-shaped

center-stone and an intricate milgrain detail that

size and sparkle. A halo frame of smaller round

crystals. Above, a smaller circular bale set with

a thoughtful symbol of love. Fashioned in classic

circle pendant features a large round crystal

clear crystal centere stone, artfully set to enhance

shimmers with a halo frame of smaller set clear

accent crystals beautifully set with a starburst

clear crystal accents completes this heirloom

embrace. Radiantly polished to a brilliant lustre,

freely along a silver cable chain which secures

edge, frames the center heart in a sparkling

with lobster claw clasp and a 2” extension chain.

comfortable push backs.

touch to this elegant design.

3. Heart pendant with clear stone-silver
106987 €25
This stunningly elegant pendant is crafted from

A petite TC branded silver fob adds the finishing

6. Round stone pendant, crystal
surround-silver
107014 €25

precious silver. The exquisite heart shaped centre

This darling floral inspired pendant showcases a

crystal accents and an enchanting looping design

sleek silver, this sculpted silver drop dazzles with

heart suspends close to hers from a beautiful

catching swirl setting. Above, a sleek bale

clasp. A 2” extension chain with a TC branded

finished with a bright polished shine, suspends

stone is completely lined with dazzling clear

frame. Polished to a brilliant shine, this unusual

5

look. Buffed to a bright shine the pendant glides

these romantic post earrings will add a touch of

elegance to any occasion. They secure with

1

4

5. Round pendant with pavé surround
107052 €25

lengths of polished silver cable chain that secures

with a lobster claw clasp and a 2” extension

A 2” extension chain and a dainty TC branded

silver fob adds that finishing touch.

embrace. Radiantly polished to a brilliant lustre,

chain. A tear-drop shaped, TC branded silver fob

3

6

gleaming round clear crystal centre. Crafted in

a large clear crystal centre stone in an eye

cable chain and secures safely with a lobster claw

completes the sparkling style. The pendant is

silver fob completes the look.

freely along a silver cable chain that secures with
a lobster claw clasp. It has a 2” extension chain

with a dainty tear drop shaped TC branded fob.
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Silver
7

9

8

9. X and O necklace and earring set
107496 €60

10

Making an impressive statement of love, this
sassy necklace is fashioned in timeless silver. The

design features a scintillating row of hugs and

Silver

7. Polished and cz circle pendant-silver
123984 €25

8. Simple cz disc pendant-silver
123632 €25

Forever sparkling, this symbolic necklace is a

Dainty and dazzling, this crystal drop pendant

cool silver the design joins one polished open

petite round diamond composite shimmers

brilliantly cut round clear crystals. A thoughtful

combination of crystal pavé and a bright polished

buffed to a brilliant lustre and suspends centered

chain that secures with a lobster claw clasp and

glistening symbol of forever love. Fashioned in

focuses on the sparkle. Crafted in cool silver, this

circle with a larger open circle lined with

under a graceful gleaming bale. A radiant

gift for the one you love, this dazzling duo is

shine, the pendant suspends freely along a cable

along a cable chain that secures with a lobster

a 2” extension chain with a silver tear-drop

claw clasp. A 2” extenson chain and a petite silver

fob completes this simple but sophisticated look.

shaped fob.

kisses in a stylised "XO" fashion. A series of clear,
oval crystals replaces each "O," while beautiful

crystal pavé accents and a beaded detail decorate

the whimsical "X" shapes inbetween. Simply

stunning with a brilliant buffed lustre, this
necklace adjusts in length using the 2” extension

chain and secures with a lobster claw clasp. A
petite tear-drop shaped silver fob completes

the look.
These classic solitaire earrings showcase a tender,

elegant beauty. Precious, delicate silver prongs

hold a single twinkling stone that sparkles like

the stars in these clear crystal stud earrings.
Reflecting the wearer's refined, sophisticated el-

egance these earrings will add sparkle to any
occasion. They secure comfortably with push
backs.

10. X and O bracelet-silver
107502 €40
A perfect accompaniment to the X and O necklace

this exquisite bracelet will wrap the wrist in an

embrace of sparkling hugs and polished kisses.
Expertly crafted in silver, this bracelet features

crystal accent and milgrain "X" shaped links

alternating with oval crystal stone "O" shaped

links. A meaningful look of true love, this bracelet
captivates with its marriage of luminous clear

crystal accents and a brightly polished shine. It

secures safely with a lobster claw clasp and

features a dainty TC branded teardrop shaped
silver fob.
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11. Oval sapphire with white surround pendant-silver
123700 €25
11

This radiant vintage-inspired pendant will be treasured for years to come. Crafted

in silver, this feminine look features a beautiful oval shaped rich blue crystal.

Shimmering round clear crystals form a halo around the dazzling center stone.
A trio of stacked bright round crystal stones create a sparklingly delicate bale.

Buffed to a brilliant lustre, the pendant suspends along a cable chain that secures

with a lobster claw clasp and a 2” extender. A dainty silver fob completes the
look.

Matching earrings available.

12

12. Sapphire and white stone pendant-silver
123717 €30
Elegance and pizzaz are presented in equal measure with this rich sapphire pen-

dant. The dazzling double halo of bright round clear crystals intensifies the

radance of the blue emerald-cut center stone. This delicately timeless pendant

is sure to be a treasure favourite. It suspends freely along a polished silver cable

chain and has a 2” extension chain allowing the length of the pendant to adapt
to your neckline. A sweet tear-drop shaped silver fob completes the look.

13

13. Pearl pendant with cz bale-silver
123908 €25
Add a touch of sophistication with this luxurious pearl pendant. Fashioned in

timeless silver. The eye-catching piece features a round

clear crystal center stone. Glittering clear crystals form a

circular halo frame adding just the right amount of

sparkle. Polished to a brilliant shine the pendant

suspends centred from lengths of cable chain that secure

safely with a lobster claw clasp. A 2” extension chain and
a silver fob adds that finishing touch to the look.

17. Circle polished and pavé pendant-silver
124035 €25
Simple yet sophisticated, this open circle silver pendant

sleek, highly polished inner circle bordered with an outer

circle completely lined with shimmering clear crystal pavé

accents. Created to delight, this dazzling look suspends

extender and a dainty silver fob complete the look.

14. Pear shape drop pendant-silver
123892 €30
A regal and elegant look, this pear-drop pendant will captivate for sure. Fash-

ioned in sleek silver, the eye is drawn to the luminous pear-shaped white center

stone bordered with a frame of shimmering crystal accents. A silver bridge

connects this drop to a smaller version of itself which acts as a stunning bale.

Finished with a brilliant shine, the pendant suspends freely along a silver cable

chain that secures with a lobster claw clasp and a 2“ extension chain. It also has

a petite silver fob to complete the look.

15. Emerald cut pendant-silver
123885 €25
An exquisite silver pendant with an elegant traditional look. Fashioned in classic

17

makes a serious statement of style. The design features a

brilliant lustre. It suspends along a cable chain hanging from a crystal line split
bale. It secures with a lobster claw clasp and has a 2“ extension chain with a tear-

15

Classically feminine this elegant pendant is fashioned in

from a sleek polished linear bale which glides freely along

drop shaped silver fob to the back.

16

16. Large cz with pavé surround pendant-silver
123816 €25

classic silver, this elegant design features a luminous pearl drop topped with a
crystal adorned bale. A stunning choice, this captivating style is buffed to a

14

Silver

a cable chain that secures with a lobster claw clasp. A 2”

18. Pavé soft edge square pendant-silver
123878 €25
This shimmering pendant is sure to be a hit. Its versatile

18

simplicity means it’s perfert for day and evening wear.

Crafted in cool silver, the cushion-shaped soft edged

pendant features a full pavé filled square design. Buffed
to a brilliant lustre this radiant pendant suspends centred

from lengths of polished silver cable chain that secure
with a durable lobster claw clasp. It also has a 2” extension

chain and a tear-drop shaped fob.
Matching earrings available.

19. Open spiral pendant-silver
123823 €25

silver, this dazzling design features a large clear emerald cut crystal set vertically

Sparkling and sophisticated, this beautifully swirling

cents, cut to enhance their shine and brilliance. Designed to delight, this capti-

design features alternating waves of smooth polished

centered along lengths of cable chain it secures with a lobster claw clasp and a

polished shine. The pendant suspends freely along a

as it’s centrepiece. It is wrapped in a halo of shimmering round clear crystal ac-

pendant is crafted in classic silver, the spiraling circle

vates with it’s scintillating crystals and bright polished shine. Suspending

silver and bright clear round crystals with a radiantly

2“ extension chain. A dainty silver fob adds that final touch.

polished silver chain with a 2” extension chain and

19

secures with a lobster claw clasp. A silver fob completes

the look.
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20. Pavé ball pendant-silver
123915 €25
Sweet and simple, this pendant adds a bright pop of

welcome sparkle to any attire. Fashioned in sleek silver,

Silver

this ball-shaped pendant is set with a sparkling array of

round clear crystal pavé. Polished to a brilliant shine,
this stunning pendant suspends from a sleek silver bale

20

and slides freely along a silver cable chain that secures
with a lobster claw clasp. A 2” extension chain with a

tear drop shaped fob completes the look.

21. Wide pavé stone set pendant-silver
124097 €30
Complement any look with this elegantly sparkling

crystal pendant. Crafted in silver the drop features a

smooth border outline completely filled with round

clear crystal pavé. A vertical almond shape, adorned with

a composite of shimmering clear crystals is contained
within the inner opening of the teardrop. This

21

scintillating pendant suspends from a sleek bale which
glides freely along a polished silver cable chain and

closes securely with a lobster claw clasp. A 2” extender
and a silver fob completes the look.
Matching earrings available.

22. Round stone pendant with pavé bale
107090 €25
Simple, yet captivating, this stunning pendant will

complement any look. Crafted in cool silver, the

pendant showcases a single luminous centre stone in

22

a unique single prong setting. Above, a trio of beautiful

clear, round crystals line the polished linear bale. Buffed

to a brilliant lustre, this perfectly elegant pendant glides

freely along a cable chain that secures with a lobster

claw clasp and a 2” extension chain. A tear-drop shaped
TC branded silver fob completes the look.

23. Square pendant-silver
107076 €25
Darling and elegant, this simple pendant is truly
enchanting. Crafted in cool silver, the sparkling

23

princess-cut solitaire pendant glistens in it’s sleek four
prong setting. A stunning accessory, this luminous stone

suspends freely from a polished cable chain and safely
secures with a lobster claw clasp and a 2” extension

chain. A sweet TC, teardrop shaped, branded silver fob

adds that fininshing touch to this dainty pendant.

Matching earrings available.
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“

Jewellery
is like
ice cream.
There’s always
room for
more!

”

Silver

24

24. Double swirl hammock pendantsilver
123977 €25

Expertly crafted in precious silver, this dimen-

sional look features two interlocking loops joined

harmoniously resulting in a stylish hammock

shaped design. The necklace features one sleek

polished loop entwined with a second one completely lined with clear crystal accents. This

unique eye-catching look captivates with it’s

sparkle and brightly polished shine. The pendant

suspends centred from lengths of cable chain

which secure with a lobster clasp and a 2“ exten-

25

sion chain. A dainty silver fob adds that finishing
touch to the look.

25. Double swirl earrings-silver
124059 €25
Expertly crafted in sleek silver, these infinity

inspired earrings are a very dimensional look

featuring two sleek linking tear-drop shaped

elements. Two interlocking loops, one sleekly

polished, and the other completely lined with

clear crystal accents are joined harmoniously in

an everlasting embrace. These unique eye
catching post earrings captivate with their sparkle

and brightly polished shine. They secure
comfortably with push backs.
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27

28

Silver

33. Pearl earrings with marquise stone
107168 €25

These elegant pearl and crystal post earrings are

a captivating look. Fashioned in elegant silver,

each shimmering earring highlights a luminous

pearl topped by a marquise-shaped post lined

with a sparkling halo of clear, round crystals.

Radiant with a bright polished shine, these

demure earrings secure comfortably with friction

backs.

34. Flower burst earrings-silver
107243 €25

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

Charming and sweet, these flower inspired

Silver
26. Solitare earrings 9mm stud-silver
107236 €20
27. Solitare earrings 6mm stud-silver
107229 €20
28. Solitare earrings 4mm stud-silver
107212 €20

A captivating and impressive look, these dazzling

solitaire stud earrings make a stunning

accompaniment to any look or any occasion.

Fashioned in cool silver each earring showcases
a mesmerising clear crystal solitaire in a stylish

six prong silver setting. Buffed to a brilliant

lustre, these versatile post earrings fasten
securely and comfortably with push backs.

earrings add a touch of sparkle to any look.

29. Pear drop earrings-silver purple
107137 €25
30. Pear drop earrings-silver clear
107144 €25
31. Pear drop earrings-silver blue
107151 €25
Elegant and dramatic, these exquisite drop

earrings are sure to be a favourite. Shimmering
with beauty and sophistication they are created

in timeless silver. Each dazzling design glistens

endlessly with a sparkling pear-shaped centre

with a starburst of five smaller crystal accents. A

whimsical look, these earrings captivate with

their gleaming stones and a brightly polished

shine. They post secure comfortably with push

backs.

35. Pearl stud earrings 8mm-silver
107205 €20
Sublime in their simplicity, these luminous pearl

stone bordered with a halo frame of luminous

stud earrings are a true statement look. Expertly

crystals line the earring's linear bale. Polished to

lustrous pearl set atop a sleek silver post setting.

from a secure post and close comfortably with

are polished to a brilliant lustre and secure

clear crystals accents. Additional round, clear

a brilliant shine, these dazzling drops suspend
push backs.

32. Round earrings with pavé bale-silver
107106 €25
Simple, yet captivating, these stunning solitaire

crafted, each classically styled earring features a

Needing no further accompaniment, the earrings

comfortably with push backs.

36. Pavé set round stone earrings-silver
107069 €25
Perfect for day or evening wear, these elegant

earrings will complement any look and take you

pavé set earrings will add sparkle with every turn

in precious silver, each features a single

earring features a round, clear stone, cut to

from day to evening wear with ease. Fashioned

of the head. Fashioned in romantic silver, each

luminous centre stone in a unique single prong

sparkle and shimmer, wrapped in an embrace of

crystals line the polished linear bale. Buffed to a

detail. A radiant marriage of crystals and polished

secure comfortably with push backs.

fortably with push backs.

setting. Above, a trio of beautiful round, clear

brilliant lustre, these perfectly elegant studs
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Fashioned in sleek silver, each flower-shaped

stud features a shimmering round crystal centre

tiny clear crystal accents and beaded, milgrain

silver, these stunning post earrings secure com-
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Silver
37. Square stone earrings-silver
107083 €25

Fashionable, contemporary and regal, these

princess-cut solitaire studs have spectacular

brilliance. Fashioned in cool silver, the sparkling

solitaires glisten in their sleek four prong setting.

A stunning accessory, these luminous clear crystal

post earrings will add sparkle to any look.
Polished to a bright lustre they secure safely and

38

comfortably with push backs.
Matching pendant available.

38. Pavé surround cz earrings-silver
123687 €25
Perfect for day or evening wear, these elegant

crystal post earrings will add sparkle with every

turn of the head. Fashioned in timeless silver,
each earring features a round cz stone, cut to
sparkle and shimmer, wrapped in an embrace of

39

These pretty floral inspired stud earrings add an
heirloom touch of sparkle to her look. Fashioned

in cool silver, each petite earring features a

flower-shaped composite of crystals with

vintage-inspired milgrain detailing. A radiant
brilliant buffed luster, these earrings secure
comfortably with friction backs.

41. Polished circle earrings-silver
124042 €25
These contemporary open circle stud earrings are

so simple but ever so chic. Ideal for everyday
wear. Fashioned in precious silver, the dainty
polished circles are buffed to a brilliant lustre and
secure safely and comfortably with push backs.

42. Drop cz stone earrings-silver
123588 €25

post earrings secure comfortably with push

pavé discs suspended from a linear bale adorned

crystals and cool silver, brilliantly buffed these

earrings showcase mesmerising round crystal

backs.

with 2 sparkling crystals. Buffed to a bright lustre,
these earrings secure comfortably with push

These shimmering silver earrings are sure to be
a hit. Their versatile simplicity means they are

perfert for day and evening wear. Fashioned in

stylish silver, each earring is a soft edged
Stunningly luminous, they

backs.

These radiant vintage-inspired earrings will be

treasured for years to come. Crafted in silver, this

feminine look features a beautiful oval shaped

rich blue crystal. Shimmering round clear crystals

these radiant post earrings secure comfortably

trio of stacked bright round crystal stones create

Matching pendant available.

lustre, they secure comfortably with push backs.

filled square design. Buffed to a brilliant lustre

42

43. Oval sapphire earrings-silver
123656 €30

feature a completely covered clear crystal pavé

with push backs.

Silver

A sparkling choice, these crystal front/back

earrings are crafted in timeless silver. The post

cushion-shape.

41

combination of bright crystal stones and a

tiny clear crystal accents. A radiant marriage of

39. Pavé soft edge square earrings-silver
123779 €25

40

40. Flower centre earrings-silver
123809 €25

form a halo around the dazzling center stone. A
a sparklingly delicate stud. Polished to a brilliant

43

Matching pendant available.
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Silver
44. Sapphire centre earrings-silver
123786 €25

44

Elegance and pizzaz are presented in equal

measure with these rich sapphire earrings. The

halo frame of bright, round, clear crystals

intensifies the radiance of the blue emerald cut

center stone. These delicate and timeless studs

are sure to be a treasured favourite. Polished to

1

a bright lustre they secure comfortably with push
backs.

45

45. Emerald cut earrings-silver
123762 €25
This dazzling design features a large clear

emerald-cut crystal set vertically as it’s
centrepiece. It is wrapped with a single halo of

shimmering round clear crystal accents, cut to

enhance their shine and brilliance. Designed to

delight, these stunning earrings captivate with

their scintillating crystals and bright polished
shine.

46

46. Curved rectangular earrings-silver
123724 €25
These simple curved rectangular post earrings

glisten radiently with every movement. Crafted

in cool silver each dazzling earring features four

vertical rows of scintillating round clear crystals.
Each stone has been cut to enhance it’s clarity

and shine. These earrings secure comfortably
with push backs.

47

47. Pear shape drop earrings-silver
123663 €30

Gold
1. Three tone leaf pendant-gold
107540 €25

Show your love with this trio of sweet hearts.
Fashioned in warm yellow gold, silver and rose

gold the triple-heart design features three hearts

with a brushed metal effect freely sliding along

a brightly polished yellow gold cable chain. This

These elegant double tear-drop earrings are a

delightful necklace secures safely with a durable

features a pear-shaped center stone bordered

dainty tear-drop shaped TC branded fob adds that

captivating look. Fashioned in silver, each earring

lobster claw clasp and a 2” extension chain. A

with a halo of shimmering clear crystal accents.

finishing touch.

A duplicate of these pear-shaped drops suspends

from the first creating a sparkling mirror image.
Polished to a brilliant lustre, these versatile post
earrings secure comfortably with push backs.
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TIPPERARY CRYSTAL

TIMEPIECES
Created by the designers at Tipperary Crystal due to
the demand from our clients for a fashionable yet
affordable timepiece that is as much about being a
watch as a piece of jewellery. We have created
functional jewellery pieces that are fashion statements
in their own right, seamlessly blending style and
function. The Tipperary Crystal Timepiece collection.

tipperarycrystal.ie

Time
1. Birdy-Bullfinch rose gold watch
139084 €50

2. Birdy-Blue Tit rose gold watch
139091 €50
1

3. Birdy-Robin rose gold watch
139107 €50
The Birdy Collection is a vibrant collection of rose

gold watches showcasing the Birdy designs.
The watches feature an array of Irish garden birds

in an enchanted garden setting, embellished

4

with rose gold detailing and crystal insets.
Each watch is presented in a beautiful foil

pressed box which will make the perfect gift.

The watch strap is an adjustable rose gold mesh

5

6

strap with Tipperary Crystal branding. Each Birdy
watch comes with a twelve month guarantee.

2

Time
4. Birdy-Greenfinch rose gold watch
139114 €50
5. Birdy-Kingfisher rose gold watch
139121 €50

3

6. Birdy-Goldfinch rose gold watch
139138 €50
The Birdy Collection is a vibrant collection of rose

gold watches showcasing the Birdy designs.
The watches feature an array of Irish garden birds

in an enchanted garden setting, embellished

with rose gold detailing and crystal insets.
Each watch is presented in a beautiful foil

pressed box which will make the perfect gift.
The watch strap is an adjustable rose gold mesh
strap with Tipperary Crystal branding. Each Birdy
watch comes with a twelve month guarantee.
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Time

Time

7. Ella rose gold watch
143999 €50

8. Love Hearts rose gold watch
143951 €50
9. Stars rose gold watch
143968 €50

7

10. Amelie rose gold watch
143975 €50
11. Stella rose gold watch
144002 €50
12. Sophie two tone watch
144033 €50

8

9
10
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11

12
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Time

Time

13

14

15

16

13. Cecile rose gold watch
143982 €50
14. Simone rose gold watch
144019 €50
15. Zola rose gold watch
144026 €50
16. Butterfly rose gold watch
145566 €50
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Time
17. Malibu rose watch-rose gold
126671 €50

An oversized face features marble look finish with

17

rose gold dial and crystals embellishing the

minute markers, this watch is completed with an

elegant mesh strap. Each watch has a twelve

month warranty.

“

Lost
time
is never
found
again

”
Benjamin Franklin
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Time
18. Continuance watch-rose gold, leather
115651 €50

The continuance in rose gold has a rich and

luxuriant feel. The leather stap complements the

rose gold plating and crystal setting on the watch

case. Inset with crystal on the face, this beautiful

timepiece is sure to please. Each watch has a

twelve month warranty.

19. Continuance watch-silver, metal
111608 €50
The silver plated stainless steel bracelet

complements the silver plating and crystal

setting on the watch case. Inset with crystals on

the face and strap this beautiful timepiece is sure
to please. Each watch has a twelve month
warranty.

18

20. Continuance watch-rose gold, metal
111615 €50
The continuance in rose gold is our most

popular watch. The rose gold plated stainless

steel bracelet complements the rose gold

plating and crystal setting on the watch case.
Inset with crystal on the face and strap this

beautiful timepiece is sure to please. Each watch

has a twelve month warranty.
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Time

21. Ultimito watch-rose gold
112902 €50

The Ultimito watch and its rose gold plated stainless steel mesh strap works in perfect
harmony with the elegant and understated white face. Inset with twelve crystals the rose

gold plated hands create the most elegant of timepieces. Each watch has a twelve month
warranty.

22. Ultimito watch-silver
112919 €50
The silver Ultimito watch and its silver plated stainless steel mesh strap works in perfect
harmony with the elegant and understated white face. Inset with twelve crystals the silver

plated hands create the most elegant of timepieces. Each watch has a twelve month

warranty.

21

22
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Time
23. Tempo watch-rose gold
111660 €50

“

Once
upon a
time...

The Tempo timepiece in rose gold is lined with two

rows of scintillating crystals around the face. The de-

sign of this classic watch with it’s clean face stands
out in contrast to the crystal surround. A slimed
down, rose gold stainless steel bracelet finishes off

an elegant and timeless watch. Each watch has a
twelve month warranty.

23

”
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Boxed Jewellery
Selection of display furniture

Boxed Jewellery
Premium giftboxing

TIPPERARY CRYSTAL

TIPPERARY CRYSTAL

DISPLAY&PACKAGING

JEWELLERY CARE

Merchandising & display solutions, premium giftboxing

Cleaning jewellery, storing jewellery, wearing jewellery
Cleaning Jewellery
As Tipperary Crystal Jewellery features a
delicate understated style, you should
always clean the piece with great care.
Wearing jewellery regularly can cause a
build up of natural oils from your skin.
Simply polish with a cotton cloth to help
maintain the original lustre. Avoid the
use of any abrasive materials to clean
your Tipperary Crystal jewellery as this
will cause scratching and damage the
surface.

Tipperary Crystal Presentation
Tipperary Crystal gifts are
available at selected gift stores
and we have created bespoke
display furniture that is branded
Tipperary Crystal and has been
created by our display furniture
design team to present our
beautiful product in the best
possible way.

Storing Jewellery
It is advisable to store your Tipperary
Crystal jewellery in it’s original
packaging. Each piece should be stored
separately to avoid an scratching or
tangling.

Jewellery
Display stand
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Wearing Jewellery
Care should always be taken when
removing jewellery to stop it catching on
clothing. Jewellery should be put on last
and taken off first when dressing. Be
careful not to knock the jewellery against
any hard objects as this may cause
scratches or chips in the piece. Do not

allow your jewellery to come into contact
with water containing any chlorine or
bleach.
Watch Care & Maintenance
We would advise you to clean your watch
regularly using a soft cloth. Keep your
watch in the original packaging. Do not
leave it anywhere it might be subjected
to major variations in temperature or
humidity, in the sunlight or near
magnetic fields. It is water resistant for
daily life. Do not operate when the
crown is set. Always set the crown in the
original position. It may be difficult to
pull the crown out due to dirt and dust
getting caught between the crown and
the case when the watch is worn for
worn for long periods of time. To prevent
this, occasionally turn the crown freely
back and forward. Battery life is
approximately 2 years.
Warranty
Your Tipperary Crystal watch is under
warranty for a period of 12 months from
the date of purchase
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ACCESSORIES
handbags, wallets, sunglasses, cufﬂinks, keychains, scarves

Tipperary Crystal have created a stunning collection of stylish and on trend handbags and wallets
with an eye to detail the bag collection is second to none.

Lined up with stylish sunglasses that are sure to catch your eye, get out your glad rags and your
handbags for Tipperary Crystal!

260

TIPPERARY CRYSTAL

Handbags&Wallets
Introducing our exclusive collection of animal friendly PU
leather look handbags and wallets. Expertly designed and
manufactured. The Tipperary Crystal design team travelled
the world, visiting all the designer fashion shows in order to
create these on-trend chic and functional handbags.
From casual days to formal affairs, we have a handbag to suit
your every requirement.
While style is of the utmost of importance when designing
our handbags, comfort, functionality and versatility are
integral to all our handbag designs too. Our Handbags are
a perfect complement to any ensemble, the epitome of
refined luxury.

tipperarycrystal.ie

Avignon

Lyon

1

3. Lyon weave bag-black
143784 €50
4. Lyon weave bag-grey
143807 €50

1. Avignon bag-black
143746 €50
Rose gold hardware

3

2. Avignon bag-grey
143814 €50
Yellow gold hardware

4

2
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Bordeaux

Bordeaux

6

5

5. Bordeaux Chevron bag-black
143753 €60
Yellow gold hardware
6. Bordeaux Chevron bag-burgundy
143760 €60
Yellow gold hardware
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Marseilles
The Marseilles weave bag is inspired by the hand stitched quilts of Marseilles in
the south of France. The delicate weaving style gives the impression of padding but
actually has no padding within. Easy access click and lock mechanism guarantees
security for your valuables. The inside has a zipped pocket on one side and a handy
access pocket on the other. Metal hardware blends elegantly with the chain
elements on the strap.
-Interior details: inside zip pocket, inside pocket, lock clasp.1 main compartment.
-100% PU (animal friendly).
-Lining: 100% Polyester.
-32cm (W) x 19cm (H) x 12cm (D).

7. Marseilles weave bag-black
141469 €60
Yellow gold hardware

8

8. Marseilles weave bag-pink
141476 €60
Yellow gold hardware
9. Marseilles weave bag-grey
141483 €60
Yellow gold hardware
10. Marseilles weave bag-burgundy
141582 €60
Yellow gold hardware

9

7
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Versailles
In response to the popularity of our Palermo handbag, we designed this elegant chevron-quilted cross body.
Combining expert craftsmanship with sleek functionality our Versailles cross body is the bag of the season.
Plenty of pockets to keep your belongings safe and organized, while sleek PU keeps everything protected from
the elements. This cross body boasts a luxurious air while also boasting comfort and functionality.
-Interior details: Two main internal compartments, one wall zip pocket.
-100% PU (animal friendly).
-Lining: 100% Polyester.
-27cm (W) x 20cm (H) x 7cm (D).
-Adjustable Strap.

13

11

11. Versailles cross body-burgundy
137486 €60
Yellow gold hardware
12. Versailles cross body-black
137479 €60
Yellow gold hardware

12
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13. Versailles cross body-grey
137493 €60
Yellow gold hardware
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Versailles

15

Rendered in a chevron stitching, the Versailles handbag is a complete luxury. The contrast of the yellow gold
toned chain straps against the soft luxurious chevron quilting makes for an effortlessly chic accessory that will
bring you from day to night with ease.
-Interior details: Internal zip with two compartments, one central zip pocket, one wall zip pocket.
-100% PU (animal friendly).
-Lining: 100% Polyester.
-34cm (W) x 23cm (H) x 15cm (D).
-Adjustable Strap.

14. Versailles shoulder bag-burgundy
137516 €70
Yellow gold hardware
15. Versailles shoulder bag-grey
137523 €70
Yellow gold hardware

16

16. Versailles shoulder bag-black
137509 €70
Yellow gold hardware

14
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Cannes
17. Cannes shoulder bag-grey
130418 €50
Yellow gold hardware
17

18. Cannes shoulder bag-black
130395 €50
Rose gold hardware
19. Cannes shoulder bag-burgundy
130401 €50
Yellow gold hardware
Wear it over your shoulder or as a cross
body bag. The Cannes is as versatile as it
is fashionable. Metal hardware details in
rose gold or yellow gold. Inspired by the
Riviera lifestyle this bag just oozes luxury
and style.
-Interior details: Back zip pocket, Front slit
pocket, 1 Main Compartment.
-100% PU (animal friendly).

18

-Lining: 100% Polyester.
-22cm (W) x 15.5cm (H) x 7cm (D).
-TC Branded Tassle Fob Feature.

19
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Sicily
22

20

Sicily
22. Tote bag-Sicily-navy
125124 €70
Yellow gold hardware

20. Tote bag-Sicily-burgundy
143739 €70
Yellow gold hardware

23. Tote bag-Sicily-black
125094 €70
Yellow gold hardware

21. Tote bag-Sicily-olive
143722 €70
Yellow gold hardware

Our effortless Sicily shoulder bag is so
comfortable you’ll want to carry it everywhere.
This bag is crafted using soft pebbled leather look
PU, the contrast of this with the metal hardware
makes for a very attractive and practical bag.
-100% Pebbled Leather Look PU(Animal Friendly)
-Pocket Lining: 100% Polyester.
-Interior Details : 1 Zipper Pocket, 3 Pockets,
1 Centre Zip Pocket, 2 Slip Pockets.
-Exterior Details: 2 Pebble Leather PU Straps.
-TC Branded Tassle Fob Feature.

21
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35cm(W) x 27cm(H) x 13cm(D).
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24

Sicily
24. Tote bag-Sicily-grey
125117 €70
Yellow gold hardware
25. Tote bag-Sicily-tan
125100 €70
Yellow gold hardware

25
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Savoy

Savoy
This stylish addition to our bag collection is proving to be very popular, with an outside zip compartment the

26. Savoy large satchel bag-black
127418 €60
Rose gold hardware

Savoy bag is stylish and functional. Metal hardware detail ﬁnish off this amazing bag in rose gold or yellow
gold. The Savoy satchel style bag can be worn over the shoulder or as a cross body bag.
-Interior details: Back zip pocket, double front.

27. Savoy large satchel bag-tan
127425 €60
Yellow gold hardware

-100% PU (animal friendly).

28. Savoy large satchel bag-navy
127432 €60
Yellow gold hardware

-29cm (W) x 25cm (H) x 11cm (D).

29. Savoy large satchel bag-grey
127449 €60
Yellow gold hardware

-Lining: 100% Polyester.
slit pocket, 1 Main Compartment.

26

27

28
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Chelsea

Chelsea

The versatile and trendy Chelsea can be worn as a cross body and also over the shoulder. The Chelsea has an
adjustable strap and easily accessible outside pocket and secure front zip pocket. Metal hardware detail ﬁnish
off this stylish bag in rose gold or yellow gold.
-Interior details: Back single slit pocket, 1 Main Compartment.
-100% PU (animal friendly).
-Lining: 100% Polyester.
-22cm (W) x 24cm (H) x 4cm (D).
-TC Branded Tassle Fob Feature.

31

32

30. Chelsea cross body bag-greige
130357 €50
Yellow gold hardware
31. Chelsea cross body bag-olive
130388 €50
Yellow gold hardware
32. Chelsea cross body bag-tan
130371 €50
Yellow gold hardware
33. Chelsea cross body bag-black
130364 €50
Rose gold hardware
33

30
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Oxford
34. Oxford shoulder bag-black
130470 €60
Rose gold hardware
35. Oxford shoulder bag-burgundy
130463 €60
Yellow gold hardware
This stunning handbag can be worn over the
shoulder or cross body. An easy open clasp
allows for security and ease of access. The
padded leather look PU adds a sophisticated
ﬁnish to this stylish bag.
-100% PU (animal friendly).
-Lining: 100% Polyester.
-Interior details: Zip Inner section and two inside
storage sections. Additional back zip section and
front pocket storage..

34

-23.5cm (W) x 17cm (H) x 10cm (D).

35
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Grafton

“
Women have plenty of

Grafton
The Grafton tote is a stylish addition to the Tipperary Crystal bag collection, with ample room for carrying all
your belongings. Easy access storage pockets at the sides of the bag allow for a water bottle or umbrella. The
inside has a double zip for added security. Metal hardware detail ﬁnish off this stylish bag in yellow gold.
-Interior details: Back zip pocket, front double slit pocket, centre zipped main compartment.
-100% PU (animal friendly).

roles in which they can

-Lining: 100% Polyester.

serve with distinction: some

36. Grafton tote bag-tan
130517 €70
Yellow gold hardware

of us even run countries.

-34cm (W) x 26cm (H) x 18cm (D).
-TC Branded Tassle Fob Feature.

36

But generally we are better
at wielding the handbag
than the bayonet.

”
Margaret Thatcher
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Palermo
Combining expert craftsmanship with chic functionality our diamond quilted Palermo wallet in classic black is
the wallet of the season. Plenty of pockets to keep your valuables safe and organised, while sleek PU keeps
everything protected.
-Interior Details: twelve credit card slips, two cash slips and one zipped coin compartment..
-100% PU (Animal Friendly)
-Lining: 100% PU, Pocket Lining: 100% Polyester.
-Top Zip Fastening.
-20cm (W) x 10cm (H) x 3cm (D).

37

37. Palermo quilted wallet-black
137561 €30
Yellow gold hardware

38

Palermo
Rendered in a diamond quilt, the Palermo bag is complete luxury, an elegantly chic accessory. Polished yellow
gold tone hardware accents the tactile leather exterior. The adjustable chain and PU strap offer the convenience
of wearing it over your shoulder or wearing it as a crossbody.
-100% PU (animal friendly).
-Lining: 100% Polyester.
-Adjustable Strap.
-Interior Details: back zip pocket, 2 front slit pockets, 1 main compartment.
-26cm(W) x 18.5cm(H) x 10.5cm(D).

39. Palermo quilted shoulder bag-black
123489 €60
Yellow gold hardware

Palermo
The large sized Palermo bag is beautifully ﬁnished with a diamond quilt, this stylish bag has polished yellow
gold tone hardware and an adjustable strap.
-Interior details: back zip pocket and 2 front slit pockets, 1 main compartment.
-100% PU (animal friendly).
-Lining: 100% Polyester.
-34cm (W) x 24cm (H) x 13cm (D).

38. Palermo large quilted bag-black
141490 €70
Yellow gold hardware

39
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Kensington
This stylish yet practical bag is the perfect accessory and will bring you from day to night with complete comfort
and ease. It can be worn as a cross body or a shoulder bag.
-100% Black Pebbled Leather Look PU (Animal Friendly).
-Pocket Lining: 100% Polyester.
-Interior: 1 zip pocket, 1 slip pocket.
-21.5cm(W) x 18.5cm(H) x 8cm(D).

40. Kensington saddle bag-tan
126060 €50
Yellow gold hardware

42. Kensington saddle bag-navy
126084 €50
Yellow gold hardware

41. Kensington saddle bag-black
126053 €50
Rose gold hardware

43. Kensington saddle bag-grey
126077 €50
Yellow gold hardware

41
40

43

42
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Pimlico

Saville Row
The Saville is a conservative and functional bag for the busy man. The classic styling used in the design of this

The Pimlico is a perfectly sized wallet for the man on the go with ample storage for cards and cash.

bag is reﬁned and reserved. The TC logo is embossed on the front of this bag and the bag can be worn on the
shoulder or cross body. There are two functional storage pockets on the front and back of the bag.

-Interior details: Back zip pocket and button pocket, Front double slit pocket.

-100% PU (animal friendly).

-100% PU (animal friendly).

-Lining: 100% Polyester.

-Lining: 100% Polyester.

-Interior details: Back zip pocket and button pocket, Front double slit pocket.

-11cm (W) x 9cm (H) x 2cm (D).

-29cm (W) x 28cm (H) x 10 cm (D).

47. Men’s wallet-Pimlico-tan
133723 €25
44. Saville Row men’s satchel-tan
133709 €60
Silver hardware

48. Men’s wallet-Pimlico-black
133716 €25

44

45. Saville Row men’s wallet-black
141506 €25
46. Saville Row men’s wallet-tan
141513 €25

47

45

46

48
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BirdyWallets
Our brightly coloured Birdy wallets are a perfectly compact ladies wallet. Designed to bring a splash of colour
into your life! RFID blocking wallet, designed to block RFID readers from scanning your credit cards.
-100% PU (animal friendly).
-zipper function.
-coin holder, credit card slots, cash sleeve.
-12.5cm (W) x 10cm (H) x 2.5cm (D)

49. Birdy wallet-blue tit
141186 €25
Yellow gold hardware

50

50. Birdy wallet-bullﬁnch
141216 €25
Yellow gold hardware
51. Birdy wallet-gold ﬁnch
141209 €25
Yellow gold hardware
52. Birdy wallet-robin
141193 €25
Yellow gold hardware

51

49

52
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Wallets

Wallets
Crafted in PU, this sleek case is the ideal all-in-one accessory. A must have when travelling, tuck it into your
carry-all for everyday convenience.
-Interior Details: Billfold Compartments, Zip Coin Pouch, 12 Credit Card Slots.
-100% Pebbled Leather Look PU (Animal Friendly).
-Lining: 100% PU, Pocket Lining: 100% Polyester.
-Top Zip Fastening.
-RFID Blocking Wallet, Designed to Block RFID readers from scanning your credit cards and debit cards.
-19.5cm (W) x 9.5cm (H) x 3cm (D)

55. Wallet-Envelope-black
130425 €30
Rose gold hardware

53

56. Wallet-Envelope-tan
130432 €30
Yellow gold hardware

56
53. Bordeaux chevron wallet-burgundy
143777 €30
54. Lyon weave walle-black
143791 €30

54
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Wallets
57. Wallet-The Clarence-tan
126121 €30
Yellow gold hardware
58. Purse-The Clarence-black
126114 €30
Rose gold hardware

Wallets

61. Wallet-Venice-grey
127364 €30
Yellow gold hardware
Designed in pebbled leather look PU, this chic
accessory features removable straps and plenty of
room to store credit cards, phone, cards and cash.
-100% Pebbled Leather Look PU (Animal Friendly).

59. Purse-The Clarence-navy
127319 €30
Yellow gold hardware

-Interior: Pebbled Leather Look PU.

60. Purse-The Clarence-grey
127326 €30
Yellow gold hardware

Compartment, Multiple Card Slots, ID Window.

-Pocket Lining: 100% Polyester.
-Interior Details: Phone Pocket, Slip Pocket, Zip
-RFID Blocking Wallet, Designed to Block RFID
readers from scanning your credit cards and debit

62. Wallet-Umbria-black
120754 €30
Rose gold hardware

66. Purse-The Windsor-navy
127296 €30
Yellow gold hardware

63. Wallet-Umbria-grey
127340 €30
Yellow gold hardware

67. Purse-The Windsor-black
126091 €30
Rose gold hardware

64. Wallet-Umbria-tan
120761 €30
Yellow gold hardware

68. Purse-The Windsor-tan
126107 €30
Yellow gold hardware

65. Wallet-Umbria-navy
127333 €30
Yellow gold hardware

69. Purse-The Windsor-grey
127302 €30
Yellow gold hardware

Sleek and practical, this stylish wallet can be carried

cards.

Crafted in PU, this sleek case is the ideal all-in-one

Perfectly sized this versatile wallet will compliment

alone or stashed inside your bag. With ample room

-18cm(W) x 10cm(H) x 2.5cm(D).

accessory. A must have when travelling, tuck it into

any handbag. Packed into a compact shape, designed

for all essential accessories, this beautiful wallet will

your carry-all for everyday convenience.

to make your life easier!

keep all your belongings safe and organised.

-100% Pebbled Leather Look PU (Animal Friendly).

-100% Pebbled Leather Look PU Interior and Exterior

-100% Pebbled Leather Look PU (Animal Friendly).

-Lining: 100% PU, Pocket Lining: 100% Polyester.

-Pocket Lining: 100% Polyester.

-Pocket Lining: 100% Polyester.

-Interior Details: Billfold Compartments, Zip Coin

-Zippered double chamber compartment.

-Snap Closure.

Pouch, 12 Credit Card Slots.

-Snap Closure.

-Logo at front.

-Top Zip Fastening.

-Eight Credit Card Slots, Cash Sleeve.

-Card and Bill Compartments.

-RFID Blocking Wallet, Designed to Block RFID

-RFID Blocking Wallet, Designed to Block RFID

-RFID Blocking Wallet, Designed to Block RFID

readers from scanning your credit cards and debit

readers from scanning your credit cards and debit

readers from scanning your credit cards and debit

cards.

cards.

cards.

-20cm (W) x 10cm (H) X 3CM (D).

-12cm(W) x 9.5cm(H) x 3.5cm(D).

-19cm(W) x 9.5cm(H) x 3.5cm(D).

57
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JewelleryBox

CompactMirrors

1. TC Pillow jewellery box
142794 €50

1. TC Compact mirror-vintage pearl
146686 €20

1

2. TC Compact mirror-crystal
146693 €20
3. TC Compact mirror-mandala
146709 €20

2

3
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TIPPERARY CRYSTAL

Sunglasses
Tipperary Crystal have created a stylish and practical
collection of Sunglasses, this new collection blends the
classic Tipperary Crystal look with modern stylish eye wear.
The sunglass lenses used feature high optical precision and
are impact resistant. Tipperary Crystal sunglasses are also
polarised which means added protection from the glare of
the sun. Each pair of sunglasses comes with a twelve month
warranty and is gift boxed to create the perfect gift for a
loved one or just to spoil yourself!

tipperarycrystal.ie

Sunglasses

Sunglasses

1.
TC Cannes sunglasses-brown
146266 €25

4.
TC Azure sunglasses-brown
146297 €25

2.
TC Antibes sunglasses-black
146273 €25

5.
TC Monte Carlo sunglasses-brown
146303 €25

3.
TC Monaco sunglasses-tortoise
146280 €25

6.
TC Dolce Vita sunglasses-tortoise
121973 €25
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Sunglasses

Sunglasses

7.
TC Riviera sunglasses-tortoise
121935 €25

10.
TC Milano sunglasses-black
121997 €25

8.
TC Riviera sunglasses-brown
121928 €25

11.
TC Milano sunglasses-tortoise
122000 €25

9.
TC Riviera sunglasses-black
121942 €25

12.
TC Butterﬂy sunglasses-tortoise
121911 €25
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Sunglasses

13.
TC Aviator sunglasses-silver
121898 €25

14.
TC Aviator sunglasses-black
121904 €25
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TC Sunglasses display stand
122017
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Cufﬂinks

Cufﬂinks

1. Silver hatch cufﬂinks
121058 €25
2. Silver single crystal cufﬂinks
4003005005 €25
3. Gun metal hatch cufﬂinks
121072 €25
4. Onyx stone cufﬂinks
121089 €25
1

3

4

5

6

7

8

5. Valley cufﬂinks
121096 €25
6. Silver knot cufﬂinks
121102 €25
7. Zeus cufﬂinks
121065 €25
8. Anvil cufﬂinks
121034 €25

2
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Keychains
2

4

3

2. Cupcake sparkle keychain
144569 €12

1. Rose gold heart sparkle keychain
144545 €12

3. Unicorn sparkle keychain
144552 €12
4. Pink ﬂamingo sparkle keychain
144576 € 12

6

5. Tree of life silver sparkle keychain
144606 € 12
6. Pink butterﬂy sparkle keychain
144583 € 12

5
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7
12

9

8

13

12. Cat sparkle keychain
144675 €12

7. Ladybird sparkle keychain
144590 €12

13. Schnauzer sparkle keychain
144682 €12

8. Angel wing sparkle keychain
144613 €12
10

9. Panther sparkle keychain
144637 € 12
10. Owl sparkle keychain
144668 € 12
11. High heel sparkle keychain
144699 € 12

11
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14

15

Keychains

16

18

14. Cat head sparkle keychain
134560 €10
17

19

15. Heart sparkle keychain
134577 €10
16. High heel sparkle keychain
125827 € 10
17. Purse sparkle keychain
144651 € 12
18. Gold bee sparkle keychain
144620 € 12
19. Elephant sparkle keychain
144644 € 12
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Birdy

Keychains

1

3

4

5

6

2

1. Birdy keychain-blue tit
144705 €12
2. Birdy keychain-robin
144729 €12
3. Birdy keychain-goldﬁnch
144712 € 12
4. Birdy keychain-bullﬁnch
144736 € 12
5. Birdy keychain-kingﬁsher
144750 € 12
6. Birdy keychain-greenﬁnch
144743 € 12
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Scarves
Stay effortlessly chic and sumptuously sophisticated in
our fashionable collection of scarves. Each one is
designed with on-trend sparkling silver stars and comes
in four stylish colours. Each scarf is perfectly presented
in our beautiful TC branded pillow boxes. The ultimate
treat for your fabulous friend!

1. TC Navy Star Scarf
136892 €17
2. TC White Star Scarf
136939 €17
3. TC Sage Green Star Scarf
136915 €17
4. TC Beige Star Scarf
136922 €17

2

1

3
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3
CRYSTAL

vases, bowls, stemware, connoisseur collection, candle holders, clocks, trophies, chandeliers, lamps

Tipperary Crystal has evolved as a company over recent years but is still steeped in its original crystal
heritage. Our roots are in Crystal since the founding of the company by master craftsmen Philip Walsh,
Joe Foley and John Maher in 1988. Our crystal collections reﬂect many of the original designs from
the companies origins. Enjoy the luxury of sipping wine from our crystal stems whilst the light bounces
through creating a prism of colours. Crystal, at the core of our heritage.

TIPPERARY CRYSTAL

Vases&Bowls
Tipperary Crystal is a premium crystal made from 24%
leaded crystal which allows the crystal to be cut and allows
for a “sparkle” factor. Tipperary Crystal also produce nonleaded crystal which has all the attributes of leaded crystal
without the heavy price tag.

tipperarycrystal.ie

V&B

V&B

1. Spiral tree 12” crystal vase
131835 €190

3. Oceans 10” crystal vase
131798 €160

2. Spiral tree 10” crystal vase
131828 €150

4. Oceans 12” crystal vase
131804 €200
5. Oceans 14” crystal vase
131811 €250

1
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2

3

4

5
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V&B
6. Pearl 11” crystal bowl
98527 €100
7. Pearl 12” crystal vase
111301 €100
8. Pearl 14” crystal vase
98510 €120

6

7

8
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V&B

9. Rosemount 14” crystal vase
92617 €70
10. Rosemount 12” crystal vase
93553 €50

11. Rosemount 11” crystal bowl
92600 €60
12. Rosemount 7.5” crystal bowl
105126 €30

9
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10

11

12
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“

V&B
13. Achill 12” crystal vase
3000140275 €50

14. Achill 10” crystal bowl
2325140250 €50

I must
have ﬂowers,
always and
always

”

13

14

Claude Monet
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V&B
18. Twist 13” crystal vase
3000130325 €70

19. Twist 8.5” crystal bowl
105133 €35
20. Twist 13” crystal bowl
2325130325 €60

15

16
18

V&B
15. Tempest 13” crystal vase
93546 €100

16. Tempest 11.5” crystal vase
92631 €90
17. Tempest 13” crystal bowl
92624 €100
17
19
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V&B
21. Astoria 12” crystal bowl
92594 €70

22. Astoria 12” waisted crystal vase
92570 €70
23. Astoria 12” curved crystal vase
92587 €70
21

22

23
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TIPPERARY CRYSTAL

Connoisseur Collection
Tipperary Crystal, in association with Liam Campbell of the
Irish Guild of Sommeliers has created a premium series of
fine crystal glassware. We are sure this exquisite collection
will appeal to the connoisseur and indeed all wine, whiskey,
brandy, or champagne enthusiasts.
To add to the gifting appeal of this exquisite collection,
Tipperary Crystal has included two gift boxing variations
allowing the consumer to add either a bottle of wine or
champagne to the gift set.

Cheers
1. Connoisseur ships carafe-1250ml
1008100001 €50

Cheers
2. Connoisseur
set of 2 gin glasses-600ml
116177 €30
3. Connoisseur
set of 2 whiskey glasses-410ml
110588 €20
4. Connoisseur
set of 2 brandy glasses-690ml
110595 €20

2

3

1
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“

Red

The
connoisseur
does not
drink wine,
but tastes
its secrets

”

5. Connoisseur set of 2 red wine glasses-610ml
110601 €20

5

Glassware Care
The correct handling and care of glassware will enhance the appearance and longevity of the product in
use. The following is a guide to care for your crystal stemware, basic tips to avoid breakage are;
•
•
•
•

Never pick up glasses in clusters.
Do not put cutlery into glasses.
Do not stack glasses.
Do not put cold liquids into hot glasses straight from the dishwasher as this can cause cracks.

Salvador Dalí
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White

Red

7. Connoisseur set of 2 white wine glasses-440ml
110618 €20

6. Connoisseur wine bottle and pair of red
wine glasses-610ml *bottle not included
110656 €25

8. Connoisseur wine bottle and pair of white
wine glasses-440ml *bottle not included
114999 €25

6

7

8
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Bubbly
9. Connoisseur set of 2 champagne ﬂutes250ml
110625 €20

9
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Bubbly
10. Connoisseur champagne bottle and pair of
ﬂutes-250ml *bottle not included
110649 €25

10
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Red

White

11. Connoisseur set of 6 red wine glasses-650ml
1008100650 €25

12. Connoisseur set of 6 white wine glasses-450ml
1008100450 €25

11

12
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Cheers
13. Connoisseur set of 6 champagne ﬂutes-220ml
99494 €25

13
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TIPPERARY CRYSTAL

Glassware&Decanters
Tipperary Crystal has created a sparkling collection of
crystal stemware and decanters for your drinking pleasure.
These beautifully designed collections contain titanium and
give additional strength to the glasses, making them less
susceptible to scratching and chipping.
This innovative technology allows the titanium to be
included in the glass melt during production and has a
direct impact of adding extra strength to the stemware.
Titanium Strength™ by Tipperary Crystal is a protected
technology, is new to the Irish marketplace and ensures a
longer-lasting product.

Prestige

Elegance

1

2

1. Prestige set of 6 wine glasses-455ml
143142 €25
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2. Elegance set of 6 wine glasses-450ml
143159 €25
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Belvedere

5

3

3. Belvedere set of 6 wine glasses-300ml
138537 €30

Sommelier

4. Belvedere set of 6 whiskey glasses-320ml
140400 €25
5. Sommelier set of 6 red wine glasses-600m
137233 €25
6. Sommelier set of 6 white wine glasses-450ml
137226 €25

4
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Ripple
7

8

Vertical
7. Ripple set of 6 wine glasses-500ml
147904 €35
8. Vertical set of 6 wine glasses-450ml
126718 €40
9. Vertical set of 6 hi ball glasses-470ml
131149 €40

9
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Spiral
10. Spiral set of 4 gin glasses-670ml
131156 €35
11. Spiral set of 6 wine glasses-450ml
126701 €40
12. Spiral set of 6 hi ball glasses-470ml
131132 €40

10

12
11
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Sapphire
13. Sapphire set of 6 red wine
glasses-450ml
106321 €25

13
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Diamondcut
14. Diamond cut decanter-850ml
137240 €75
15. Diamond cut decanter and tumbler pair-850ml / 320ml
137264 €89

15

14
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Twist

Twist

16. Twist decanter and pair of tumblers
850ml / 340ml
98480 €89

17. Twist decanter-850ml
1007132003 €75
18. Twist set of 6 tumblers-340ml
1007132002 €50

17

16

18
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TIPPERARY CRYSTAL

Giftware&Trophies

tipperarycrystal.ie

Votive

Votive

1. Skellig crystal votive
4707100070 €20

3. Connoisseur set of 3 crystal votives
1800100011 €50

2. Skellig crystal votive pair & set of 4 candles
4707100080 €50

4. Connoisseur 4 crystal tealight tray
1800100025 €40

3
1

4

2
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Candle
5. Empress crystal candleholder
pair 14”
96448 €120

7

Time
6. Carriage crystal clock
4855604039 €90
7. Square crystal carriage clock
108813 €90

6

Engraving
5
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Engraving service available.
Ask staff for details.
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Paper

Trophy

8. Dome crystal paperweight
100718 €25

9. Carraig crystal trophy 10”
108851 €70
10. Causeway crystal trophy 9.5”
99487 €60
11. Causeway crystal trophy 8”
99470 €55

Trophy Engraving
Engraving service available.
Ask staff for details.

9

8

10
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Trophy
12. Laragh crystal trophy 12”
126954 €270

15. Shannon crystal trophy 12”
126978 €450

13. Laragh crystal trophy 10”
126947 €215

16. Shannon crystal trophy 10”
126961 €360

14. Laragh crystal trophy 8”
127760 €170

17. Shannon crystal trophy 8”
127777 €270
18. Gaelic ball crystal trophy 12”
4710100003 €250
19. Soccer ball crystal trophy 12”
4710100004 €80

12

13

Trophy Engraving

14

Engraving service available.
Ask staff for details.

15

16

17
18
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4
LIVING

bone china, cutlery, picture frames, wedding, candles&diffusers, christmas

Discover a world of inspiring designs and reﬁned style with a variety of classic and
contemporary giftware from Tipperary Crystal. In our world every day is a celebration, so immerse
yourself in the delightful wealth of exciting, unique and innovative products from the Tipperary Crystal
Living collection.

TIPPERARY CRYSTAL

BoneChina

tipperarycrystal.ie

1

Butterfly
1. Butterﬂy-Cake stand
143470 €35
2. Butterﬂy-Set of 6 mugs in hatbox
143449 €45

2

384
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5

3

Butterfly
3. Butterﬂy-Set of 2 bone china espresso cups and
saucers
143456 €25
4. Butterﬂy- teapot
143487 €35

Butterfly
5. Butterﬂy-Set of 2 cappuccino cups and saucers
143463 €25
6. Butterﬂy- sugar bowl & creamer set
143494 €30

4

6
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Butterfly

Butterfly

7. Butterﬂy mug-the common blue
143388 €10

9. Butterﬂy mug-the brimstone
143401 €10

8. Butterﬂy mug-the small tortoiseshell
143395 €10

11

10. Butterﬂy mug-the cabbage white
143418 €10
11. Butterﬂy mug-the orange tip
143425 €10

7

8

12. Butterﬂy mug-the clouded yellow
143432 €10
13. Butterﬂy set of 4 biscuit plates
143821 €35

12

13
9
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Butterfly

14
16

14. Butterﬂy-set of 6 coasters
143517 €10
15. Butterﬂy-set of 6 place mats
143500 €30
16. Butterﬂy-set of 4 dessert
spoons
143524 €18
17. Butterﬂy-set of 4 pastry forks
143531 €18
15

18. Butterﬂy-set of 4 egg cups and
spoons
143548 €30

17

18
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1
2

Birdy
1. Birdy-Set of 4 biscuit plates
143371 €35
2. Birdy-Cake stand
139145 €40
3. Birdy-Set of 6 mugs in hatbox
136014 €45

3
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6

4

Birdy

Birdy

6. Birdy-Set of 4 egg cups and spoons
139152 €30

4. Birdy-Set of 2 bone china espresso cups and
saucers
135628 €25
5. Birdy-Set of 2 bone china cappuccino cups and
saucers
135611 €25

7. Birdy-Greenﬁnch sugarbowl & Bullﬁnch
milker set
135598 €25

7

8. Birdy-Robin & Blue Tit teapot
135604 €35

5

8
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9

11

Birdy

12

9. Birdy-set of 6 coasters
136007 €10
10. Birdy-set of 6 place mats
135994 €30

Birdy
11. Birdy-Bullﬁnch mug
128392 €10
12. Birdy-Blue Tit mug
128361 €10
13. Birdy-Robin mug
128385 €10
14. Birdy-Greenﬁnch mug
128408 €10
15. Birdy-Kingﬁsher mug
128415 €10

13

16. Birdy-Goldﬁnch mug
128378 €10

10

14
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15

16
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Birdy

17

17. Birdy-apron
139787 €16
18. Birdy-gauntlet oven glove
139800 €12
19. Birdy-double oven glove
139817 €16
20. Birdy-tea cosy
139794 €15
21. Birdy-set 3 tea towels
139466 €16
20

18

21

19
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Birdy

25

22 Birdy-Blue Tit cushion
137981 €30
23. Birdy-Goldﬁnch cushion
137998 €30
24. Birdy-Robin cushion
138001 €30
25. Birdy-Bullﬁnch cushion
138018 €30
26. Birdy-Greenﬁnch cushion
138025 €30

22

27. Birdy-Kingﬁsher cushion
138032 €30

23
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24

26

27
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Water bottles

Our brightly coloured Birdy wallets are a perfectly compact ladies wallet. Designed to bring a splash of
colour into your life! RFID blocking wallet, designed to block RFID readers from scanning your credit cards.
-100% PU (animal friendly).
-zipper function.
-coin holder, credit card slots, cash sleeve.
-12.5cm (W) x 10cm (H) x 2.5cm (D)

28. Butterﬂy water bottle
147393 €25
32. Birdy wallet-blue tit
141186 €25
Yellow gold hardware

29. Birdy water bottle-blue tit
147416 €25
30. Birdy water bottle-goldﬁnch
147423 €25

33. Birdy wallet-bullﬁnch
141216 €25
Yellow gold hardware

28

31. Birdy water bottle-robin
147409 €25

34. Birdy wallet-gold ﬁnch
141209 €25
Yellow gold hardware

33

35. Birdy wallet-robin
141193 €25
Yellow gold hardware
- 500ml
- 24 Hours cold
- 12 Hours hot
- Leakproof
- BPA free

34

32

29
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30

31

35
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Birdy

Birdy
42. Birdy-Hamper
141551 €77

36. Birdy-Bullﬁnch rose gold watch
139084 €50

Contents:

37. Birdy-Blue Tit rose gold watch
139091 €50

2 x Birdy single mugs, 135611 Birdy cappuccino set, 139466 Birdy set of 3 tea towels, 139817 Birdy
double oven glove.

38. Birdy-Robin rose gold watch
139107 €50

36

39. Birdy-Goldﬁnch rose gold watch
139138 €50
40. Birdy-Greenﬁnch rose gold watch
139114 €50
41. Birdy-Kingﬁsher rose gold watch
139121 €50
The Birdy Collection is a vibrant collection of rose
gold watches showcasing the Birdy designs. The
watches feature an array of Irish garden birds in
an enchanted garden setting, embellished with
rose gold detailing and crystal insets. Each watch
is presented in a beautiful foil pressed box which

42

will make the perfect gift. The watch strap is an
adjustable rose gold mesh strap with Tipperary
Crystal branding. Each Birdy watch comes with a
twelve month guarantee.

37

38
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China
1. Pinstripe-party pack
Set of 6 mugs in hatbox
144330 €28

1
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China
2. Parallel lines-party pack
Set of 6 mugs in hatbox
144347 €28

2
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China

“

3. Greek Key
Set of 6 grey mugs in hatbox
144323 €28

Tea
is the
elixir
of life

”

3

Lao Tzu
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China
4. HoneycombSet of 6 mugs in hatbox
136533 €28

4
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China
5. CircleSet of 6 mugs in hatbox
136540 €28

5
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China
7. Blue stripe, net & rainbow bone china
mugs
Set of 6 in hatbox
112322 €28

6

China

7

6. Grey stripe, net & rainbow bone china mugs
Set of 6 in hatbox
112315 €28
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China
9. Spots and stripes bone china mugsSet of 6 in hatbox-Pink
105911 €28

8

9

China
8. Spots and stripes bone china mugsSet of 6 in hatbox-Grey
105904 €28
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China

11. Spots and stripes bone china mugsSet of 6 in hatbox-Party Pack
105874 €28

China
10. Spots and stripes teapot, sugar and
creamer set
124912 €40

10

11
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China
12. Spots and stripes 3 tier afternoon
teacake stand
105928 €40

12
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TIPPERARY CRYSTAL

Famous Artists Collection

tipperarycrystal.ie

3

1

Degas

Renoir
3. Famous Artists Collection-Renoir
Set of 6 coasters
121713 €10

1. Famous Artists Collection-Degas
Set of 6 coasters
128705 €10

4. Famous Artists Collection-Renoir
Set of 6 placemats
121706 €30

2. Famous Artists Collection-Degas
Set of 6 placemats
128699 €30

2

4
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7

5

Monet
5. Famous Artists Collection-Monet
Set of 6 placemats
121188 €30

6. Famous Artists Collection-Monet
Set of 6 coasters
121195 €10

Vincent
7. Famous Artists Collection-Vincent
Set of 4 bone china biscuit plates
115385 €20
8. Famous Artists Collection-Vincent
Set of 4 bone china espresso cups and saucers
115354 €20

6
8
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Eoin O’Connor
TIPPERARY CRYSTAL

Modern Artists Collection
EOIN O’CONNOR’S eclectic style and striking use of colour makes his work instantly recognisable.
While his command over scale and perspective is rooted in his architectural training, his passion remains
ﬁrmly grounded in creating strikingly vibrant paintings which echo his unique view of Irish life. Eoin’s
vividly contrasting palette and striking compositions provide an instantly recognisable style to his extensive
body of work; one which remains inspired by the beauty of Ireland’s landscapes, seascapes and inhabitants!
His unique use of high quality paints on thick canvas results in creating a multi-dimensional perspective
for the viewer; heightened through techniques such as impasto and a nuanced understanding of his subject
matter.
Eoin has exhibited in London and New York, as well as a number of Irish venues including his own
galleries. Eoin has a desire to produce and display locally inspired, and created art within a globally
accessible platform.

tipperarycrystal.ie

Mutz
1. Modern Artists Collection
Mutz - Eoin O’Connor
Set of 4 bone china mugs
147911 €35

1
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Mutz

2
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Mutz

2. Modern Artists Collection
Mutz - Eoin O’Connor
Camilla mug
147959 €12

5. Modern Artists Collection
Mutz - Eoin O’Connor
Puppy Love mug
147935 €12

3. Modern Artists Collection
Mutz - Eoin O’Connor
Cruella mug
147942 €12

6. Modern Artists Collection
Mutz - Eoin O’Connor
The Golden One mug
147928 €12

4. Modern Artists Collection
Mutz - Eoin O’Connor
Mr. Lover mug
147973 €12

7. Modern Artists Collection
Mutz - Eoin O’Connor
The Young Pretender mug
147966 €12

3

4

5

6

7
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8

Mutz
- 500ml
- 24 Hours cold
- 12 Hours hot
- Leakproof
- BPA free

10

9

8. Modern Artists Collection
Mutz - Eoin O’Connor
Cruella water bottle
147379 €25
9. Modern Artists Collection
Mutz - Eoin O’Connor
Mr. Lover water bottle
147386 €25
10. Modern Artists Collection
Mutz - Eoin O’Connor
Puppy Love water bottle
147362 €25
11. Modern Artists Collection
Mutz - Eoin O’Connor
The Golden One water bottle
147355 €25

11
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Mutz
13
12. Modern Artists Collection
Mutz - Eoin O’Connor
Set of 6 Placemats
147485 €30
13. Modern Artists Collection
Mutz - Eoin O’Connor
Set of six coasters
147478 €10
14. Modern Artists Collection
Mutz - Eoin O’Connor
Set of 3 tea towels
148376 €17

12

Mutz
14
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15. Modern Artists Collection
Mutz - Eoin O’Connor
Mr. Lover cushion
147546 €30
16. Modern Artists Collection
Mutz - Eoin O’Connor
The Golden One cushion
147492 €30

17

17. Modern Artists Collection
Mutz - Eoin O’Connor
Cruella cushion
147515 €30
18. Modern Artists Collection
Mutz - Eoin O’Connor
Camilla cushion
147522 €30
19. Modern Artists Collection
Mutz - Eoin O’Connor
Puppy Love cushion
147508 €30

18

20. Modern Artists Collection
Mutz - Eoin O’Connor
The Young Pretender
147539 €30

15

19

16

20
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Mutz
21. Modern Artists Collection
Mutz - Eoin O’Connor
Set of 3 socks (41-46)
147980 €15

Funky Feet ®
Cool socks for cool people, socks by funky people for
funky people, show your individuality and wear them
with a smile on your face!
Produced from Combed Cotton
Combed Cotton is softer than regular cotton because it
doesn't have any impurities or short protruding
threads, and it is stronger than regular cotton because
the combing process removes short fibres, which are
prone to breakage. After combing, the straightened
fibres join together more tightly, leading to less fraying
and unravelling. These benefits plus the additional
work required during the manufacturing process
makes combed cotton more comfortable and resistant.

21
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Mutz
22

23

Modern Artists Collection
Hard cover ruled notebook
208 lined pages
13 X 21cm inner pocket

22. Modern Artists Collection
Mutz - Eoin O’Connor
Camilla-A5 notebook
148581 €10
23. Modern Artists Collection
Mutz - Eoin O’Connor
Puppy Love-A5 notebook
148550 €10
24. Modern Artists Collection
Mutz - Eoin O’Connor
Cruella-A5 notebook
148567 €10
24

25

25. Modern Artists Collection
Mutz - Eoin O’Connor
The Golden One-A5 notebook
148543 €10
26. Modern Artists Collection
Mutz - Eoin O’Connor
Mr. Lover-A5 notebook
148604 €10
27. Modern Artists Collection
Mutz - Eoin O’Connor
The Young Pretender-A5 notebook
148598 €10

26
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Eoin
1. Modern Artists Collection
Eoin-Belle of the ball mug
143289 €10
2. Modern Artists Collection
Eoin-The Boss mug
143296 €10
3. Modern Artists Collection
Eoin-Tinahely girl mug
143302 €10

1

2

4. Modern Artists Collection
Eoin-I could eat a horse mug
143319 €10

3

4
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Eoin

5. Modern Artists Collection
Eoin-Snooty Cow mug
143326 €10
6. Modern Artists Collection
Eoin-Social Distancing mug
143333 €10
7. Modern Artists Collection
Eoin-The Surveyor mug
143340 €10
8. Modern Artists Collection
Eoin-Breaking Boundaries
143357 €10
9. Modern Artists Collection
Eoin-Gridlock
143364 €10

5

6

7

8

9
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Eoin

Eoin

10. Modern Artists Collection
Eoin-Reach for the Stars mug
138384 €10
11. Modern Artists Collection
Eoin-Little Miss Sunshine mug
138377 €10

14. Modern Artists Collection
Eoin-Set of 6 mugs in hatbox
143234 €45

12. Modern Artists Collection
Eoin-The Moover and the Shaker mug
138391 €10
13. Modern Artists Collection
Eoin-The Young Buck mug
138360 €10

10

11

14
12
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15

17

Eoin

Eoin

17. Modern Artists Collection
Eoin-Cow jug
138360 €30

15. Modern Artists Collection
Set of 4 bone china mugs
131712 €30

18. Modern Artists Collection
Eoin-Fruit bowl
143272 €35

16. Modern Artists Collection
Set of 4 bone china biscuit plates
131736 €35

16
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Eoin
19. Modern Artists Collection
Eoin-Set of 4 bowls
143258 €30
20. Modern Artists Collection
Tea pot
131729 €30
21. Modern Artists Collection
Creamer and sugar pot
136205 €30

19
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22

Eoin

Eoin

22. Modern Artists Collection
Set of 4 bone china espresso cups and saucers
131705 €40
23. Modern Artists Collection
Set of 4 bone china cappuccino cups and saucers
131699 €45

23

21
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Eoin

24

24. Modern Artists Collection
Eoin-apron
139756 €16
25

28

25. Modern Artists Collection
Eoin-tea cosy
139763 €15
26. Modern Artists Collection
Eoin-gauntlet oven glove
139770 €12
27. Modern Artists Collection
Eoin-double oven glove
138551 €16
28. Modern Artists Collection
Eoin-set 3 tea towels
148499 €16
29. Modern Artists Collection
Eoin-set 3 tea towels
138445 €16

26

29

27
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30

32

Eoin
30. Modern Artists Collection
Eoin-butter dish
140950 €20

Eoin

31. Modern Artists Collection
Eoin-set of four cow egg cups and
spoons
138414 €30

32. Modern Artists Collection
Eoin-serving platter
size: 33cm long x 18cm wide
140967 €20
31

33. Modern Artists Collection
Eoin-Cow cake stand
138346 €40

33
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34

Eoin
34. Modern Artists Collection
Eoin-Set of 6 coasters
131750 €10
35. Modern Artists Collection
Eoin-Set of 6 placemats
131743 €30
36. Modern Artists Collection
Eoin-Vase
143265 €40
37. Modern Artists Collection
Eoin-Breaking Boundaries water bottle
147331 €25

36

37

38

- 500ml
- 24 Hours cold
- 12 Hours hot

38. Modern Artists Collection
Eoin-Frenchie water bottle
147348 €25

- Leakproof
- BPA free

35
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Eoin

42

39. Modern Artists Collection
Eoin-Tinahely Girl cushion
137608 €30
40. Modern Artists Collection
Eoin-The Boss cushion
137615 €30
41. Modern Artists Collection
Eoin-Reach For The Stars cushion
137622 €30
42. Modern Artists Collection
Eoin-Breaking Boundaries cushion
137639 €30

39

43. Modern Artists Collection
Eoin-Little Miss Sunshine cushion
137646 €30
44. Modern Artists Collection
Eoin-Pull The Udder One cushion
137653 €30

40
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43
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Hamper
48. Modern Artists Collection
Eoin O’Connor-Hamper
141544 €97
Contents:
131712 set of 4 mugs, 131736 set of 4 plates,
138551 oven gloves, 138445 set of 3 tea towels.

Eoin
45. Modern Artists Collection
Eoin-Young Buck cushion
141612 €30
45

46. Modern Artists Collection
Eoin-The Moover & Shaker cushion
141605 €30
47. Modern Artists Collection
Eoin-Belle of the Ball cushion
141599 €30
48

46
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Lynn Stringer
TIPPERARY CRYSTAL

Modern Artists Collection
LYNN STRINGER studied Fine Art in Ireland at the College of Marketing and Design. She later
specialised in Botanical Art and her preferred technique is watercolour and graphite. Lynn has exhibited
work at the National Gallery of Ireland, the National Botanical Gardens and at many other venues
throughout Ireland. She has won gold medals at Bloom for her paintings and in 2013 was awarded a silver
medal at the world-famous Royal Horticultural Show in London. Lynn has had her work published in
Curtis’ Botanical magazine and her original pieces are highly sought after by astute collectors.

tipperarycrystal.ie

Botanical Studio
1. Botanical Studio
Set of 4 Mugs
147621 €30
2. Botanical Studio
Sweet Pea mug
147645 €10

4. Botanical Studio
Agapanthus mug
147669 €25

3. Botanical Studio
Magnolia mug
147638 €10

5. Botanical Studio
Fuchsia mug
147652 €10

2

4

1

3

5
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6

Botanical Studio
7

8

Botanical Studio
6. Botanical Studio
Set of 2 cups & saucers
Rose & Iris
147591 €25

9

7. Botanical Studio
Creamer & sugar bowl
Moss Rose & Lenten Rose
147706 €25
8. Botanical Studio
Set of 2 cups & saucers
Magnolia & Sweet Pea
147607 €25
9. Botanical Studio
Butter dish
Lenten Rose
147713 €25
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Botanical Studio
10. Botanical Studio
Tea pot-Peony
147676 €30

10
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Botanical Studio
11. Botanical Studio
Set of 4 side plates
Iris, Mermaid Rose
Moss Rose & Peony
147683 €30
12. Botanical Studio
Serving plate
Mermaid Rose
147690 €25

11

12
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13

Botanical
Studio
13. Botanical Studio
Lenten Rose cushion
148383 €30
14. Botanical Studio
Magnolia cushion
148390 €30
15. Botanical Studio
Sweet Pea cushion
148406 €30
16. Botanical Studio
Agapanthus cushion
148420 €30

14

17. Botanical Studio
Tree Peony cushion
148437 €30
18. Botanical Studio
Moss Rose cushion
148468 €30

15
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17
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TIPPERARY CRYSTAL

Pens

tipperarycrystal.ie

Pens

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1. James Joyce gold pen & gift box
131507 €25
2. James Joyce silver pen & gift box
131514 €25
3. Oscar Wilde silver pen & gift box
131521 €25
4. Oscar Wilde gold pen & gift box
131538 €25
5. Oscar Wilde black pen & gift box
131545 €25
6. Black pen & gift box
97247 €25
7. Silver pen & gift box
97254 €25
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TIPPERARY CRYSTAL

Picture Frames

tipperarycrystal.ie

Frames

Frames

1

1. Chequard frame 4” x 6”
142800 €25

6. White mount frame- 4” x 6”
128811 €25

2. Crystal temple frame 5” x 7”
142824 €25

7. Ripple frame- 8” x 10”
5600100079 €35

3. Crystal temple frame 4” x 6”
142817 €20

8. Ripple frame- 5” x 7”
5600100078 €25

4. White mount frame- 8” x 10”
128828 €35

9. Ripple frame- 4” x 6”
5600100077 €20

5. White mount frame- 5” x 7”
125087 €30

4

2
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3

5

7

6

8

9
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Frames
10

11

12

10. Grey enamel frame with silver edge- 8” x 10”
110335 €50

16. White enamel frame with gold edge- 8” x 10”
110304 €50

11. Grey enamel frame with silver edge- 5” x 7”
110328 €35

17. White enamel frame with gold edge- 5” x 7”
110298 €35

12. Grey enamel frame with silver edge- 4” x 6”
110311 €25

18. White enamel frame with gold edge- 4” x 6”
110281 €25

13. Black enamel frame with rose gold edge- 8” x 10”
110366 €50

19. Silver 3cm border frame- 8” x 10”
110397 €40

14. Black enamel frame with rose gold edge- 5” x 7”
110359 €35

20. Silver 3cm border frame- 5” x 7”
110380 €30

15. Black enamel frame with rose gold edge- 4” x 6”
110342 €25

13

14

15

19

16
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20

18
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21

Frames
21. Beaded edge double frame- 4” x 6”
135659 €25
22. Beaded edge silver plated frame- 8” x 10”
5600100088 €30
23. Beaded edge silver plated frame- 6” x 8”
114425 €25
22

23

24

25

24. Beaded edge silver plated frame- 5” x 7”
5600100087 €20
25. Beaded edge silver plated frame- 4” x 6”
5600100086 €15
26. Celebrations frame- 8” x 10”
5600100100 €50
27. Celebrations frame- 6” x 8”
128897 €40
28. Celebrations frame- 5” x 7”
5600100099 €35
29. Celebrations frame- 4” x 6”
5600100098 €25

26
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29
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Frames

Baby

30. Inﬁnity wedding frame
& keepsake memory box 8” x 10”
114463 €50

32. Baby frame sunshine- 4” x 6”
135666 €20
33. Baby frame with bear- 4” x 6”
122291 €20

31. Inﬁnity wedding frame
& keepsake memory box 5” x 7”
114470 €35

34. Baby bear- 4” x 4”
5600100103 €15
35. Baby ﬁrst year- 8” x 10”
5600100102 €30

30

31

32

34

33

35

Keepsake Memory Box
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TIPPERARY CRYSTAL

Candles&Diffusers
Tipperary Crystal has created an extensive range of themed
candles, fragrance diffuser sets and tea lights all presented
in beautifully designed premium gift packaging.
The Collections consists of unique scents, each
incorporating core elements to enhance and evoke
positivity and wellbeing. The candle scents are designed to
transform your home with luscious fragrances all year
round.

tipperarycrystal.ie

Eletronic Diffuser

Essential Oils

2. Essential Oil-Sweet Pea
145733 €6

3. Essential Oil-Honeysuckle
145740 €6

4. Essential Oil-Rosemary &
Lavender
145757 €6

15ml Essential Oil Blend. Indulge

15ml Essential Oil Blend. Indulge

yourself with the fresh ﬂoral fragrance

yourself with fresh honeysuckle blended

15ml Essential Oil Blend. A deeply

of sweet pea with a base of precious

with hints of jasmine, rose and lilac.

aromatic blend of Italian rosemary and
French lavender producing a stylish

woods.

scent.

1.Wellbeing Diffuser
145726 €59
Look after your wellbeing with this
electronic

essential

oil

diffuser.

Delivering the perfect amount of scent
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5. Essential Oil-French Linen
Water
145764 €6

6. Essential Oil-Salt Water
Shores
145771 €6

7. Essential Oil-Water Lily &
Hyacinth
145788 €6

quickly, humidiﬁes the air and features

15ml Essential Oil Blend. Reminiscent

15ml Essential Oil Blend. Inspired by

15ml Essential Oil Blend. Victorians

ambient light settings.

of evenings on the veranda in Provence,

the natural aromas of the sea. Blended

treasured the sweet and lingering scent

this soft ﬂoral aroma includes relaxing

with the complex aroma of musk, this

of hyacinth, and this aroma gracefully

lavender, sweet orange, petitgrain and

primarily masculine aroma takes on

melds with the fresh, slightly sweet and

some light citrus notes.woods.

sensual, spicy and woodsy notes.

lemony fragrance of water lily.
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Jardin Diffusers
Jardin
1. Jardin Diffuser-Orange & Earl Grey
142985 €12.95

2. Jardin Diffuser-Sandalwood
142992 €12.95

This slightly ﬂoral and tangy scent combines the fragrance of

This is a luxuriously rich and decadent scent that has blends

orange peel with the balancing base notes of musk. A hint of

of amber and musky sandalwood intertwined with smoked

ginger beckons amidst this uplifting aroma that reminds one

oak and exotic spices. A wonderful aroma that will create an

of an afternoon sipping tea.

opulent ambiance.

3. Jardin Diffuser-Rosemary & Blackberry
143005 €12.95
A burst of dark juicy blackberries blended with the woody citrusy fragrance of Rosemary. This candle is vivacious yet calming, it envelops your home in a decadent and alluring aroma
with undertones of ﬂoral luxury.
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Jardin Diffusers

4. Jardin Diffuser-Fig & Black Orchid
139435 €12.95

5. Jardin Diffuser-Tangerine & Honey Blossom
139442 €12.95

Jardin Diffusers

8. Jardin Diffuser-Basil & Orange
137288 €12.95

9. Jardin Diffuser-Red Roses & Lemon
137295 €12.95

To uplift, to wind down or simply to add an air of luxury,

This uplifting, decadent scent will engulf your home with a

This diffuser will infuse the compelling scent of freshly cut

Inspired by the scent of six of the worlds most exquisite roses.

transform the atmosphere with the sensual scent of ﬁg

wonderful feeling of spring. This fruity ﬂoral scent has top

basil intertwined with the summery citrus scent of juicy or-

This sumptuous aroma oozes glamour, warmth and

and black orchid, illuminated by the clean sensuality of

notes of blackcurrant and petitgrain, middle notes are

anges. This is an uplifting distinct fragrance sure to bring a

sophistication. With hints of lemon this fragrance is reminis-

blackcurrant leaf.

nectarine and locust and base notes are vetiver and plum.

touch of luxury to any room.

cent of freshly cut ﬂowers.

6. Jardin Diffuser-Pear & Freesia
137318 €12.95
The freshness of just ripe pear will envelope your home with
a comforting sense of Autumn wrapped in a bouquet of
freesias. This scent is sure to create a luxuriously comforting
atmosphere in any home.

7. Jardin Diffuser-White Jasmine
137301 €12.95

10. Jardin Diffuser-Wild Roses
137325 €12.95

11. Jardin Diffuser-Lavender
137271 €12.95

This fresh scent will transport you to a quaint English cottage

The scent of Wild Rose evokes the feeing of being in a

Clean and relaxing, like a breath of fresh air. This diffuser

with windows opening out to a sun-drenched garden ﬁlled

beautiful summer garden. This fragrance has a predominantly

oozes the comfort of freshly pressed linen with freshly cut

with beautiful white jasmine. The delicate scent of Jasmine

balsamic, spicy, warm scent intertwined with the bouquet of

Lavender placed on top. This scent creates an atmosphere of

will create an atmosphere of calm and relaxation, while

warm earth and honey. A mystical, more intriguing

calmness and relaxation.

just-cut wild mint adds a dash of eccentricity to this beautiful

bouquet.

bouquet.
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Jardin Candles
12. Jardin Candle-Rosemary &
Blackberry
142978 €12.95

15

12

A burst of dark juicy blackberries blended with the
woody citrusy fragrance of Rosemary. This candle is
vivacious yet calming, it envelops your home in a
decadent and alluring aroma with undertones of
ﬂoral luxury.

13. Jardin Candle-Orange & Earl Grey
142954 €12.95
This slightly ﬂoral and tangy scent combines the fragrance of orange peel with the balancing base
notes of musk. A hint of ginger beckons amidst this

Caring for Candles

uplifting aroma that reminds one of an afternoon
sipping tea.

Never leave a burning candle
unattended.

•

Trim wick to 5mm prior to lighting.
If candle smokes, extinguish and
trim wick.

15. Jardin Candle-Fig & Black Orchid
139299 €12.95
To uplift, to wind down or simply to add an air of luxury,

14. Jardin Candle-Sandalwood
142961 €12.95
This is a luxuriously rich and decadent scent that

•

13

has blends of amber and musky sandalwood intertwined with smoked oak and exotic spices. A won-

•

Keep candles free from matches
and other ﬂammable materials.

•

Burn only on a stable and heat
resistant surface.

derful aroma that will create an opulent ambiance.

14

•

Keep out of the reach of children
and pets.

•

Do not burn candle in a draft. Do
not touch or move candle while
burning, or if wax is hot.

•

For best results burn candle for 4
hours at one time.

•

Candles should be burned away
from other heat sources such as
television sets or direct sunlight.

•

Ensure candles are placed at least
4” (10cm) apart.

transform the atmosphere with the sensual scent of ﬁg
and black orchid, illuminated by the clean sensuality of
blackcurrant leaf.

16. Jardin Candle-Tangerine & Honey Blossom
139305 €12.95
This uplifting, decadent scent will engulf your home with a
wonderful feeling of spring. This fruity ﬂoral scent has top
notes of blackcurrant and petitgrain, middle notes are
nectarine and locust and base notes are vetiver and plum.

16
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Jardin Candles

21

20

17. Jardin Candle-White Jasmine
128934 €12.95
This fresh scent will transport you to a quaint
English cottage with windows opening out to
a sun-drenched garden ﬁlled with beautiful
white jasmine. The delicate scent of Jasmine
will create an atmosphere of calm and

Jardin

relaxation, while just-cut wild mint adds a dash
of eccentricity to this beautiful bouquet.

18. Jardin Candle-Pear & Freesia
128941 €12.95
The freshness of just ripe pear will envelope
your home with a comforting sense of
Autumn wrapped in a bouquet of freesias. This
scent is sure to create a luxuriously comforting
atmosphere in any home.

20. Jardin Candle-Red Roses & Lemon
128927 €12.95
Inspired by the scent of six of the worlds most
exquisite roses. This sumptuous fragrance

19. Jardin Candle-Basil & Orange
128910 €12.95
This candle will infuse the compelling scent of

oozes glamour, warmth and sophistication.
With hints of lemon this aroma is reminiscent

17

of freshly cut ﬂowers.

freshly cut basil intertwined with the summery

21. Jardin Candle-Wild Roses
128958 €12.95

citrus scent of juicy oranges. This is an uplifting
distinct fragrance sure to bring a touch of

The scent of Wild Rose evokes the feeing of

luxury to any room.

being in a beautiful summer garden. This
fragrance has a predominantly balsamic, spicy,

22

warm aroma intertwined with the bouquet of
warm earth and honey. A mystical, more
intriguing bouquet.

22. Jardin Candle-Lavender
128903 €12.95
Clean and relaxing, like a breath of fresh air.
This candle oozes the comfort of freshly
pressed linen with freshly cut Lavender placed
on top. This scent creates an atmosphere of
calmness and relaxation.

18
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23. Jardin set of 3 mini candles
Pear & freesia, lavender and
white jasmine
137332 €12
23
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Jardin Gift Sets
24. Jardin Candle & Diffuser gift set
Pear & Freesia
142770 €20
The freshness of just ripe pear will envelope
your home with a comforting sense of
Autumn wrapped in a bouquet of freesias. This
scent is sure to create a luxuriously comforting
atmosphere in any home.

24

25. Jardin Candle & Diffuser gift set
Wild Roses
142787 €20
The scent of Wild Rose evokes the feeing of
being in a beautiful summer garden. This
fragrance has a predominantly balsamic, spicy,
warm scent intertwined with the bouquet of
warm earth and honey. A mystical, more
intriguing bouquet.

25
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Jardin
26. Jardin-Hamper
141568 €80
Contents:

Wedding
Candle&Diffuser

137332 set 3 mini Jardin candles, 128910 Jardin candle-basil & orange, 128903 Jardin candle-lavender,
137318 Jardin diffuser-pear & freesia, 137295 Jardin diffuser-red roses & lemon, 140882 Jardin set 3
hand creams, 141094 Jardin set 4 soaps.
*Scents may vary.

1. Wedding candle & diffuser setWedding Day
131217 €25
A classic ﬂoral scent to remember your wedding

26

day for a lifetime of love and happiness that will
shine through the years.

1
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TC Candles
1. Tipperary Crystal tumbler candleLily
143012 €12.95

2. Tipperary Crystal tumbler candleGooseberry
143029 €12.95

TC Candles
5. Tipperary Crystal tumbler candleAcai & pomelo
120631 €12.95

6. Tipperary Crystal tumbler candleSaltwater shores
120617 €12.95

This candle will transport you to tropical climes

Reminiscent of long lazy summer days, this scent

Pomelo oil is a refreshing and energising

This refreshing scent is one of summer, inspired

with the fragrant bouquet of the Trumpet Lily

has a light fruity aroma where crisp citrus oil and

fragrance reminiscent of grapefruit. This citrus

by the natural aromas of the sea. Blended with

infused with exotic rosebuds. This scent will

ﬂoral notes combine with scents sourced from

note brightens and uplifts both moods and

the complex fragrance of musk, this primarily

envelop your home with a majestic ﬂoral

the hedgerows.

surroundings. When coupled with the acai berry

masculine perfume takes on sensual, warm, spicy

from the Amazon Rainforest, the resulting scent

and woodsy animalistic notes.

bouquet.

is uniquely sweet, light, tropical and fruity.

3. Tipperary Crystal tumbler candleLemon & mint
143036 €12.95

4. Tipperary Crystal tumbler candleWater lily & hyacinth
120624 €12.95

7. Tipperary Crystal tumbler candleVanilla citron
120600 €12.95

8. Tipperary Crystal tumbler candleWild berries
104136 €12.95

Transform the atmosphereof your home with this

Victorians treasured the sweet and lingering

The perfect combination of crisp Citron notes

scent of hyacinth, and this aroma gracefully

A gentle stroll through a rose garden. This

fresh scent that has top notes of Mint laced with

elevated by the exquisite addition of Tahitian

melds with the fresh, slightly sweet and lemony

luxurious scent expresses the freshness of a

Citrus oils. This fragrance creates the feeling of

vanilla. Sensual, calming and sweet notes of

fragrance of water lily. The fragrance is also a bit

bouquet of roses, sweetened with blackcurrant

an open window in Spring with scents of freshly

vanilla are blended into this complex scent with

fruity with the slightest whisper of vanilla.

leaves.

cut lemons and wild mint wafting through.

mulled fruit and warm wood.
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TC Candles
9. Tipperary Crystal tumbler candleRose blossom
111509 €12.95

10. Tipperary Crystal tumbler candlePomegranate
5000602039 €12.95

TC Candles
13. Tipperary Crystal tumbler candlePink grapefruit
5000602031 €12.95

14. Tipperary Crystal tumbler candleRosemary & lavender
5000602041 €12.95

This scent is the essence of modern romance and

Rich juices of pomegranate are infused with

Indulge yourself in the tart citrus aroma of

A deeply aromatic blend of Italian rosemary and

pays homage to the queen of all ﬂowers. Inspired

rosebud and lily. Cassis and vanilla add

delicious pink grapefruit.

French lavender producing a stylish scent. A

by a blend of the world’s most exquisite roses, it

sensuality and warmth to this romantic and

delightful fragrance that will refresh and

unfolds to your senses like a bouquet of freshly

relaxing, dark and enigmatic aroma.

invigorate.

cut ﬂowers.

11. Tipperary Crystal tumbler candleFrench linen water
100862 €12.95

12. Tipperary Crystal tumbler candlePrecious woods
5000602033 €12.95

15. Tipperary Crystal tumbler candleHoneysuckle
5000602029 €12.95

16. Tipperary Crystal tumbler candleSweet Pea
5000602027 €12.95

Reminiscent of evenings on the veranda

A cocktail of precious woods and musk

Indulge yourself with fresh honeysuckle blended

Indulge yourself with the fresh ﬂoral fragrance of

in Provence, this soft ﬂoral aroma includes

highlighted with patchouli wood and river

with hints of jasmine, rose and lilac.

sweet pea with a base of precious woods.

relaxing lavender, sweet orange, petit grain and

amber. A luxurious homely scent.

some light citrus notes diffusing a clean and
soothing fragrance.
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TC Candles
17. Tipperary Crystal tumbler candleWhite tea
5000602035 €12.95
Effervescent citrus top notes softened by a

Caring for Candles
•

Never leave a burning candle
unattended.

•

Trim wick to 5mm prior to lighting.
If candle smokes, extinguish and
trim wick.

•

Keep candles free from matches
and other ﬂammable materials.

•

Burn only on a stable and heat
resistant surface.

•

Keep out of the reach of children
and pets.

•

Do not burn candle in a draft. Do
not touch or move candle while
burning, or if wax is hot.

•

For best results burn candle for 4
hours at one time.

•

Candles should be burned away
from other heat sources such as
television sets or direct sunlight.

•

Ensure candles are placed at least
4” (10cm) apart.

modern heart of white tea and jasmine brushed
with warming ginger accents. A soothing and
comforting scent.

18. Tipperary Crystal cloche
106918 €20
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TC Diffusers

19. Tipperary Crystal fragrance diffuserLily
143043 €12.95

20. Tipperary Crystal fragrance diffuser
Gooseberry
143050 €12.95

21. Tipperary Crystal fragrance diffuserLemon & mint
143067 €12.95

TC Diffusers

22. Tipperary Crystal fragrance diffuserSaltwater shores
120655 €12.95

23. Tipperary Crystal fragrance diffuser
French linen water
105850 €12.95

24. Tipperary Crystal fragrance diffuserWater lily & hyacinth
120662 €12.95

This aroma will transport you to tropical climes

Reminiscent of long lazy summer days, this scent

Transform the atmosphere of your home with this

This refreshing scent is one of summer, inspired

Reminiscent of evenings on the veranda

Victorians treasured the sweet and lingering scent

with the fragrant bouquet of the Trumpet Lily

has a light fruity aroma where crisp citrus oil and

fresh scent that has top notes of Mint laced with

by the natural aromas of the sea. Blended with the

in Provence, this soft ﬂoral aroma includes

of hyacinth, and this aroma gracefully melds with

infused with exotic rosebuds. This scent will

ﬂoral notes combine with scents sourced from the

Citrus oils. This fragrance creates the feeling of an

complex aroma of musk, this primarily masculine

relaxing lavender, sweet orange, petit grain and

the fresh, slightly sweet and lemony fragrance of

envelop your home with a majestic ﬂoral bouquet.

hedgerows.

open window in Spring with scents of freshly cut

aroma takes on sensual, warm, spicy and woodsy

some light citrus notes diffusing a clean and

water lily. The fragrance is also a bit fruity with the

lemons and wild mint wafting through.

animalistic notes.

soothing fragrance.

slightest whisper of vanilla.
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TC Diffusers

25. Tipperary Crystal fragrance diffuser-

TC
Candle&Diffuser

26.Tipperary Crystal fragrance diffuser-

Rosemary & lavender
105829 €12.95

Honeysuckle
5000601057 €12.95

A deeply aromatic blend of Italian rosemary and

Indulge yourself with fresh honeysuckle blended

French lavender producing a stylish scent. A

with hints of jasmine, rose and lilac.

delightful fragrance that will refresh and

29. Tipperary Crystal tumbler candle &
fragrance diffuser setFrench Linen
123366 €25

invigorate.

30. Tipperary Crystal tumbler candle &
fragrance diffuser setRosemary & Lavender
123380 €25

Reminiscent of evenings on the veranda

A deeply aromatic blend of Italian rosemary and

in Provence, this soft ﬂoral aroma includes

French lavender producing a stylish scent. A

relaxing lavender, sweet orange, petit grain and

delightful fragrance that will refresh and

some light citrus notes diffusing a clean and

invigorate.

soothing fragrance.

27. Tipperary Crystal fragrance diffuserSweet pea
5000601053 €12.95

28. Tipperary Crystal fragrance diffuserWhite tea
105836 €12.95

Indulge yourself with the fresh ﬂoral fragrance of

Effervescent citrus top notes softened by a

sweet pea with a base of precious woods.

modern heart of white tea and jasmine brushed
with warming ginger accents. A soothing and
comforting scent.
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TC
Candle&Diffuser

TC
Candle&Diffuser

31

31. Tipperary Crystal tumbler candle &
fragrance diffuser setFrench Linen
142831 €20

33

32. Tipperary Crystal tumbler candle &
fragrance diffuser setSaltwater shores
142848 €20

Reminiscent of evenings on the veranda

Inspired by the natural aromas of the sea.

in Provence, this soft ﬂoral aroma includes

Blended with the complex aroma of musk, this

relaxing lavender, sweet orange, petit grain and

primarily masuline aroma takes on sensual, spicy

some light citrus notes diffusing a clean and

and woodsy notes.

soothing fragrance.

32
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33. Tipperary Crystal tumbler candle &
fragrance diffuser setHoneysuckle
142862 €20

34. Tipperary Crystal tumbler candle &
fragrance diffuser setRosemary & lavender
142855 €20

Indulge yourself with fresh honeysuckle blended

A deeply aromatic blend of Italian rosemary and

with hints of jasmine, rose and lilac.

French lavender producing a stylish scent. A
delightful fragrance that will refresh and
invigorate.

34
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Mini Candles
35

37

35. Tipperary Crystal tumbler candle &
fragrance diffuser setSweet Pea
142879 €20
Indulge yourself with the fresh ﬂoral fragrance of
sweet pea with a base of precious woods.

36. Tipperary Crystal
Set of 3 assorted mini candlesGrapefruit, rosemary & lavender,
white tea
141100 €10

37. Tipperary Crystal
Set of 3 assorted mini candlesHoneysuckle, french linen water,
sweet pea
131200 €10
38. JardinSet of 3 assorted mini candles
Pear & freesia, lavender, white
jasmine
137332 €12

38
36
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TIPPERARY CRYSTAL

Bodycare
The Tipperary Crystal Bodycare range has been carefully selected and
formulated to combine the therapeutic benefits of spa treatments,
aromatherapy, hydrotherapy and skin care. It is a collection of exceptionally
natural, high quality skincare products, deeply relaxing and anti-stressing
oils, revitalizing bodycreams, cleansing washes, exfoliating salts and
therapeutic herbs, all of which help to achieve outstanding results on the
face, body and mind.
All Tipperary Crystal bodycare products have been formulated using only
the highest quality ingredients, known for their purity, potency and
therapeutic qualities. Essential oils are combined to work together in
harmony, making them more powerful as blends than they would be on
their own.

tipperarycrystal.ie

2

1

4

Hand Care

1. Jardin-60ml handcream
Basil & orange blossom
142138 €5

5

2. Jardin-60ml handcream
Lavender
142121 €5
3. Jardin-60ml handcream
Pear & freesia
142169 €5
4. Jardin-60ml handcream
White jasmine
142152 €5
5. Jardin-60ml handcream
Wild roses
142176 €5
6. Jardin-60ml handcream
Red roses & lemon
142145 €5

3
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Hand Care

7. Jardin-3 x 60ml handcream set
Wild roses, lavender, white jasmine
140882 €12

8. Jardin-3 x 60ml handcream set
Basil & orange blossom, red roses &
lemon, pear & freesia.
145603 €12
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Gift
9. Jardin Candle, Hand cream tube +
pump gift set
Wild Roses
146471 €25
9

The scent of Wild Roses evokes the feeling of
being in a beautiful summer garden. This
aroma has a predominantly balsamic, spicy,
warm scent intertwined with the bouquet of
warm earth and honey. A mystical more intriguing bouquet.

10. Jardin Candle, Hand cream tube +
pump gift set
Lavender
146488 €25

11
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12. Jardin Candle, Hand cream tube +
pump gift set
Basil & Orange Blossom
146501 €25
This scent will infuse the compelling scent of
freshly cut basil intertwined with the summery
citrus fragrance of juicy oranges. This is an
uplifting distinct scent sure to bring a touch of
luxury to any room.

Inspired by the scent of six of the worlds most
exquisite roses. This sumptuous fragrance

This candle oozes the comfort of freshly

oozes glamour, warmth and sophistication.

pressed linen with freshly cut lavender placed

With hints of lemon, this aroma is reminiscent

on top. This scent creates an atmosphere of

of freshly cut ﬂowers.

11. Jardin Candle, Hand cream tube +
pump gift set
Pear & Freesia
146495 €25

12

13. Jardin Candle, Hand cream tube +
pump gift set
Red Roses & Lemon
146518 €25

Clean and relaxing, like a breath of fresh air.

calmness and relaxation.

10

Sets

14. Jardin Candle, Hand cream tube +
pump gift set
White Jasmine
146525 €25

13

This fresh scent will transport you to a quaint

The freshness of just-ripe pear envelops your

English cottage with windows opening out to

home with a comforting sense of Autumn

a sun-drenched garden ﬁlled with beautiful

wrapped in a bouquet of freesias. This scent is

white jasmine. This delicate scent of Jasmine

sure to create a luxuriously comforting atmos-

will create an atmosphere of calm and

phere in any home.

relaxation.

14
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Body Care

15. Jardin Toiletry bag
Pear & Freesia
142756 €12
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Body Care

16. Jardin Toiletry bag
Red Roses & Lemon
142763 €12

A scent of just ripe pear wrapped in a bouquet

The scent of the worlds most exquisite roses

of freesias. This high-quality material toiletry

with hints of lemon. This high-quality material

bag includes a handcream, bar of soap and

toiletry bag includes a handcream, bar of soap

exfoliating Loofah.

and exfoliating Loofah.
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Luxury Soaps

Luxury Soaps
23

17

18

17. Jardin-bar of soap
Lavender
142183 €5
18. Jardin-bar of soap
Basil & orange
142190 €5
19

20

19. Jardin-bar of soap
Red roses & lemon
142206 €5
20. Jardin-bar of soap
White jasmine
142213 €5
21. Jardin-bar of soap
Pear & freesia
142220 €5

21

22

22. Jardin-bar of soap
Wild roses
142237 €5
23. JardinSet of 4 soap bars
141094 €8
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Anti-bacterial

24

25

26

24. Tipperary CrystalAnti-bacterial handwash
French linen water 300ml
141117 €4
25. Tipperary CrystalAnti-bacterial handwash
Honeysuckle 300ml
141124 €4
26. Tipperary CrystalAnti-bacterial handwash
Sweet pea 300ml
141131 €4
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Hand Care

Hand Care

27. Set of 3 soaps
Honeysuckle, sweet pea &
french linen
131194 €10

29

28. Hand Cream Trio Set
Honeysuckle 75ml, sweet pea
75ml & french linen 75ml
124509 €20

29. Sweet Pea
300ml hand lotion & hand wash, 100ml hand cream tube
120181 €20
27.

30

28
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30. Honeysuckle
300ml hand lotion & hand wash, 100ml hand cream tube
120198 €20
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TIPPERARY CRYSTAL

FestiveCandles&Diffusers
Inspired by the warm, spicy aromas of the festive season
Tipperary Crystal have produced the most beautiful
collection of Christmas inspired scented candles and
fragrance diffuser sets all of which are presented in
exquisitely designed festive gift boxes.
Create the warmest of welcomes this festive season and fill
your senses with the aromas of winter spice, white
Christmas and Christmas berries. These captivating scents
will create a luxurious, decadent ambiance throughout your
home.

tipperarycrystal.ie

Candle Sets

Candle&Diffuser
3. Christmas Pine scented candle
143197 € 12
The nostalgic scent of pine from a freshly cut
Christmas tree ﬁlls the room as the subtle spices

1. Christmas Dreams scented candle
143203 € 12

whisper that Christmas is here.

4. Merry Christmas scented candle
143210 € 12

Sandalwood and Cardamon infused, this indulgent fragrance opens with fresh notes of car-

This scent is a blend of Orange, Almond, Lime

damom and sparkling lemon, balanced with a

and Lemon that then gives way to the main body

heart of orange blossom on a base of deep and
rich sandalwood.

2. Christmas Spice scented candle
143227 € 12
blended with spices including clove and anise to

•

Never leave a burning candle
unattended.

•

Trim wick to 5mm prior to lighting.
If candle smokes, extinguish and
trim wick.

•

Keep candles free from matches
and other ﬂammable materials.

•

Burn only on a stable and heat
resistant surface.

•

Keep out of the reach of children
and pets.

•

Do not burn candle in a draft. Do
not touch or move candle while
burning, or if wax is hot.

•

For best results burn candle for 4
hours at one time.

•

Candles should be burned away
from other heat sources such as
television sets or direct sunlight.

•

Ensure candles are placed at least
4” (10cm) apart.

create the scent of Christmas.

2
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Bringing Christmas to life!

Caring for Candles

A wonderful fragrance with aromas of cinnamon,

1

fragrance of Red Berry, Cinnamon and Nutmeg.

3

4
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Festive
5. Christmas Dreams 3 wick scented candle
145528 € 20
Sandalwood and Cardamon infused, this indulgent
fragrance opens with fresh notes of cardamom and
sparkling lemon, balanced with a heart of orange
blossom on a base of deep and rich sandalwood.

5

Christmas Spice 3 wick scented candle
6. 145542 € 20
A wonderful fragrance with aromas of cinnamon,
blended with spices including clove and anise to create the scent of Christmas.

6

7. Christmas Pine 3 wick scented candle
145511 € 20
The nostalgic scent of pine from a freshly cut
Christmas tree ﬁlls the room as the subtle spices

7

whisper that Christmas is here.

8. Merry Christmas 3 wick scented candle
145535 € 20
This scent is a blend of Orange, Almond, Lime and
Lemon that then gives way to the main body
fragrance of Red Berry, Cinnamon and Nutmeg.
Bringing Christmas to life!

8
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Gift Sets

12. Merry Christmas set
3 mini scented candles
143937 € 12
13. Merry Christmas set
4 mini scented candles
145504 € 15

9

9. Christmas Dreams set
3 mini scented candles
143920 € 12

12

10. Christmas Spice set
3 mini scented candles
143944 € 12
11. Christmas Pine set
3 mini scented candles
143913 € 12

Christmas Dreams: Sandalwood and Car-

Gift Sets

damon infused, this indulgent fragrance
opens with fresh notes of cardamom and
sparkling lemon, balanced with a heart of

10

orange blossom on a base of deep and
rich sandalwood.
Christmas Spice: A wonderful fragrance

13

with aromas of cinnamon, blended with
spices including clove and anise to create
the scent of Christmas.
Christmas Pine: The nostalgic scent of
pine from a freshly cut Christmas tree ﬁlls
the room as the subtle spices whisper that
Christmas is here.
Merry Christmas: This scent is a blend of

11

Orange, Almond, Lime and Lemon that
then gives way to the main body fragrance
of Red Berry, Cinnamon and Nutmeg.
Bringing Christmas to life!
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Diffusers

Gift Sets
18
18. Christmas Dreams scented candle &
fragrance diffuser gift set
143883 € 20
Sandalwood and Cardamon infused, this indulgent fragrance opens with fresh notes of cardamom and sparkling lemon, balanced with a
heart of orange blossom on a base of deep and
rich sandalwood.

14. Christmas Dreams fragrance diffuser
143845 € 12

15. Christmas Spice fragrance diffuser
143869 € 12

19. Christmas Spice scented candle &
fragrance diffuser gift set
143906 € 20

Sandalwood and Cardamon infused, this

A wonderful fragrance with aromas of cinnamon,

indulgent fragrance opens with fresh notes of

blended with spices including clove and anise to

A wonderful fragrance with aromas of cinnamon,

cardamom and sparkling lemon, balanced with

create the scent of Christmas.

blended with spices including clove and anise to

19

create the scent of Christmas.

a heart of orange blossom on a base of deep and
rich sandalwood.

20. Christmas Pine scented candle & fragrance diffuser gift set
143876 € 20
The nostalgic scent of pine from a freshly cut
Christmas tree ﬁlls the room as the subtle spices
whisper that Christmas is here.

21. Merry Christmas scented candle &
fragrance diffuser gift set
143890 € 20

20

This scent is a blend of Orange, Almond, Lime
and Lemon that then gives way to the main body
fragrance of Red Berry, Cinnamon and Nutmeg.
Bringing Christmas to life!

16. Christmas Pine fragrance diffuser
143838 € 12

17. Merry Christmas fragrance diffuser
143852 € 12

The nostalgic scent of pine from a freshly cut

This scent is a blend of Orange, Almond, Lime

Christmas tree ﬁlls the room as the subtle spices

and Lemon that then gives way to the main body

whisper that Christmas is here.

fragrance of Red Berry, Cinnamon and Nutmeg.

21

Bringing Christmas to life!
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TIPPERARY CRYSTAL

FestiveBoneChina

tipperarycrystal.ie

Christmas Mugs
2. Birdy Robin Christmas mugs
Set of 4
145054 € 30

Robin
1. Jardin Christmas mugs
Set of 6
145061 € 25
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TIPPERARY CRYSTAL

ChristmasDecorations
At Tipperary Crystal we just Love Christmas! The festive
season, the giving of gifts, creating memories and being
together with family and loved ones. Have lots of fun with
our lovingly designed and created Christmas decorations,
each one has a magic sparkle of elf dust!

tipperarycrystal.ie

“

Festive Hamper
1. Christmas-Hamper
141575 €60
Contents:
143937 set 3 mini Christmas candles, 143210 Merry Christmas candle,
143852 Merry Christmas diffuser set, 140561 Robin with wreath decoration, 145405 Santa Express
Sparkle Christmas tree decoration.

What if
Christmas,
perhaps,
means a little
bit more

”

1

Dr. Seuss

554

3. Christmas Ornaments
Santa with sleigh
147744 € 20

4. Christmas Ornaments
Santa with robins
147737 € 20

ChristmasOrnaments
ChristmasOrnaments
2. Christmas Ornaments
Santa with gifts
147775 € 20

5. Christmas Ornaments
Santa’s train
147768 € 20
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6. Christmas Ornaments
Snowman with robins
147751 € 20
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Snowglobes
7

8

7. 100mm Snowglobe
Santa’s sack
145436 € 25
8. 100mm Snowglobe
Snowman
145450 € 25
9. 100mm Snowglobe
Christmas Carousel
145443 € 25
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9

Snowglobes
10. 100mm Snowglobe-Train
145467 €25

10

11

11. 100mm Snowglobe-Polar Express
140837 €25
12. 100mm Snowglobe-Nutcracker
140844 €25
13. 100mm Snowglobe-Christmas Carousel Horse
140851 €25
14. 100mm Snowglobe-Santa’s Plane
140868 €25

12

13

14
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16

17

18

19

15

Porcelain
15. Porcelain decoration
Nutcracker
144248 € 12

16. Porcelain decoration
Waving Santa
144217 € 12

17. Porcelain decoration
Santa with staff
144231 € 12

18. Porcelain decoration
Christmas tree
144200 € 12

19. Porcelain decoration
Moon Santa
144262 € 12
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23

20

Porcelain
20. Porcelain decoration
Polar bear
144224 € 12
21. Porcelain decoration
Robin
144255 € 12
22. Porcelain decoration
Reindeer
144187 € 12

21

22

23. Porcelain decoration
Set of 4
145498 € 20
24. Porcelain decoration
Snowman & lolly
144194 € 12
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24

LovedOnes
25. Loved Ones decoration
Best Mum
140424 € 12
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26

27

29

28

31

Loved
Ones

Loved
Ones

26. Loved Ones decorationSuper Grandad
140516 €12

30. Loved Ones decorationAwesome Grandson
140431 €12

27. Loved Ones decorationSuper Gran
140448 €12

31. Loved Ones decorationSuper Son
140486 €12

28. Loved Ones decorationBest Dad
140509 €12

32. Loved Ones decorationCool Daughter
140462 €12

29. Loved Ones decorationCool Granddaughter
140455 €12
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30

32

Loved
Ones
33. Loved Ones decorationBest Friend
140417 €12

570

Loved
Ones
34. Loved Ones decorationSuper Nephew
145580 €12
35. Loved Ones decorationSuper Niece
145573 €12
36. Loved Ones decorationCool Godchild
145597 €12
37. Loved Ones decorationSuper Sister
140479 €12
38. Loved Ones decorationSuper Brother
140493 €12
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39

40

41

42

Pearl
39. Pearl Christmas stocking decoration-Letter “A”
140615 €12

InitialsPearl
StockingDecorations

40. Pearl Christmas stocking decoration-Letter “B”
140622 €12
41. Pearl Christmas stocking decoration-Letter “C”
140639 €12
42. Pearl Christmas stocking decoration-Letter “D”
140646 €12
43. Pearl Christmas stocking decoration-Letter “E”
140653 €12
44. Pearl Christmas stocking decoration-Letter “F”
140660 €12
43
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44
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Pearl
45. Pearl Christmas stocking decoration-Letter “G”
140677 €12
46. Pearl Christmas stocking decoration-Letter “H”
140684 €12
47. Pearl Christmas stocking decoration-Letter “I”
140820 €12
48. Pearl Christmas stocking decoration-Letter “J”
140691 €12
49. Pearl Christmas stocking decoration-Letter “K”
140707 €12

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

50. Pearl Christmas stocking decoration-Letter “L”
140714 €12
51. Pearl Christmas stocking decoration-Letter “M”
140721 €12
52. Pearl Christmas stocking decoration-Letter “N”
140738 €12
53. Pearl Christmas stocking decoration-Letter “O”
140745 €12
54. Pearl Christmas stocking decoration-Letter “P”
140752 €12
55. Pearl Christmas stocking decoration-Letter “R”
140769 €12
56. Pearl Christmas stocking decoration-Letter “S”
140776 €12
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Pearl
57. Pearl Christmas stocking decoration-Letter “T”
140783 €12
58. Pearl Christmas stocking decoration-Letter “V”
140790 €12
59. Pearl Christmas stocking decoration-Letter “W”
140806 €12
60. Pearl Christmas stocking decoration-Letter “Z”
140813 €12

57

58

59

60
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Birdy
Christmas
61. Birdy Christmas
64. Birdy Christmas
hanging decorationhanging decorationGreenﬁnch
Kingﬁsher
140936 €14
140912 €14
62. Birdy Christmas
65. Birdy Christmas
hanging decorationhanging decorationGoldﬁnch
Robin
140943 €14
140905 €14
63. Birdy Christmas
66. Birdy Christmas
hanging decorationhanging decorationBluetit
Bullﬁnch
140899 €14
140929 €14
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61

63

65

62

64

66
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Noel
67. Alphabet Christmas Tree
decoration - Letter A
132887 €12
68. Alphabet Christmas Tree
decoration - Letter B
132894 €12
69. Alphabet Christmas Tree
decoration- Letter C
132900 €12

67

68

69

70

71

72

70. Alphabet Christmas Tree
decoration - Letter D
132917 €12
71. Alphabet Christmas Tree
decoration - Letter E
132924 €12

AlphabetTree
Decorations
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72. Alphabet Christmas Tree
decoration - Letter F
132931 €12
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Noel
73. Alphabet Christmas Tree decorationLetter G
132948 €12
74. Alphabet Christmas Tree decorationLetter H
132955 €12
75. Alphabet Christmas Tree decorationLetter I
133211 €12
76. Alphabet Christmas Tree decorationLetter J
132962 €12
77. Alphabet Christmas Tree decorationLetter “K”
132979 €12

73

74

75

76

79

80

81

82

77

78

78. Alphabet Christmas Tree decorationLetter L
132986 €12
79. Alphabet Christmas Tree decorationLetter M
132993 €12
80. Alphabet Christmas Tree decorationLetter N
133006 €12
81. Alphabet Christmas Tree decorationLetter O
139824 €12
82. Alphabet Christmas Tree decorationLetter P
133013 €12
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Noel
83. Alphabet Christmas Tree
decoration - Letter R
133020 €12
84. Alphabet Christmas Tree
decoration - Letter S
133037 €12
85. Alphabet Christmas Tree
decoration- Letter T
133044 €12
86. Alphabet Christmas Tree
decoration - Letter V
133051 €12

83

84

85

87. Alphabet Christmas Tree
decoration - Letter W
139831 €12
88. Alphabet Christmas Tree
decoration - Letter Z
139848 €12

86

87

88
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89

90

91

Pearl
89. Pearl Christmas decorationSanta
140608 €12
90. Pearl Christmas decorationStocking
132733 €12
91. Pearl Christmas decorationSwan
140592 €12
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“

92

It’s
the most
wonderful
time of the year...

Pearl
92. Pearl Christmas decorationBear on moon
132818 €12
93. Pearl Christmas decorationTurtle doves
132825 €12

”

94. Pearl Christmas decorationHot air baloon
132795 €12

Andy Williams

93

94
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98
95

96

97

Pearl
95. Pearl Christmas decoration1st Christmas frame
132832 €12
96. Pearl Christmas decorationPicture frame
132788 €12
97. Pearl Christmas decorationSnowﬂake
132740 €12
98. Pearl Christmas decorationCherub
132801 €12
99. Pearl Christmas decorationBest teacher ever
132726 €12
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99
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DecorationsSets
100. Set of 4 Decorations
snowman, Santa, joy & elf
144149 € 20

101. Set of 4 Decorations
star, tree, stocking & snowman
144125 € 20

102. Set of 4 Decorations
penguin, frame nutcracker &
Santa
144132 € 20
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103

104

106

Sparkle
103. Sparkle Christmas decorationDriving home for Christmas
140578 €12
104. Sparkle Christmas decorationSanta & candy cane
140554 €12
105. Sparkle Christmas decorationRobin & wreath
140561 €12
106. Sparkle Christmas decorationPolar bear
140585 €12
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105
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111

112

113

107. Sparkle Christmas decorationMistletoe
145672 € 12
108. Sparkle Christmas decorationIce Skater
145399 € 12
109. Sparkle Christmas decorationRobin
145610 € 12

107

108

110. Sparkle Christmas decorationGingerbread house with wreath
145696 €12
111. Sparkle Christmas decorationNew home
145382 € 12

Sparkle

112. Sparkle Christmas decorationReindeer carousel
145412 € 12
113. Sparkle Christmas decorationSanta express
145405 € 12

114

114. Sparkle Christmas decorationUnicorn
145429 €12
109
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110
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115

116

117

Sparkle
115. Sparkle Christmas decorationSanta with list
109025 €12
116. Sparkle Christmas decorationReindeer with Christmas gift
115279 €12
117. Sparkle Christmas decorationSanta holding gifts
108998 €12

118

118. Sparkle Christmas decorationSanta in plane
115255 €12

119

120

121

Sparkle
122. Sparkle Christmas decorationChristmas tree frame
108912 €12
124. Sparkle Christmas decorationBauble frame
108950 €12

119. Sparkle Christmas decorationNutcraker soldier
109032 €12
120. Sparkle Christmas decorationStocking
100213 €12
121. Sparkle Christmas decorationElf
109049 €12

122
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124
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“

Be like the
Christmas treeevergreen,
shining,
full of lights
and full
of gifts

125

127

Sparkle
125. Sparkle Christmas decorationCarousel horse
124721 €12
126. Sparkle Christmas decorationBallerina
124769 €12
127. Sparkle Christmas decorationDove
124745 €12

”

Sri Sri Ravi Shankar

126

128. Sparkle Christmas decoration‘Let it Snow’ snowman
124714 €12
129. Sparkle Christmas decorationPolar express
115309 €12

128

129
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130

131

132

133

134

135

Sparkle

136
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137

138

130. Sparkle Christmas decorationPenguin
109063 €12

135. Sparkle Christmas decorationRocking horse- 1st Christmas
115231 €12

131. Sparkle Christmas decorationChristmas tree
100190 €12

136. Sparkle Christmas decorationSnowﬂake with blue crystals
109056 €12

132. Sparkle Christmas decorationCarousel
108967 €12

137. Sparkle Christmas decorationAngel
100220 €12

133. Sparkle Christmas decorationBaby’s ﬁrst Christmas
100237 €12

138. Sparkle Christmas decorationJoy bauble
100282 €12

134. Sparkle Christmas decorationSnowman with dangle arms
100268 €12

139. Sparkle Christmas decorationGingerbread house
108974 €12
139
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Tipperary Crystal
Allied House
804 Northwest Business Park
Phase 3, Ballycoolin
Dublin 15, Ireland
telephone 353 1 880 9150
sales@alliedimports.com

For a full list of stockists go to

www.tipperarycrystal.ie

